


CONQUER ROADS.
DEVOUR TRACKS.
Only from behind the wheel of the BMW M4 Pure Coupé, can you truly 
understand its breathtaking capability. Roads and tracks lay ahead of you 
ready to be dominated. This is pure adrenaline and performance at its best; 
take control, the BMW M4 Pure Coupé is ready when you are.

THE BMW M4 PURE COUPÉ.
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WE ALL WANT MORE PERFORMANCE. 
And now you can get it with a K&N high flow air filter, designed to
increase horsepower with up to 50% more airflow. Whether your car
is brand new or has some kilometers on it, get a K&N filter today, spend
5 minutes under the hood and you’re good to go.

KNFILTERS.COM.AU

EVERYONE
LOVES THAT
FAST CAR 
SMELL

The last air filter your car will ever need.



THANK GOD for fast, new cars. Every morning, since about the middle 
of January, I have checked international news sites just to make sure my 

morning chores don’t include rushing down to Coles to buy a trolley’s worth 
of water bottles and tinned food. I consider myself lucky to be interested in 

cars. I might have gone mad with fear by now, if I wasn’t.
The world of new performance cars, at current, has become my source 
of good news to balance out the bad. While my grieving for the end of 

Australian cars will never end, rather just change over time, many other 
corners in fast car land seem to be blossoming at present – as this issue of 

MOTOR will attest. Toyota is mum, but we’ve managed to dig up enough dirt 
on the next Supra for our exclusive cover story. And you wouldn’t be wrong 
to imagine a car with sublime steering and handling like an 86, but with a 
twin-turbo V6, 300kW and rear-drive – sub-$100K. Please and thank you.

Renault, meanwhile, has confirmed the next Megane RS will come with 
a manual gearbox, which is an enormous relief as it was sounding like this 
car was going to be a four-door, scaled-up clone of the current Clio RS. Not 

to talk ill of the little Clio, but that would have been bad. Instead, the Megane 
sounds like it’ll continue going for the Golf GTI Performance’s jugular.

And if it isn’t, the Hyundai i30 N will be. As you’ll read from p88, this issue 
MOTOR got a rare first drive of this car – and it’s going to be a worthy option 
for people who love a lively and entertaining hot hatch. We don’t know yet 

but it sounds like it’s going to be very competitively priced, too.
For readers with a bit more coin, the next BMW M5 sounds like a proper 

animal – in the feature from p44, check out the screen where you can select 
between all- and rear-wheel drive... Traction, or sideways, on demand.
And lastly, this issue, in an Australian exclusive, we’ve spoken to new F1 

honcho Ross Brawn on the future of grand prix racing. Bernie was a man 
of the big corporate sponsors, governments, celebrities and manufacturers. 
Brawn is mindful of all these things, but sounds like a man for the fans. It 

will be very interesting to see the direction Formula One now takes.
The world of new performance cars: adaptive, optimistic, hopeful, 

confident. An unlikely example the rest of the world would do well to follow.

Dylan
Campbell

Ed’s note

 In uncertain times, we have the world of new 
 performance cars to get our good news fix 
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Return of 
the Supra!

Turbo V6, 300kW, rear-drive: Toyota’s halo car is coming
b y  M I C H A E L  T AY L O R  i l l u s t r a t i o n s  B R E N D O N  W I S E

8 jun e 2017  motormag.com.au



THE WALKING Dead’s zombie virus 
has jumped into inanimate objects, 
with the once-dead Toyota Supra 
about to roar back to life.

The Supra is the production 
car that first gave the world the 
faintest idea that the beating heart 
of at least one car enthusiast laid 
beneath that Mount Fuji-sized pile 
of white-painted, stolidly shaped 
metal with plastics that smelt 
slightly funny.

And then, in 2002, it died. And 
for more than a decade, it stayed 
dead. And now it’s almost back, 
thanks to an unlikely technical tie-
up with BMW. 

Every other carmaker in the 
world has seen enough in the sales 
data to assume the mid-sized 
coupe market is shrinking towards 

oblivion. That frightened the two 
carmakers, but they both still 
wanted their sports cars, so they 
split the costs, more or less.

For its part, BMW will show the 
“concept” of the G29 Z4 (which it 
is being called internally, rather 
than Z5) at August’s Pebble Beach 
Concours d’Elegance.

But sitting on the same chassis, 
suspension and electronics 
architecture will the flagship 
Toyota sports car, complete with 
a full performance sub-brand 
beneath it as well.

Prototype Supras are being flung 
around Toyota’s private test tracks 
near Mount Fuji, however, they’re 
also being tested on the Bavarian 
roads near its technical partner’s 
Munich headquarters.

Toyota 
is staying admirably 
mum about the car, about what it 
will cost, what engines it might 
have, what gearboxes it will use, 
its performance targets – even 
how it will be different to the 
BMW twin. What we know for sure 
is that Tetsuya Tada (no, not the 
restaurant bloke) has been tasked 
with overseeing it, and he knows 
both handling fun and joint-
venture engineering, having been 
in charge of the successful 86/
Subaru BRZ project.

What we do know from insiders, 
though, is that it will only use 
a hybrid powertrain in Japan, 
but will have both four-cylinder 
hybrid power and V6-petrol power 

➥

Three engine/
drivetrain options 
are rumoured with 

power ranging from 
180kW for the four-

pot to 300kW for 
the twin-turbo V6

9d  motorof f icia l f  motor_ mag
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HISTORY LESSON: The Mighty 2JZ
INDEED the new Supra 
powertrain has a lot to live 
up to in following one of the 
great performance engines: 
the 2JZ-GTE. The 2JZ-GTE – 
a 3.0-litre twin-turbocharged 
straight-six – first appeared 
in Toyota’s gentlemanly 
Aristo in 1991. Set apart 
from mere ‘GE’ variants with 
special aluminium heads, 
unique intake and exhaust 
manifolds, higher flow 
injectors and, of course, its 
sequential turbo setup, which 
blew into low-compression 
cylinders to produce 209kW 
and 436Nm. The engine was 
then greenlighted for Toyota’s 

second-generation (Mk4) 
Supra in 1993. Now, 209kW 
might not be much in the face 
of today’s turbo fours, but the 
fact Toyota rated American 
Supras (where a Japanese 
industry power cap didn’t 
exist) at 239kW hinted at 
the engine’s true potential. 
Toyota fitted the iron-block 
engine with variable valve 
timing in 1997, which helped 
engineers squeeze out more 
torque. As much as 15Nm in 
the Aristo’s case. But the 
greatest gains were made in 
tuners’ hands, with heavily 
modified examples making 
as much as 1500kW. 

 M O T O R  I M A G E
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engineering at BMW.
Both sports cars will share the 

long-nose/short-tail layout and 
will carry just two seats and a 
parcel shelf inside. 

For the Supra’s part, the fifth-gen 
model will use the FT-1 concepts 
from 2014 as a starting point, 
though the design will be cleaner, 
inside sources say. 

It will use a development of 
the GT86’s design language, writ 
larger with more purposeful rear 
haunches, with sources insisting 
the only Supra design “halo” it 
needs to carry over are the old car’s 
bold proportions. 

Its body will be mostly 
aluminium, with a full liftback 
(while the BMW will use a boot) 
and the spy pictures make it look 
deceptively big.

Toyota has no plans to decapitate 
the Supra (while BMW has no plans 
to build a fixed-roof version of the 
third-generation Z4), so it’s poured 
all of its energies into making the 
hardtop handle, while keeping a 
clear separation between the two 
models on the sales side.

The jointly developed platform 
will see the two cars use chassis 
modules from the current 3 Series 
BMW range, which means they’re 
able to slot in stronger units as the 
models get faster. Expect the V6 
Supra, then, to share its front and 
rear axles and its five-link rear 
suspension with the current BMW 
M4 and M3.

The target weight for the Toyota 
version (the lighter of the two) 
is around 1400kg in its base 
mode and closer to 1500kg in the 

strongest models. 
This isn’t the first joint-venture 

project between the Japanese and 
German brands, with the giant 
and the (relative) minnow also 
developing fuel-cell systems and a 
lithium-air battery together.

They’ll also build their cars 
together on the same line, however, 
nobody gets home-field advantage 
because both the Supra and the 
Z4 will be build by Magna Steyr in 
Graz, Austria.

Magna built the first-generation 
Mini Countryman, Paceman and 
Coupe and will also assemble 
some models of BMW’s 5 Series, 
probably the plug-in hybrid.

The scale and size of the 
operation means the two 
companies are expecting joint 
sales around 60,000 cars a year. M

➥

Despite sharing 
development with 
BMW for its Z4, the 
Supra will remain a 
two-door coupe and 
will have bespoke 
design language

SPYSHOTS
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AMG boss Tobias 
Moers looking 

justifiably proud 
of his monster 
currently under 
development
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AMG reveals F1 
hypercar heart
F1-powered road car’s mind-bending 735kW powertrain

MERCEDES-AMG is attempting to 
do what no other manufacturer has 
managed: install a Formula One 
engine in a road-going production 
car. Nestled midships in AMG’s 
forthcoming hypercar, codenamed 
Project One, is, in essence, the same 
turbocharged V6 that has powered 
Mercedes’ F1 cars to three-straight 
drivers’ and constructors’ titles.

First presented as an idea at the 
2016 Paris Motor Show, ahead of 
the recent Nurburgring 24-Hour 
AMG boss Tobias Moers went into 
more detail about the ambitious 
project alongside a static model 
of the Project One’s mechanical 
layout. The powertrain is incredibly 
complicated, incorporating a 1.6-
litre turbo V6 capable of revving 
to 11,000rpm, aided by a 120kW 
electric motor on each front wheel, 
another 100kW electric motor 
attached to the crankshaft and a 
final 80kW electric motor driving 
the turbo for immediate response.

Powering the electric motors will 
be 100kg of lithium-ion batteries 
nestled behind the front wheels. 
These use the same cell technology 
as the F1 car, though with four 
times the capacity. Combined 
system output is claimed to be 
more than 735kW and despite the 

heavy reliance on electricity, the 
hybrid component exists almost 
purely to boost performance, with 
Project One expected to have an 
electric-only range of just 25km. 
The V6 itself will have a life of 
around 50,000km before major 
work is required, according to AMG 
boss Tobias Moers.

Due to the high-revving nature 
of the engine, Mercedes has had 
to revert to an automated manual 
gearbox such as that in the Lexus 
LFA, as no dual-clutch or torque-
converter automatic is capable 
of handling such high rpm. All 
up, the powertrain weighs 420kg 
and will propel the car to around 
350km/h, though top speed is not a 
development priority.

Instead, “outstanding dynamic 
driving capability” is the design 
target according to Moers. The 
engine and gearbox are fully 
stressed parts of the chassis, 
while Project One uses five-link 
suspension at both ends with 
inboard coilover suspension. There 
will be a number of drive modes, 
the most aggressive, track-focused 
essentially drops the car to the 
ground to make best use of the 
active aerodynamics.

Total weight is predicted to 

be around 1300kg, while the 
front electric motors will not 
only provide all-wheel drive 
functionality, but also the ability 
to individually control each front 
wheel in the ultimate example 
of torque vectoring, dubbed AMG 
Torque Dynamics. Tyres are 
bespoke Michelin Pilot Sport Cup 
2s measuring a whopping 335/30 at 
the rear and 285/35 front, wrapped 
around staggered rims (19-inch 
front; 20-inch rear).

Just 275 Project Ones will be 
built, costing €2m (AUD$3m, 
before taxes) and currently nine of 
those will be landing locally, with 
Mercedes-Benz Australia battling 
to increase its allocation as it holds 
a further seven expressions of 
interest. The first customer cars are 
expected to be delivered in 2019 
with deliveries complete by 2021. 

Questions remain as to how 
AMG will make the engine meet 
emissions regulations and produce 
acceptable levels of noise, vibration 
and harshness, not to mention 
make it idle at 1100rpm rather 
than the F1 car’s 3500-4000rpm. 
These details and more, including 
the car’s styling, will be revealed 
at the Frankfurt Motor Show in 
September.

Not the only ‘F1 car for the road’
ULTRA-exclusive 
hypercars like the Project 
One might usually be all 
sold before production 
begins, however, as the 
ultimate expression of 
their respective makers’ 
engineering might, 
bragging rights are all-
important. 

The Project One’s main 
competition will come 
from the Aston Martin 

Valkyrie, a car with a 
similar F1 connection. 
Red Bull Racing’s aero 
guru Adrian Newey is the 
brains behind the project 
and Aston claims the 
662kW/1000kg Valkyrie 
will be able to lap at 2016 
F1 race pace on slicks. 

Just 150 road versions 
and 25 track cars are 
planned with deliveries 
to start in 2019.

Also landing in 2019 is 
the McLaren BP23, a 
three-seater homage to 
the original F1. Far more 
road-focused than either 
the Project One or 
Valkyrie, McLaren 
nonetheless claims the 
BP23 (not its final title) 
will be the fastest car it’s 
ever built. The world’s 
billionaires have never 
had it so good. – SN

15d  motorof f icia l f  motor_ mag
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BMW IS bringing back the 8 Series. 
Previewed by this concept, revealed 
at the Villa d’Este concours, the 8 
Series will return to the BMW line-
up after a 19-year hiatus, replacing 
the 6 Series as the brand’s range-
topping two-door.

Despite the previous 8 Series, 
produced from 1992-99, being 
neither a critical nor commercial 
success, BMW has judged the time 
is right for its return as it seeks to 
“significantly increase sales and 
revenues in the luxury class”.

According to Chairman of the 
Board of Management, Harald 
Kruger, “The number 8 has always 
represented the pinnacle of sports 
performance and exclusivity at 
BMW. The forthcoming 8 Series 
Coupe will demonstrate that razor-

sharp dynamics and modern luxury 
can go hand-in-hand.”

The concept shows a radical 
evolution of BMW’s current design 
language, though a statement says 
it merely offers “a taster” of the 
production 8 Series styling. Details 
regarding the car’s mechanical 
make-up are scarce – expect 

M8 will be BMW’s 
performance 
flagship and 

spearhead its 
return to Le Mans

powertrains to closely mirror those 
of the 7 Series – however, it’s not yet 
clear whether the 8 Series will be 
built on the 5 Series platform or the 
stiffer, lighter (but more expensive) 
Carbon Core architecture of the 
latest 7 Series.

What is confirmed is that 
topping the range will be an M8, 
presumably powered by the circa-
450kW/750Nm 4.4-litre twin-turbo 
V8 from the all-new M5 (see page 
44) and using the same on-demand 
all-wheel drive system. 

The M8 will form the basis for a 
new GTE race car, which will enable 
BMW to return to the Le Mans 24 
Hour race for the first time since 
2011. The M8 GTE will make its race 
debut at the Daytona 24 Hours in 
January 2018. – SN 

8 Series? You bet
Replaces 6 Series; 450kW M8 confi rmed; factory tilt at Le Mans

PHEW! MANUAL FOR NEXT MEGANE RS
GOOD news for Australian Renault Sport fans, with confirmation the new 
Megane RS will be available with the option of a manual or dual-clutch 
gearbox. Renault’s refusal to offer the latest Clio RS with three pedals 
fuelled fears it would follow suit with the new Megane, however, customer 
demand has ensured a six-speed manual will be offered.

Engine capacity is yet to be confirmed, however, a power figure of more 
than 220kW is the target. Front-wheel drive remains and all-wheel steering 
is expected to appear for the first time. 

The Megane RS made its public debut, albeit camouflaged, at 
the Monaco Grand Prix as part of Renault Sport’s 40th Anniversary 
celebrations. The production car will appear at September’s Frankfurt 
Motor Show ahead of a Q1 2018 release. – SN



Porsche recommends

They’re all track days. 

The new 911 GTS. 
Embrace the routine: twin-turbo flat-six boxer engine for an increased power output of 331 kW (450 hp).  

Sport Chrono Package with mode switch on the GT sports steering wheel for enhanced dynamic performance. 

And a purposeful wide-body design for more sport with less sacrifice.

porsche.com.au/911GTS
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BLOWN 441kW XE
THE LATEST offering from Jaguar 
Land Rover’s Special Vehicle 
Operations is the XE SV Project 
8, the most powerful road-going 
Jaguar ever. Fitted with a 441kW 
5.0-litre supercharged V8, Jaguar 
claims it will offer supercar 
performance and dynamics in a 
sedan. Sadly, just 300 cars will 
be hand assembled at SVO’s 
Coventry, UK base and unlike 
the F-Type Project 7, none are 
expected to make their way 
Down Under. The XE SV Project 
8 will make its public debut at 
this year’s Goodwood Festival of 
Speed on June 30.

VW COOKS UP GTI
VW HAS finally revealed a sporty 
version of its lovable Up city 
car, with specs eerily similar to 
the original Golf GTI. The Up 
GTI is powered by a 1.0-litre 
triple producing 85kW/200Nm, 
enough to push its 997kg body to 
100km/h in 8.8sec. Suspension 
is stiffer and 15mm lower and 
there are 17-inch alloys, while the 
usual GTI trinkets inside and out 
(red grille stripe, subtle bodykit, 
golf ball gear knob, tartan seats) 
complete the package. The Up 
was sadly removed from the 
local market due its slow sales, 
however, the strong interest in the 
GTI has VW Australia evaluating 
its introduction. 

I N  B R I E F

The Final Chevy SS
HOLDEN’s Port Elizabeth vehicle 
plant has produced its last 
Chevrolet SS, bringing an end to 
US export production ahead of the 
plant’s closure on October 20.

The final Chevy SS was a 
Phantom Black six-speed manual, 
one of 4008 SSs built over the past 
12 months, with a total of 12,953 
produced since 2013. In addition, 
7305 Chevrolet Caprice PPVs, 
specially modified long wheelbase 
cars produced only for US police, 
were built, with 652 of those in the 
past 12 months.

Order books for the SS closed in 

BMW AUSTRALIA has announced it 
will give its soon-to-be-facelifted M3 
and M4 models the Pure treatment, 
shaving standard equipment levels 
and slashing price tags. 

The M3 Pure will start from just 
$129,900 with its two-door M4 twin 
$139,900, a saving of $10,000 over 
the regular versions of both models. 
This significantly undercuts its main 
rivals, the $143,900 Alfa Romeo Giulia 
QV and $155,615 AMG C63 S.

The deal gets even sweeter, 
however, as the Pure includes the 
Competition Pack, which brings with 
it an extra 14kW, stiffer suspension 
and revised settings for the electronic 
diff. The only mechanical difference 

Holden builds its last US Commodore export
February, with Chevrolet dealers 
offering discounts of up to 20 per 
cent leading to a late surge in sales. 
More than 1200 SSs found new 
homes in March compared to 248 
in February. Despite enjoying a cult 
following Stateside, the SS hasn’t 
traditionally been a strong seller. 

One of the final US buyers 
requested the manufacturing 
team sign their Chevrolet SS, with 
employees signing under the 
bonnet and under the boot carpets. 

Holden is yet to announce which 
variant the final locally built 
Commodore will be. – SN

Port Elizabeth 
employees pose 

with the final 
Chevrolet SS built, 
a Phantom Black 
six-speed manual

M3 Pure will offer 
an unprecedented 

level of pace for 
$129,900

will be that Pure retains the standard 
models’ 19-inch wheels and 255/35 
(front) and 275/35 (rear) tyres. 

Adaptive LED headlights, full 
leather trim and the premium audio 
system are deleted, but keyless entry, 
sat-nav and carbon trim remain. – SN

$130K BMW M3 PURE IS COMING



Continental Gold Retailer Program 1

Continental wins tyre test! 

Continental provides itself once again in the 2017 MOTOR Tyre 
Test 2017 with the ContiSportContact® 5P. Featuring optimum 
braking in wet and dry road conditions and improved levels of grip 
and handling to ensure safety making the ContiSportContact® 5P  
a high performing all-rounder.

MOTOR Tyre Test winner 2017. 
Safety and performance where  

it counts.

Are you driving
on safe tyres?
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AS THE temperature drops in 
concert with the leaves from the 
trees, it means only one thing 
in MOTOR land – Bang For Your 
Bucks is here. Once again we 
embark on our annual quest to 
find the best value performance 
car on-sale in Australia, leaving no 
stone unturned, no tyre unscuffed 
and no brake pad unburnt in an 
effort to separate the contenders 
from the pretenders.

Sixteen vehicles scored an invite 
in 2017, split evenly between the 
$0-$50K and $50K-$100K groups. 

Leading the charge alphabetically 
is the Mazda MX-5’s boosted 
Italian cousin, the Abarth 124 
Spider, while also from Italy is 
the Alfa Romeo Giulia Veloce, 
both packing turbocharged four-
cylinder engines and the promise 
of balanced, rear-drive handling.

Next up is the Audi S4, which 
at $99,900 squeaks under our 
$100,000 limit by the barest of 
margins. It’ll have to be extremely 
fast to compensate, especially 
with the likes of its fellow German, 
the BMW M140i, in the mix. Its 

predecessor, the M135i, was a 
$50K-$100K class champion in 
2015 and the M140i now has an 
even bigger punch courtesy of its 
grunty new engine.

Grunt isn’t a word you often 
associate with Caterhams, nor is 
comfort or practicality, however, 
thanks to a drastic recent price cut 
across the range the entry-level 
Seven 275 lists at $64,000 and if it’s 
going to be at home anywhere it 
should be at Winton. 

Pre-event favourites at Bang For 
Your Bucks are harder to pick than 

BANG is Back!
PREVIEW: 16 cars to wrestle for Oz’s fast car value gong

b y  S C O T T  N E W M A N
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a broken nose, but if there’s one 
car that’s in with a good shout it’s 
the Ford Focus RS, courtesy of its 
4.7sec 0-100km/h potential and 
sharp $50,990 price tag. Based on 
prior experience with the Blue 
Oval hot hatch, it should also 
feature at the pointy end of both 
the lap times and judges’ rankings.

A trio of Holdens appears in 
2017 representing its past (Holden 
Commodore utes) and future 
(Holden Astra RS). The Astra offers 
147kW/280Nm and improved 
dynamics for just $26,240 while the 
regular SS ute returns as last year’s 
$0-$50K class champion. Joining 
them is an SS-V Redline ute, which 
despite not being a new model 
is the cheapest way to get into a 
track-focused Commodore and 
there hasn’t been one available in 
previous years. With 2017 being 
sadly the V8 Commodore’s BFYB 

swansong, there was no harm in 
bringing it along.

The newest car in the group is 
the Hyundai i30 SR, trucked to 
Winton direct from the national 
launch. Not a car that’s going 
to blow you away on-paper, 
but 150kW/265Nm allied to the 
smallest price tag in the field 
($25,950) could make it a dark 
horse, as those who’ve driven 
this new warm hatch have been 
effusive in their praise.

At the other end of the hot 
hatch spectrum is our returning 
$50K-$100K champion, the 
Mercedes-AMG A45, while the 
Mini Clubman JCW is now also 
an all-wheel drive, 2.0-litre 
turbo hatch (or, more accurately, 
wagon). The Skoda Octavia 
RS230 has impressed mightily 
on road, however, it remains to 
be seen whether its conservative 

electronics will let it express its full 
personality at the track.

Two cars that will have no 
problem expressing themselves 
on track are the updated Toybaru 
twins, here as an 86 GT and a 
BRZ. It’s the first time in five years 
they’ve attended BFYB and they’ll 
provide an interesting barometer 
as to how the game’s moved on. 
Last, but certainly not least, we 
have the VW Polo GTI, our reigning 
two-time outright winner. 

Its combination of turbo power 
and sharp $27,490 price tag has 
proved unbeatable in recent years; 
can it be the first car in Bang 
history to score a three-peat? The 
answer will be revealed over the 
next two issues of MOTOR, starting 
with the $0-$50K class in our 
August issue, with the $50K-$100K 
heavy hitters and outright winner 
revealed in our September issue.

➥

Focus RS takes on 
base 304kW SS ute 
– and 14 other cur-
price hotties. What 
will be our 2017 
champion?
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The Vent
J U L Y  2 0 1 7

Purge your rage

Send us your rant. Or something nice. Go on, it feels good

LETTER OF THE MONTH

GET OUT AND DRIVE
AFTER reading Dylan’s editorial, I agree 
wholeheartedly on what he had to say 
in regards to car companies and limited 
editions. I don’t really understand why 
car companies choose to go down that 
path. I would have thought building and 
selling as many cars as possible would be 
the way to go, especially considering that 
car companies are there to make as much 
money as possible. 

I hope that whoever wins the last Holden 
V8 is someone who wanted to buy one, but 
for whatever reason, was unable to do so. It 
would be good to see them drive it regularly 
as in my opinion that is what these cars are 
all about, enjoying them.

I don’t understand why some people 
choose to buy vehicles as an investment. 
Wouldn’t it be easier just to buy some gold 
bars and put them in a safe instead of having 
a car taking up room in a shed? In any case 
a car sitting in a shed even under a cover 
still needs to be maintained. I would also 
think that gold would be a better long term 
investment than a car would be and hold its 
value. I’m sure there are some GT-HO Phase 
III owners out there who wish they chose a 
different path when it came to investing.

I was very fortunate that I was able to 
secure myself one of the last SS-V Redline 
utes. It is my weekend car and I enjoy every 
minute when driving it. So my suggestion to 
those who have purchased a W1, a Director 
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or any of the other limited-edition vehicles 
out there, register them, drive them and 
not be so selfish. Otherwise sell them off to 
someone who actually will appreciate it for 
what they are, a vehicle.  

Tom Newham, via email
We agree with your general sentiment, 
Tom – we believe cars should be 
driven and not remain garage queens 
– although it’s hard to argue against 
cars being strong investments. If you 
get the right model, that is. Look at the 
once unloved VL Walkinshaw or the, 
until recently, forgotten 993 911. Still, 
you shouldn’t have to meet a selection 
criteria in order to gain access to the car 
you love. Enjoy the SS-V Redline ute!

COROLLA LOVE
Firstly, I would like to say ‘well done’ for 
your May 2017 issue celebrating 30 years of 
HSV, written by David Morley (pages 54 to 
69). The follow up article on pages 70-71 is 
equally intriguing. The article was boosted 
even more by the great photos captured by 
Cristian Brunelli.  

Together, you guys created a unique 
masterpiece in honour of this Aussie car 
legend which I will treasure and keep for a 
lifetime! For years, I have been looking for 
a good-quality car mag, given I have been 
constantly disappointed by your major 
competitor. But I can safely say I have found 
its replacement with MOTOR and have now 
made the switch!

I have a suggestion for another article to 
which you could turn your enthusiasm and 
journalistic brilliance to. I am suggesting an 
article on 50 years of the Toyota Corolla in 
Australia! 

It might be a small car physically but it is 
huge in Australia’s automotive history and 
should be equally recognised! Also, it is an 
engineering marvel and has been a hit with 
the Australian motoring population. With the 
factory at North Altona due to close in 2018, 
it would certainly make for a popular read.  

Conrad Sanders, via email
We agree the Corolla has played a big 
part in the Australian market, but it 
wouldn’t be a very long read as too few 
of its models fit the MOTOR performance 
criteria! Welcome on board, too.

FUTURE LOOKS GRIM
I’m a child of the 1940s and have been a 
motoring enthusiast ever since I was given 
my first tin red fire engine to play with. 
Reading the latest edition of MOTOR, it 
has dawned on me that the times when 
you could use the words “fun, driving and 
exciting” in the one sentence are drawing to 
a close – in this country, at least.

 I’ve owned some classics in my time, 
and driven them as hard as they would go. 

VALVOLINE
PRIZE PACK

Letter of the Month winner Tom will be the envy 
of his workmates with this multi-pocket Valvoline 

backpack. Valued at $39.95, it includes goodies like a 
stubbie holder, Bluetooth portable speaker and Man 

Like Horsepower figurine.
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Morley’s column in the May issue inspired 
this letter because I absolutely agree with 
him. Our draconian road rules (speed limits 
mainly) means we are prevented from doing 
anything where we might hurt ourselves. 

Together with the demise of the 
homegrown Holden vs Ford rivalry, to my 
mind, enjoyable motoring is something that 
we will only be able to tell our grandchildren 
about – or the preserve of those who can 
afford a $100K-plus example. 

I say this because those who can pay 
$100K for a car are the only ones able to 
afford the fines whilst enjoying their cars. 
Along with Morley, I can’t see the overseas 
manufacturers bothering to send us 
anything that the average car owner will 
want to get excited about from here on in. 

Ron Boaden, via email
Ron, we hope you’ll be glad to have us 
disagree with you. Yes, we mourn the 
end of the local Ford vs Holden rivalry 
with you, but never in the history of 
cars and driving can you get such fun, 
fast and exciting (and safe) machines 
for so little money. Draconian law 
enforcement? Yes, but not everywhere – 
Australia, including the most populated 
states, is a big place with lots of roads. 
Spend $20K on a used Toyota 86 and 
head for the mountains where you can 
find some quiet, and incredible, twisty 
roads, with 100km/h speed limits, and 
you’ll quickly sigh in relief. While grinning 
like an idiot.

HOLDING ON
If the Opel Insignia is the proposed 
replacement for the Commodore from 2018, 
where does this leave Holden given the sale 
of Opel to Groupe PSA? As we understand, 
Holden has an agreement with Opel for it to 
supply the Insignia for the next six years.

It is ‘fortunate’ Holden has an Option B, 
they will go to China to source Holden cars 
from Chinese Chevrolet, that is, if there is a 
continued demand for a Holden. Is Holden 
serious? Does it see itself as part of the 
Australian landscape beyond 2024, if it even 
survives with the Insignia? 

Holden is struggling to re-invent the Astra; 
this car has now got a limited future as a 
Holden, therefore it is flogging a dead horse. 
Holden cannot be serious if it thinks it can 
go to China to procure motor vehicles that 
are to be re-badged as Holdens.

The downward slide for Holden was 
when it started sourcing cars from Daewoo, 
South Korea. As I wrote so many years ago, 
my prediction that Daewoo would fail as a 
re-badged Holden was so true. Holden has 
survived until now, but I do not see Holden 
on Australian roads beyond 2030.

Regardless of what you may think of 
Holden, there will soon be a generation 

of Australians who will not know what a 
Holden is. A very sad time, indeed.

Osman Kasif, via email
Holden is facing an uphill battle in 
Australia, but it’s not impossible. Ford, 
too, is now a full-line importer and will 
tackle the same struggles in the future.

TYRE TEST TIPS
I always enjoy reading local tyre tests 
and thank you for continuing to do them. 
I do, however, have a few criticisms and 
suggestions for future ones. 

The Conti tested was not the regular SC5, 
but the 5P (presumably the front axle one). 
These are not the same tyre. The 5P is also 
in the process of being replaced by the SC6; 
surely this in worth a mention.  

The Pirelli is not just any old P Zero, but 
the new P Zero PZ4. It is superior to the old 
P Zero and you don’t assist readers by not 
pointing out that this is the version. The 
confusion is exacerbated by the continued 
availability of the old P Zero in 235/35R19. 
Confusion is also created by not noting that 
the PZ4 comes in two main versions. These 
versions are the L for luxury cars and the S 
for sports cars. From the look of your picture, 
you tested the PZ4S. 

On reporting methodology, I think that 
your simple summation of rank by numbers 
is overly crude. Given your inevitable 
inability to hold variables constant or have 
corrections for them, I suggest that you take 
more seriously the idea of a ‘confidence 
window’. Roughly, the idea is that if two tyres 
perform closely, then one can’t be confident 
that one has a difference attributable to the 
tyre. At the very least, one should weight the 
individual test scores for result summation 
purposes in a way that reflects the extent of 
difference, not just rank order. 

I hope that you do your wet tests prior to 
doing your dry tests. If not, then you have a 
flawed methodology owing to the different 
level of damage done to various tyres’ tread 
elements during dry testing. On wet testing 
– a simple circle test is limited as a guide to 
wet cornering performance. 

Finally, why not take the two best wet 
braking tyres and two best wet cornering 
tyres, have JAX shave them to 3mm and 
retest in those disciplines? Of course they’ll 
do worse, but tyres cope with wear very 
differently and the performance order might 
well be reversed.

Peter Davson-Galle, via email
Good, quality suggestions, Peter – thank 
you. We are always trying to improve and 

MOTOR@bauer-media.com.au d motoroffi cial f motor_mag

evolve our tyre test so we’ll consider the 
practicality of your suggestions before 
the next one. We did wet testing last for 
all the tyres, partly on the basis that in 
the real world, your tread blocks are not 
going to be beautifully unworn – and 
optimal for wet weather performance – 
as they are new. We’ll also look to offer 
more insight into new tyre products in 
future tests, as well as weighing the 
tyres. We tested a ContiSportContact 5P 
this year but unfortunately it was named, 
incorrectly, as just the 5 in the test.

BASE PERFORMANCE
I buy magazines for all sorts of reasons and 
when I get MOTOR it’s for performance car 
news – is it not?

How about MOTOR set a minimum 
115kW/tonne limit and ditch the badged-
up pretenders from the list of genuine 
performance cars. And before fans of the 
MX-5 or similar condemn their removal from 
the back pages – these are ‘light sports cars’ 
and don’t really meet the criteria of true 
performance cars with grunt. 

As it stands if a ‘SSS’ Proton Jumbuck was 
released it would also be included in Hot 
Source – and that’s silly.

Phill Ruppell , via email
Interesting suggestion, Phill, although 
we stand for both performance and
driving enjoyment/satisfaction. We 
wouldn’t be able to test a 2.0-litre MX-5 
with a 115kW/tonne limit, as you pointed 
out, and if we put you on a racetrack in 
one of these cars, with the electronics 
off, we’d have to wait until you ran out of 
fuel. A 2.0-litre MX-5 on a racetrack is as 
much fun – in a very different sense, of 
course – as a Porsche 911 GT3.

Need some advice?
Torn over which new performance car to buy? 

MOTOR is now offering individually tailored new car 
buying advice, for free (really). Send us your question 

at whichcar.com.au/ask-the-expert 

 How about MOTOR set a minimum 
 115kW/tonne limit for test cars? 
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Mazda MX-5 SP
Putting a rocket up Hiroshima’s roadster
THE MAZDA MX-5 is developed on 
the principle of Jinba-ittai –horse 
and rider as one – but what if you 
want more than one horse?

Mazda Australia has been down 
this road before with the locally 
developed MX-5 SP, which strapped 
a Garrett turbo to the side of the 
NB MX-5’s 2.0-litre four to give it 
unheard-of levels of stonk. 

In reality, it was a little more 

complex than that. There were 215 
bespoke parts developed under 
the watch of ex-Mazda Motorsport 
boss Allan Horsley and the 100 
production SPs were assembled 
by Prodrive in Australia in its 
Melbourne workshop.

The program required the blessing 
of the MX-5 Project Manager, 
Takao Kijima, a man who didn’t 
like having his work meddled with, 

but it was so good it received the 
go-ahead in the end.

How good? At PCOTY 2002 
the MX-5 SP’s combination of 
V8-matching acceleration and 
delicate, lightweight handling 
secured it fourth place, wedged 
between a Porsche 911 GT2 and 
Mitsubishi Evo VI TME. 

Suddenly those hairdresser jokes 
didn’t seem so funny. M

i l l u s t r a t i o n  b y  B R E N D O N  W I S E  w o r d s  b y  S C O T T  N E W M A N
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Mazda Australia has 
been down the 

turbocharged MX-5 
road before

DONK DECISION
The obvious choice when it comes 
to boosting power is to simply add 
a turbo to the existing 2.0-litre 
engine, something which tuners 
like Tunehouse have already done 
to good effect. Another route, 
however, would be to plug-and-
play the 2.5-litre turbo four from 
the CX-9. With a slight tickle there’s 
an easy 200kW/450Nm at your 
disposal and a throaty soundtrack.

GO TIME
Regardless of the engine choice, 
you’re looking at a conservative 
5.5sec 0-100km/h and mid-13sec 
quarter, a useful second-or-so 
improvement over the standard 
car with far superior roll-on 
acceleration. Combined with the 
better brakes, suspension and 
tyres, lap times would tumble.

CHERRY PICKING
Choosing the suspension 
modifications is easy, as it’s simply 
a case of lifting all the gun gear 
from the race-only MX-5 Cup. 
These include the clever two-way 
adjustable Multimatic Dynamic 
Suspension Spool Valve (DSSV) 
dampers, which can also be found 
in the Ford GT supercar. Brakes 
are by Brembo with wider high-
performance rubber all ’round.

PICK A PART
There’s not much to remove inside 
an MX-5, so we’ll add stuff instead. 
Recaro bucket seats improve lateral 
support, there’s Alcantara for the 
wheel and gearknob and a roll bar 
for when it all goes pear-shaped.

DOLLAR DAZZLER
The original SP wasn’t cheap, 
carrying a $12,000 premium over 
the regular MX-5 and we’d once 
again shoot for a similar price point.  
Pricey, perhaps, but we reckon even 
at $55K it wouldn’t be too hard to 
shift 100 of these pocket rockets.

Here’s how 
we’d do it➥

➥

➥

➥

➥
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First Fang
Audi’s new hot TT lands Down 
Under with a 294kW five-pot 
firecracker under the bonnet

The PDK is amazing, so surely a 
six-speed manual 991.2 GT3 is 
even better?

Porsche’s Macan gets a power 
boost so it can accelerate even 
faster off dealership floors

Infiniti has its eyes on the 
Germans with the all-new 
298kW Q60 Red Sport

Half the price and almost half 
the power of the QV, but there is 
still plenty to like here

An S4 for those who find a 
sedan too cosy and a wagon 
too boring

Audi  
TT RS

Porsche 
911 GT3

Porsche 
Macan PP

Infiniti 
Q60

Alfa Giulia 
Veloce

Audi S5 
Sportback



 

HAT’S in a name? McLaren 
is fairly adamant its 570S 
is not a supercar. As a 
member of McLaren’s 

‘entry level’ Sports Series range, 
the 570S is instead a sports car, the 
supercar label reserved for Woking’s 
Super Series models like the new 720S. 
The key differentiator between the 
two is the 570S, along with its 540C 
and 570GT siblings, was developed 
with driver involvement rather than 
sheer pace as the highest priority.

Having spent a day and several 
hundred kilometres behind the 
wheel, however, we’re reminded of 
the phrase, “if it looks like a duck 
and it quacks like a duck...” The 570S 
certainly looks exotic enough, the 
prototypical mid-engined layout 
resulting in a low, wide wedge-shaped 
body. Its presence is helped by the 

Mantis Green elite paint job, however, 
even in a more sombre shade the 
upward-opening dihedral doors 
guarantee heads will turn.

They’re also a real help in tight 
parking spaces. Entry and exit are 
reasonably painless, though easier 
if you’re fit and flexible, the driving 
position is excellent and supremely 
adjustable and forward vision is very 
good for a car of this type. 

Unusually, given the typically 
loaded specification of test cars, our 
570S had a virtually standard interior. 
Almost uniform in its blackness, the 
unkind would call it dull, though 
some contrast stitching and selective 
use of carbon fibre would improve 
it no end, something easily achieved 
via McLaren’s extensive options list. 
Despite the standard cabin, our 570S 
still had more than $40K of options on 

McLaren 570S
First Aussie drive in McLaren’s twin-turbo baby

top of its $379,000 price tag.
The graphics for the IRIS 

infotainment system may not be 
cutting edge, but it works reasonably 
intuitively and there are a number 
of small details that hint at both 
McLaren’s racing heritage and its 
impressive attention to detail. The 
figure displayed on the HVAC screen 
is wearing a helmet, for instance, and 
the ‘ESP off’ light is a tiny McLaren 
rather than a generic car. There is a 
purposeful minimalism to the interior, 
typified by the unadorned, thin-
rimmed steering wheel, which feels 
absolutely perfect in your palms.  

A press of the centre console-
mounted starter button fires the 3.8-
litre twin-turbo V8 into life. It wakes 
with a bark before settling into the 
raucous buzz typical of a flat-plane 
bent-eight. Quite a lot of throttle is 

ENGINE 3799cc V8, DOHV, 32v, twin-turbo / POWER 419kW @ 7500rpm / TORQUE 600Nm @ 3500rpm / WEIGHT 1440KG /  0-100KM/H 3.2sec (claimed) / PRICE $379,000

W
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Like 
Crazy speed; 
entertaining 

handling

STAR RATING

Dislike  
Lacks a little 
compliance; 

ergonomic quirks

4.5
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needed for the seven-speed ‘seamless 
shift’ dual-clutch gearbox to engage 
and take-offs can be juddery unless 
you’re decisive with the accelerator, 
but once up to speed the shifts slip 
through unobtrusively.

To control the McLaren’s mood 
there are two switches on the centre 
console, one for the drivetrain and 
one for the chassis, each with three 
settings: Normal, Sport and Track. 
Oddly, flicking the switches does 
nothing until you press the ‘Active’ 
button between them. On the one 
hand it makes switching between 
calm and crazy a breeze, but the ease 
with which settings can be adjusted 
does make it seem rather redundant. 

In its quietest settings the 570S is an 
undemanding everyday accomplice. 
Despite lacking McLaren’s clever 
hydraulic Proactive Chassis, with 
the dampers set to normal the 
ride is generally good, only getting 
choppy over very rough surfaces. The 
steering is light and throttle response 
dulled almost to the point of stupor 
– the days of poor-mannered exotics 

notch, instantly grabbing lower gears 
as soon as substantial brake pressure 
is applied, while manual shifts are 
instant. Upshifts punch you in the 
back, but without the mechanical 
harshness of some rival ’boxes.

Given the 570S feeds its enormous 
power through just the rear wheels, 
thankfully the chassis is also up to 
task. It’s inherently friendly, especially 
with heat in the Pirelli P Zero Corsa 
rubber, though a spike of boost at 
the wrong time can catch you out. 
Thankfully the Track ESP setting is 
brilliantly calibrated, allowing the 

are definitely behind us. 
It doesn’t take long for curiosity 

to initiate switching the powertrain 
to Sport and the right foot to meet 
the floor. Even the very best turbo 
engines need a moment to literally 
take a breath, but the resulting 
acceleration is intimidating in 
its intensity. The 570S might 
be McLaren’s baby, but with 
419kW/600Nm it still manages 
0-100km/h in 3.2sec, 0-200km/h in 
9.5sec and 328km/h flat out. Not a 
supercar, you say? At full noise its 
pace verges on uncomfortable; on 
paper it’s the fastest car in its segment 
and it puts a physical strain on your 
neck under acceleration.

Built by British engineering 
specialists Ricardo, the engine isn’t 
evocative in the same manner as 
a Lamborghini V10, but it sounds 
and feels like a race engine, with a 
hard-edged growl as revs build and 
a massively broad spread of power, 
right to the 8500rpm redline. The 
gearbox feels similarly focused. Its 
programming in auto mode is top-

First Fang

Centre panel controls 
the 570S with 

switches for engine 
and chassis and 

buttons for engine 
start, launch control  

and more 
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At full noise the pace of the McLaren 570S verges on 
uncomfortable – it puts a physical strain on your neck

matters. There’s the sense that the 
570S would be utterly devastating on 
track, but perhaps the slightly softer 
540C or 570GT might be the optimal 
choice for road work.

Some of this may seem like 
nitpicking, but this is an incredibly 
competitive segment packed with 
amazing cars. The McLaren 570S 
is right up there while occupying 

its own niche. It’s rawer and more 
exciting than a 911 Turbo without 
being as flamboyantly theatrical as 
a Lamborghini Huracan. There are a 
couple of ergonomic quirks that need 
ironing out, but its performance and 
dynamics are generally top-notch and 
you can feel McLaren’s motorsport 
heritage in its DNA. The 570S may not 
be a supercar, but it is a super car. M

car to slide under power – there’s no 
limited-slip diff, however, McLaren’s 
Brake Steer system is every bit as 
effective – while still keeping a 
watchful eye on proceedings.

The brakes are sublime; there’s 
little assistance so they need a firm 
push to give their best, yet they are so 
progressive it’s like applying your foot 
directly to the carbon-ceramic disc. 
Keeping weight on the nose is key 
on corner entry as the 570S has very 
narrow front tyres – just 225mm wide 
compared to the 285mm rears – and 
they’ll persistently push wide in slow 
corners if you’re impatient. 

Outright pace is staggering, but 
your typical bumpy Aussie back road 
does trip the 570S up somewhat. In 
order to relax the ESP the chassis 
needs to be in Sport, which stiffens 
the dampers and has the car skipping 
over bumps and sending kickback 
through the steering wheel. Initially 
there doesn’t seem to be much front-
end communication either, though 
relaxing your grip and just guiding 
the car with your fingertips improves 

Unadorned cabin is 
quite plain, though 

also purposeful, and 
the driving position 

is superb. Digital 
instruments excellent 

and infotainment 
relatively intuitive
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Audi TT RS 
Five-pot coupe rockets into new performance territory

PARE a thought for the 
plucky Audi TT. The 
swoopy little coupe 
soldiers bravely on, 

despite globally softening sports 
coupe sales, serving up a 
combination of two-door, two-plus 
(not really)-two laughs and sedately 
turbocharged four-cylinder goodness 
for almost 20 years. 

There have been a few exceptions 
to the rule over the years, 
culminating in the final fling for 
the second generation TT, 2012’s RS 
Plus. Thanks to a 2.5-litre 20-valve 
turbo five-potter boasting some 
serious heritage, it offered 265kW 
and 465Nm, and punched out the 
dash to 100km/h in 4.1 seconds. 
Handy. In fact, it’s the engine that 
essentially defines the TT RS; stick 
a turbocharged four-cylinder under 
the bonnet and its mojo would be 
totally gone. 

The latest 2.5-litre version owes 
its existence to the latest 5.2-litre 
V10 in the Lamborghini Huracan 
and the R8; the undersquare five-

S

ENGINE 2480cc inilne-5cyl, DOHC, 20v, turbo / POWER 294kW @ 5850–7000rpm / TORQUE 500Nm @ 1700–5850rpm / WEIGHT 1440kg / 0-100KM/H 3.7sec (est) / PRICE $137,500

potter now sports an alloy block, a 
magnesium sump, lightweight belt 
pulleys, an alloy oil pump, a hollow 
crankshaft… you get the idea, this 
is a serious bit of kit. Whenever an 
automotive engineer can find a 2.6kg 
weight saving in a modern car, it’s 
a good day. The new engine –also 
seen under the bonnet of the RS3 
– now weighs an astonishing 26kg 
less. Twenty. Six. It now makes more 
power (294kW) and more torque 
(480Nm) than the previous engine, 
too, with a flat torque curve and, 
unusually for a turbo engine, a high 
power peak. 

Inside the TT RS, it’s more special 

than, say, an RS3, with low slung 
sports seats (standard on the Aussie 
car) hugging your love handles, 
and the flat-bottomed, Alcantara-
trimmed wheel positioned just so.

Thumb the red button on the wheel 
and the five-potter responds with an 
agreeably strident bark from its dual 
pipes. Its rich, warm baritone belies 
its turbo origins, and is made louder 
by the stock switchable bi-modal 
exhaust. No artificial augmentation 
is present – or needed.

Slightly too-small alloy paddles 
are the preferred way to pluck from 
the seven available speeds, while 
a drive mode button sits opposite 
the start button. Automatic mode is 
supplemented by Comfort, Dynamic 
and Individual modes. 

On a wettish road loop, the TT RS 
reveals itself as a calm, competent 
and confident back-road companion 
with a little bit of attitude. Not a 
lot, mind – the aural theatre of the 
staccato exhaust and the muscular 
delivery of the five-pot motor 
aren’t quite matched by the benign, 

restrained attitude of the TT’s MQB-
based underpinnings. It’s got loads of 
ability, sure, but it faithfully awaits 
inputs and direction, rather than 
leading from the helm. 

A natural understeerer under 
power, the TT RS performs best when 
weight shifts are carefully planned 
rather than haphazardly thrust upon 
it. The relatively unsophisticated 
Haldex all-wheel-drivetrain does 
its best to feed torque to where it’s 
needed, but its outputs are granular 
and obvious, somewhat negating 
the TT’s low centre of gravity, wide 
tracks and minimal overhangs. 
Push the 20-inch Pirelli P-Zeros too 

hard and the front end cedes first, 
electronic intervention stepping in 
surprisingly late in the game.

At seven or eight-tenths, it matters 
not a jot, though. The TT RS is a 
metric crapload of car for less than 
BMW M4 money, and its blunt, linear 
3.7sec-to-100km/h point-to-point 
pace easily embarrasses a lot of cars 
that cost up to three times its price. 
Its chassis works with you when 
you’re stroking it along, too, flowing 
from one turn to the next, with the 
adaptive dampers crashing only 
through the sharpest of bumps.

Hell, it’s even a reasonable daily 
driver – as long as you don’t want to 
carry anyone in the back. The heavy 
tailgate reveals a voluminous space, 
and comfort mode turns the TT RS 
into a machine even the mother-in-
law can’t complain about.

All that, and it’s cheaper (and 
lighter) than the last version of 
the TT RS. In fact, it’s a downright 
bargain for a sub-four-second all-
paw car with 294kW of aural attitude 
and genuine badge cachet. M

Like
Serious firepower; 

aural delight; 
reasonable price

STAR RATING

Dislike 
Dynamically 

hampered; Haldex  
can’t keep up

4.0

All-new 2.5-litre 
turbo five-pot 

shaves 26kg from 
the TT RS's nose 

but understeer still 
dominates

The TT RS is a metric crapload of 
car for less than BMW M4 money
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Experiencing it at full clog leaves us with little reason 
to doubt an unoffi  cial 5.0sec 0-100km/h claim
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Infi niti Q60 Red Sport
Nissan’s 4 Series-fi ghter scorches Aussie soil 

NFINITI may have quietly 
laid its four-door GT-R 
concept to rest, but a 
desire to take on Europe’s 

best remains alive and kicking.
That’s why the Hong Kong-based 

company, which acts as Nissan’s 
luxury arm, has launched its latest 
Q60 with a seductive new exterior. 
And followed that up with a potent 
new engine for the range topper, 
known as the Red Sport, as the model 
enters its third generation.

Don’t be fooled, however, by 
Infiniti’s haste to label this Q60 an 
‘all-new’ car. Under its fresh sheet 
metal lurk familiar origins. Sure, it’s 
grown in length, width, and the tracks 
are marginally wider. But it’s that 
2850mm-long wheelbase which hints 
its DNA’s getting on.

Born on Nissan’s FM platform, 
which has underpinned everything 
from the 350Z to the current Infiniti 
four-door Q50, it’s wheelbase is 
identical to that of the succeeded G37 
Coupe S, sold here from 2012. 

And the Q60’s no lightweight. 
Thanks to a steel-heavy structure and 
healthy standard options list the Red 
Sport manages a portly 1784kg kerb 
figure. By comparison, that’s 92kg 
heavier than its forebear. Or 20kg on 
top of a Nissan GT-R. 

Infiniti’s engine division forged a 
new 3.0-litre twin-turbo V6 to lug 
around the new mass. Codenamed the 

VR30 it comes from the same engine 
family as the GT-R’s VR38DETT, yet 
with little relation. It’s been plugged 
with lightweight internals and features 
plasma coated bores, but the VR30 
sports water-to-air intercoolers, 
integrated turbo manifolds, and a 
square 86mm bore-to-stroke ratio. 

Much like the 3.7-litre atmo V6 in 
the G37, grunt dominates the driving 
experience. The Red Sport musters 
63kW and 115Nm more than the old 
unit, putting peak outputs at a burly 
298kW and 475Nm.

This is fired exclusively through a 
seven-speed automatic transmission 
to an open-differential rear axle. 
Overseas markets have the option of 
all-wheel drive, but Infiniti Oz has no 
plans for that to come here. It doesn’t 
matter all that much, though, as the 
company whispers both cars will 
crack on to 100km/h in around five 
seconds flat.

Sinking full clog in the Red Sport 
leaves us with little reason to doubt 
them. Thrust builds from 3000rpm 
to its 7000rpm redline in a seriously 
rapid, but linear, manner. The 
acceleration above triple digits is 
addictive and it wails like a GT-R 
muffled by pillows. As it unleashes 
this on 245mm-wide rear tyres, it’s a 
wonder the stability system doesn’t 
flash like a lakehouse’s bug zapper. In 
fact, lateral traction’s pretty good.  

Of course, new suspension bits 
help. The Q60 carries over a front 
double-wishbone and rear multi-link 
setup that suspend 19-inch wheels. 
Engineers have binned rear-steering 
and active suspension geometry, 
but have selected adaptive dampers 
exclusively for the Red Sport. 

Working with a balanced chassis, 
they help extract decent grip from the 
Dunlop Sportmaxx tyres. Ride-wise, 
the package picks up ripples and fine 
disturbances, however overall body 
control is good, even when the Q60’s 
ratcheted up into Sport Plus mode 
(another Red Sport-only treat). 

Another standout are the brakes. 
Made by F1 gurus Akebono, they’re 
strong and offer good pedal feedback. 

Forget styling, though, when it 
comes to the Q60’s most polarising 
feature you can’t ignore its steer-
by-wire technology. The system’s 
been upgraded to offer more feel and 
feedback since its introduction in the 
Q50 sedan, but it still feels completely 
digital and distant. It’s very accurate, 
and does away with kickback, but 
there’s no information to help you 
judge commitment levels. 

Inside, though, Infiniti’s worked hard 
to class up the workstation. It’s slipped 
pieces of carbon fibre, aluminium, 
and semi-aniline leather to lift its 
ambience. It’s nicely designed, too, if 
you ignore the fact two digital screens 
stack on top of each other. And there’s 
almost nothing left on the options list. 
Besides paint, everything from the 
noise-cancelling Bose sound system 
to the eight-way adjustable seats are 
standard. It’s impressive. 

Speaking of impressive, the Q60’s 
swooping lines look striking in 
Sunstone red (pictured). It suits the 
car’s dramatic looks, which will be a 
big drawcard for the brand. It’s been 
hard at work refining the car’s exterior 
and travelled lengths to perfect panel 
gaps and paint finish. 

But we’d wish Infiniti had applied 
the same attention to the Q60 Red 
Sport’s interior. It bears questionable 
fit and finish in some areas despite an 
all-round solid feeling. Another little 
niggle comes with the seven-speed 
gearbox, which can be a little lazy 
downshifting third to second. 

At $88,900 the Q60 Red Sport is 
priced in the middle of Lexus’s RC350 
F Sport ($77,240) and BMW’s 440i 
($99,900). We don’t doubt it will lure 
determined buyers, either, with its 
superior value or prodigious grunt. And 
while it’s not the status-quo bashing 
Q50 Eau Rouge we wanted, and purists 
will avoid its steer-by-wire system, it’s 
a decent consolation. M

As Infiniti’s top 
sports offering the 

Q60 Red Sport 
comes loaded with 

kit, power, and visual 
appeal

I

ENGINE 2997cc V6, DOHC, 24v, twin-turbo / POWER 298kW @ 6400rpm / TORQUE 475Nm @ 1600-5200rpm / WEIGHT 1784kg / 0-100KM/H 5.0sec (est.) / PRICE $88,900

Like
Stonking thrust; 
decent chassis; 
strong brakes

STAR RATING

Dislike 
Steering; interior 

fit and finish

3.5



Porsche 911 GT3 manual
Stuttgart's superstar welcomes an old friend

URISTS were up in arms 
when Porsche launched 
the then new 911 GT3 
exclusively with a dual-

clutch PDK automatic gearbox in 
2013. A manual 'box had been a 911 
GT3 mainstay since its introduction 
back in 1999. Four years and 
countless discussions later, it’s back 
in the form of a newly developed six-
speed manual, first seen in the 911 R.

Not only does the 991.2 GT3 run the 
much sought after manual gearbox, 
but it also gets a mechanical 
locking differential in place of the 
electronically-controlled unit that 
comes combined with the PDK. 
Refreshingly traditional, then. But as 
we’re about to discover, it’s also all 
the better for it – as long as you’re not 
intending to hit the track too often.

The 911 GT3’s naturally-aspirated 
4.0-litre version of Porsche’s classic 
flat six-cylinder engine is known 

ENGINE 3996cc flat-6cyl, DOHC, 24v / POWER 368kW @ 8250rpm / TORQUE 460Nm @ 6000rpm / WEIGHT 1413kg / 0-100KM/H 3.9sec (claimed) / PRICE $327,100

First Fang
New. Fast. Driven.

P

b y  G R E G  K A B L E

internally under the codename 9R1.5, 
and is related to the same-sized unit 
of the 911 R. With the forged pistons, 
titanium connecting rods, VarioCam 
variable valve control system and a 
200bar direct-injection system from 
the race engine that powered the 
Porsche 911 RSR to victory in this 
year’s 24 Hours of Daytona, it kicks 
out 18kW and 20Nm more than the 
3.8-litre unit from the previous 911 
GT3, giving this new model a total 
of 368kW at 8250rpm and 460Nm at 
6000rpm. Unlike 911 R, it forgoes a 
single-mass flywheel in favour of a 
dual-mass item.

Mounted on dynamic engine 
mounts that stiffen as revs rise to 
help dampen load change, the new 
engine revs to a stunning 9000rpm. 
Porsche claims it rockets the manual 
version from 0-100km/h in 3.9sec, 
0.5sec slower than it quotes for the 
new dual-clutch model, on the way 

to 200km/h in 11.4sec. 
The new 4.0-litre engine's character 

is slightly different to the old 3.8-litre 
unit. More torque, arriving 250rpm 
earlier than before, contributes to 
greater urgency through the mid-
range when you’re really on it in 
second, third and fourth gears. The 
new engine also feels more eager 
across the final 2000rpm.

It’s not until you find a suitable 
stretch of road – one which allows 
you to wind out two gears at full 
throttle – that the full mind-blowing 
effect of the 911 GT3’s upgraded 
engine plays out in full. You need 
to be prepared. The heady rush of 
acceleration followed by the frenzied 
flood of revs that ensues demands 
full attention. The final crescendo to 
9000rpm scrambles your senses as 
the interior fills with a maddening 
combination of wind, engine, road, 
induction and exhaust noise.

Like
Scintillating 

engine; noise; 
involvement

STAR RATING

Dislike 
Not much, 

really; limited 
availablity

5.0
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Manual GT3 is 
slower and less fuel 
efficient, but for 
enthusiast drivers it's 
undoubtedly the pick

First impressions of the manual 
'box are extremely positive. The 
clutch is firm and has a very defined 
bite point. The gear lever, quite short, 
and within easy reach, has a superb 
action, although shifting does require 
some heft and determination from 
the driver, especially on the upshifts. 
The relatively wide spacing of the 
ratios requires precision heel-toeing, 
but there’s no feeling quite like 
getting it right. One thing’s for sure, 
it is far more fulfilling than a simple 
flick of your finger on a steering 
wheel-mounted paddle.

The 911 GT3 is utterly absorbing. 

Where this new manual gearbox-
equipped model scores is in its 
ability to truly involve the driver in 
a way the double-clutch automatic 
gearbox-touting model ultimately 
fails to achieve. In the very best of 
Porsche traditions, it communicates 
with very clear and precise lines of 
engagement, challenging the driver 
to dig deep into its wonderfully 
potent seam of performance. When 
you do, it rises to the occasion with 
great distinction, rewarding the 
driver with one of the richest and 
most fulfilling driving experiences 
you’re likely to encounter, either on 

public roads or on the track.
But as spectacularly good as 

the manual version of the new 
Porsche 911 GT3 is – and it really 
is stunningly effective – I wouldn’t 
recommend it to anyone who intends 
to do an intensive amount of track 
day running. Get the PDK.

The decision now faced by buyers 
of the latest 911 GT3 is the same 
one Porsche faced when it set out 
to develop the thing. In ultimate 
performance terms, the PDK model 
is king. But for emotional appeal, 
there’s nothing like the manual 
version tested here. M

The new GT3 
off ers one of 
the richest 
driving 
experiences 
you're likely to 
encounter
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Alfa Romeo Giulia Veloce
Mid-range Italian tries its best QV impersonation

ENGINE 1995cc inline-4cyl, DOHC, 16v, turbo / POWER 206kW @ 5250rpm / TORQUE 400Nm @ 2250rpm / WEIGHT 1526kg / 0-100KM/H 5.7sec (est.) / PRICE $71,895 

LFA ROMEO must 
believe first impressions 
count. Because when it 
launched its Giulia, the 

first derivative from its €5bn Giorgio 
platform, it began at the top. 

It tasked the Giulia Quadrofoglio 
Verde with jump starting the brand’s 
reputation, aiming the 375kW sedan 
at the jugular of Germany’s most 
established benchmarks. 

The decision has so far paid off. 
The Giulia QV has dive bombed into 
the $150K super sedan category 
and proved a genuine, or even 
better, alternative to BMW’s M3 and 
Mercedes-AMG’s C63 S. 

But that’s not the only battle it 
needs to win in this war. There’s 
strong competition further down 
stream, where Alfa Romeo’s inserted 
its Giulia Veloce. 

Dusting off the badge from the 
1950s Giulietta Sprint, the Veloce 
is the second performance model 
in the range, occupying the rung 
between QV and Super variants. 

First glances, however, suggest 
the Veloce is more parts QV than  
anything else. FCA employees 
might even struggle to separate 
the variants as they roll down Alfa 
Romeo’s Cassino plant in Italy. 

Those 19-inch ‘telephone dial’ 
wheels, wrapped in 225mm wide 
rubber up front and 255mm-wide 
rubber out back, feature on the QV’s 
option list. While red brake calipers 
– two-piston at the front and 
single-piston at the rear – peer from 
behind its wheel’s curved spokes. 

However, its specs reveal it’s more 
related to the lower priced Giulia 
Super variants. Stuff like that faux 
rear-diffuser – plugged with single 
exhaust tips and small fins – its 
brakes, wheel widths and 2.0-litre 
four-cylinder are shared. And Giulia 

Supers can spec a Veloce pack to 
add the same wheels, brake paint, 
and design details. 

But there are some crucial Veloce 
ingredients that remain exclusive. 
The turbo four-cylinder, equipped 
with Fiat’s multi-air cylinder 
head tech, thrums out 206kW and 
400Nm. Or 59kW and 70Nm over 
the base petrol tune. 

Meanwhile, Alfa Romeo’s slipped 
an LSD between the Veloce’s rear 
wheels. Unlike adaptive dampers, 
the LSD can’t be optioned on lesser 
spec Giulias and differs to the QV’s 
more hardcore electro-clutch unit. 

Most importantly, this gives the 
Giulia an instant point of difference 
to rivals priced around its $70K 
mark. Neither Lexus’s IS 200t, 
Mercedes-Benz’s C250, or BMW’s 
330i boast adaptive damping and a 
rear limited-slipper. 

The most refined thing about 
the Veloce is the way it handles 
Victoria’s winding tarmac. There’s a 
supple feel to the way its dampers 
smooth off potholes and absorb 
bumps. Their pliancy extends to the 
Veloce’s secondary ride, allowing 
it to rise and fall on a road with 
excellent body control, which it 
uses to cover ground at a rate. 

As one MOTOR staffer put it, the 
Veloce needs to drive only half as 
good as the QV to be a hit. And it 
does. Its has the same composure 
that makes the QV great. But there’s 
a few things that hold the Veloce 
back as a 330i-bashing superstar. 

That turbo 2.0-litre four feels as 
potent as Alfa Romeo claims and 
delivers power in a linear surge with 
the eight-speed auto. But it can’t 
rouse an emotional response. The 
oversquare engine stirs with a noise 
that’s equally coarse as it is angry, 
and we wished it could redline 

somewhere closer to 7000rpm. 
Neither does the thin-rimmed 

steering wheel plumb back enough 
road texture. It also suffers, like 
most of the controls, from a 
lightness, which isn’t welcome 
when dialling up commitment. 

 It’s again marked down by the 
fact its drive modes aren’t joined 
by a Race option like in the QV, 
robbing the Veloce of not only a 
track suspension tune, but a way to 
neuter its stability systems. 

Perhaps this speaks loudest about 
the Giulia Veloce. Even though 
its LSD-equipped chassis and 
QV-esque looks suggest it’s up for 
much more. 

First impressions count, but its 
the lasting one which settles this 
score. As we suspect it’ll work 
most effectively as a road car – a 
comfortable, quick tourer. And not a 
budget apex-honed QV missile. M

Interior feels smart, 
classy, and great 

value at the Veloce’s 
price tag

A

Like

Dislike

Talented chassis; 
power delivery

STAR RATING

Unrefined engine 
note; light steering 

3.5

b y  L O U I S  C O R D O N Y
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The Alfa Romeo Veloce 
needs to drive only half 
as good as the QV to be 
a hit, and it does
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Porsche Macan
Performance Pack gives Porsche’s big seller extra punch

IT TAKES a special type of individual 
to decide their twin-turbo SUV 
needs more grunt, but Porsche is 
nothing if not accommodating. With 
294kW/550Nm, a regular Macan Turbo 
isn’t exactly short on acceleration, 
however Porsche now offers a 
Performance Pack, which lifts outputs 
to 324kW/600Nm and slashes the 
0-100km/h from 4.8sec to 4.4sec.

The Macan’s all-wheel drive and 
foolproof launch control, included as 
part of the now-standard Sport Chrono 
pack, flatters to deceive somewhat, 
however this is still a seriously rapid 
car. We’ve clocked a Macan GTS at 
13.31sec for the quarter mile, which 
means the Turbo PP should dip deep 
into the 12s. At 272km/h, it’s also now 
6km/h faster at the top end for those 
that own their own runway.

Under the bonnet is a 3.6-litre twin-
turbo V6, which provides a broad, 
linear power curve and a pleasing 
growl under acceleration, with plenty 
of pops and bangs on the over-run 
when you press the “make exhaust 
loud” button. It’s teamed with a seven-
speed dual-clutch gearbox that is 
virtually flawless in its operation, 

though a little more reluctant to 
downshift than Porsche’s sports cars.

Helpfully, the Performance Pack 
offers more than just some extra herbs, 
increasing the front brake rotor size 
by 30mm to 390mm, gripped by six-
piston calipers. A track session would 
no doubt put them under duress, but 
even tasked with retarding 1925kg they 
feel plenty up to the demands of road 
driving with a firm, progressive pedal.

Air suspension and adaptive 
dampers (PASM in Porsche-speak) 
come standard, albeit with a 10mm 
ride height drop along with 21-inch 
rims wearing tyres 235/55 front and 
255/50 rear. Despite the lower chassis 
and massive rolling stock, the ride is 

First Fang

ENGINE: 3604cc V6, DOHC, 24v, twin-turbo / POWER: 324kW @ 6000rpm / TORQUE: 600Nm @ 1500-4500rpm / WEIGHT: 1925kg / 0-100KM/H: 4.4sec (claimed) / PRICE: $143,500

b y  S C O T T  N E W M A N

New. Fast. Driven.

extremely impressive in normal mode, 
the suspension floating serenely over 
larger undulations and isolating the 
occupants well on rougher tarmac.

As ever with Porsche the steering 
is spot-on for weighting and rate of 
response and on fast, sweeping roads 
the Macan is in its element – stable, 
composed and confidence inspiring. Its 
inescapable SUV proportions begin to 
tell in tighter bends, with a lot of speed 
needing to be shed to avoid understeer.

The rear-biased all-wheel drive 
setup does allow the Macan to be 
steered on the throttle slightly, though 
it can get scrappy on corner exit, the 
rear inside-wheel spinning like it needs 
a limited-slip differential. On loose 
surfaces you can back it in like a rally 
car, though attempting to do so on 
tarmac would quickly make you aware 
of the Macan’s size and weight – it’s 
bigger than you think.

As a Macan ‘Plus’ the Performance 
Pack definitely ticks the box; it’s as 
close to a true ‘driver’s SUV’ as you’ll 
find. However, if you’re after a fast, 
practical car with driver’s appeal, 
something like an Audi S4 Avant offers 
more for almost $50K less. M

Like
Dynamic ability; 

performance

STAR RATING

Dislike 
Can’t completely 
escape its SUV 

proportions; cost

4.0
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Audi S5 Sportback
Coupe-esque sedan turns dynamic corner

RAM-RAIDERS were once spoilt for 
choice in the fast-Audi lineup. Like an 
automotive footy shoulder charge, Mr 
Crim could simply turn aggressively 
towards a bank shopfront at speed 
and that stolen original-gen S4 would 
reliably plough understeer into it.

Now, however, the latest S4-derived 
S5 Sportback displays poise and 
panache to shatter bad memories, not 
kerbside windows – though with one 
caveat. Especially now that a 3.0-litre 
turbo V6 replaces the old blown motor 
with 500Nm between 1370rpm and 
4500rpm, and 260kW from 5400rpm 
to 6400rpm. Audi’s $2950 sport diff is 
an absolute must-have. 

Taking the all-wheel drive system’s 
60-to-75 per cent rear-bias, the 
optional mechanical differential can 
then send torque to an outside rear 
wheel to “nip understeer in the bud” 
according to the brand. It works, 
permitting the S5 Sportback to pivot 
on its axles while – in excellent ESC 
Sport – even allowing throttle-steer. 
No lairy oversteer, but there’s sweet 
adjustability, sharp yet progressive 
steering and balanced damping.

This mostly applies to the $106K S5 
Sportback as much as it does the S4 
sedan and Avant, and S5 coupe and 
(soon) cabriolet. Audi buyers are these 
days the ones spoilt for choice.

The Sportback offers five doors for 
the same price as the two-door. From 
the contoured bonnet to the wavy 
‘tornado’ side character crease, and 
the integrated lip spoiler at the rear, 
Sportback is also meant to lure buyers 
up from the $5900-cheaper S4.

It mirrors that sedan’s 480-litre boot 
but adds glass-up loading versatility, 
and while that volume is unchanged 
compared with the old model, there’s 
now 24mm extra rear legroom. 

First Fang

ENGINE 2995cc V6, DOHC, 24v, turbo / POWER 260kW @ 5400-6400rpm / TORQUE 500Nm @ 1370-4500rpm / WEIGHT 1660kg / 0-100KM/H 4.7sec (claim) / PRICE $105,800

b y  D A N I E L  D E G A S P E R I

New. Fast. Driven.

Headroom above the three-across 
back bench remains tighter than 
the sedan, though, and practically 
speaking an S4 Avant offers the airiest 
rear surrounds and greatest (505L) 
luggage-swallowing ability of all.

The Sportback is a halfway house, 
longer (41mm) and taller (18mm) 
than the coupe, with 59mm added to 
the now-Avant-equalling wheelbase, 
while being shorter (12mm) and lower 
(25mm) than that wagon.

The Sportback can match the coupe 
and sedan’s 4.7-second 0-100km/h, 
and allied with a quick eight-speed 
automatic, along with deep and silky 
acoustics, it feels realistic.

Inside, unique-to-S5 pillarless door 
frames greet the driver into a lovely 
leather sports seat, with full-colour 
driver and centre displays ahead and a 
long active safety list underneath. 

Bodystyle overload it may be, but 
the S5 Sportback adds to a complete 
and alluring range that positions these 
Audis at the top of the circa-$100K 
sports-luxe medium class. And that 
is certainly a nicer place to be than 
wedged in a shopfront window. M

Like
Sports diff; lovely 
turbo V6 and auto

STAR RATING

Dislike 
Less headroom 
than S4 sedan; 

pricier than Avant

4.0



U P G R A D E  K I T

*Power figures dependant on fuel and vehicle type

1300 730 949

info@hp.net.au

www.hp.net.au
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Walky to 
the GTSR

Bugatti’s 1103kW 

Chiron unleashed
BIG BAD BUG!

WIN!
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charging Lambo 

V12 lunacy
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450kW twin-turbo V8: Drift-happy uber-sedan ‘the best AMG ever’

MIND-BLOWING AMG E63 S!

Atmo V8
screamer 
– and not a 
blower in sight!
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FIRST FANG BMW M5 prototype

SlideRule
Purists look away now: the BMW M5 embraces 

all-wheel drive, and is all the better for it 

by G E O R G  K A C H E R 
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Heavy camouflaged inside and out 
(left) keeps the F90 M5’s styling 
secrets safe until its Frankfurt Motor 
Show reveal; endlessly configurable 
steering, engine and damper systems 
are now joined by the ability to select 
all-wheel drive mode (above)
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VEN with a camouflaged exterior, BMW isn’t 
fooling anyone. With imposing proportions 
and menacing quad tailpipes, it’s easy to see 
this isn’t the new 518d. Instead, the four-
door sedan obscured by swirling decals is 
the hyped sixth-generation M5. While it’s 
slated for debut at the Frankfurt Motor 
Show in September (before going on sale in 
March 2018), we’ve snared a pre-production 
prototype to see what this new era of 5 Series 
performance has to offer.

The headline news for the F90 M5 is a shift 
to all-wheel drive, the system known as M 
xDrive. Despite the extra driveline gubbins, 
the new M5 is 35kg lighter than the vehicle 

it replaces, the weight distribution is now better 
balanced and the active torque split always apportions 
more grunt to the wheel with the most traction. Under 
normal driving conditions, the system remains rear-
wheel drive from dawn to dusk. Assistance from 
the front axle only chimes in when required, which 
is frequently on slippery terrain or in very spirited 
situations. 

Under the bonnet, the 4.4-litre twin-turbo V8 has 
been upgraded for more oomph and less thirst, though 
just how much extra grunt is yet to be confirmed. 
Grapevine scuttlebutt predicts that the new engine 
will develop around 450kW between 6000-6500rpm 
with maximum torque registering at 750Nm from 
3000-5000rpm.

Interestingly, the seven-speed DCT gearbox has 
been replaced by an eight-speed M Steptronic 
transmission. While this is a conventional automatic, 
the M Division wizards have dialled in almost seamless 
shifts, more evenly spaced ratios, converter lock-up 
from the get-go and multiple downshifts on the run. 

Thanks to the extra traction and grunt, the 
0-100km/h figure drops to a claimed 3.5 seconds – 
that’s six-tenths quicker than the current 441kW M6 
coupe. And the big forward push continues, as the 
200km/h mark passes only 9.2 seconds later. While 
the top speed is again limited to 250km/h, extra 
money buys the M Driver’s Package, which lifts the 

peak velocity to 317km/h. However, on-paper figures 
are only half the story. Let’s drive it.

 While only a handful of people outside M Division 
(including this scribe) have seen the exterior of the 
F90 M5, even fewer have sampled it behind the wheel 
– until now. The venue is BMW’s own high-speed 
handling circuit in Miramas, close to Marseilles in 
France, and we have Timo Glock (of Formula One 
and DTM fame) as the lead driver. Glock is piloting 
a rear-drive M4 GTS around the wet track on cold 
tyres, a totally different animal to the all-paw M5 at 
my disposal.

Thankfully, the seat next to me is occupied by Frank 
van Meel, head of the M Division, a keen driver and 
M5 expert. He knows, blindfolded, which button 
to push to what effect and he takes me through the 

While the M5 will hit an apex with a newfound verve, it will  
 also lay down rubber with raw urge and determination

E
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motions from pussyfoot to hooligan. The M1 and M2 
buttons activate two different personalised set-ups 
for the throttle and gearbox response, shock-absorber 
tuning, steering calibration, DSC mode and head-up 
display content. In addition, there are three direct-
access buttons for drivetrain, dampers and steering, 
plus a DSC off sub-menu listing M xDrive options: 
4WD, 4WD Sport and 2WD. It’s a lot to get your head 
around.

When you fire up the modified V8 engine, dubbed 
S63B44T4 within BMW, by hitting the starter button, 
all systems sheepishly assume the least aggressive 
calibration. It’s hardly sedate, but neither teeth nor 
fangs are bared as the new all-wheel drive system is 
programmed for optimum grip and stability while 
the electronic nannies remain on. That’s fine for the 
commute home from the airport in heavy traffic. After 
all, this is a 5 Series and it needs to cover the commute 
as well. 

However, we’re at a racetrack and the M5 has 
MDM to select – that’s M Dynamic Mode in BMW-
speak. The system channels more torque 
to the rear wheels and permits more 
slip, however it conveys a sanitised 
experience. Predictably, 4WD Sport 
pushes the handling balance one step 
further to the rear wheels and, as you 
can imagine, offers the kind of manic 
power oversteer of the F90’s rear-driven 
forebears.

Two more laps with the electronic 
guards activated and then it’s time for the 
serious stuff. Herr van Meel hits the DSC 
off button for me and grins a devilish grin. 
And according to the glimpses of Timo 
Glock ahead, he, too, is no longer hanging 
around. Admittedly he has a power deficit 
and a lack of all-wheel traction, but the 
racing driver ahead fails to skip away 
from the journo hack. This goes to show 
that on wet tarmac, the extra grip afforded by the new 
all-wheel drive system can be a priceless advantage. 
Although finding the difference between MDM (DSC 
on) and M xDrive (DSC off) remains an unanswered 
question. Are the nuances in terms of north-south 
and east-west torque distribution too subtle for my 
clumsy senses? 

Mercifully, I get the hang of it. It’s the old ‘turn in 
late, step on the gas early’ routine. In the outgoing 
M5 you had to wait endlessly before you could give it 
stick, trying everything possible to negate setting the 
the rear tyres alight which always seemed to end in 

more smoke than traction regardless. Not so anymore. 
While the new M5 will corner carve and hit an apex 
with a newfound verve despite your ostentatious 
intent, it will also slide and lay down some rubber 
with raw urge and determination. This adds up to a 
newfound balance at the limit. 

The faster cornering speeds are one thing, but 

 The way the M Division has set up its all-wheel drive system 
 makes drifting manageable, elegant and more rewarding 

Even the hardcore 
M4 GTS with an 
ex-F1 racer at the 
wheel struggles to 
shake off the new 
M5 on anything less 
than perfectly dry 
asphalt; despite the 
extra mechanical bits 
involved in the all-
wheel drive system, 
the F90 M5 has 
actually shed weight 
compared to its 
predecessor



THOSE losing sleep 
at the thought of a 
non rear-wheel drive 
M5 can put aside the 
hypnotics, because the 
M xDrive system could 
be the answer to both 
traction and grip.

How does it do 
it? The M5 uses 
an electronically-

controlled multi-
plate clutch within 
the transfer case to 
apportion torque front 
and rear depending 
on wheel slip – or 
shut off front drive 
altogether. This works 
in conjunction with 
the electronically-
controlled rear M 

differential, which now 
uses carbon plates.

The default DSC 
mode is 4WD, but 
MDM takes advantage 
of greater electronic 
leniency with more 
rear bias. Switching 
DSC off allows you 
to select 4WD, 4WD 
Sport or 2WD.

Clever Dick
The M5’s AWD system
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gaining more control is the clincher – and a refreshing 
discovery compared to the old rule book. The key is in 
the flow which paves the way for fluid motions, well-
mannered drifts, and intuitive interaction. Less drama 
and more fun is indeed a compelling new formula 
and, for better or worse, relegates the M3 and M4 to 
old-school tools. There is no doubt about it, the way 
the M Division has set up its all-wheel drive system 
makes drifting more manageable, effortlessly elegant 
and more rewarding.

Then there’s the other end of the scale. DSC off 
beckons. It’s the most extreme guise and allows you 
to select “2WD”, which naturally shifts all the torque 
to the rear wheels. I repeat, 750Nm-plus is sent to the 
rear axle sans electronic wizardry that normally makes 
everything behave. Naturally, in this configuration, 
the new M5 dons the characteristics of the old M5 – 
only with more power and no safety net. 

“We assume that buyers who select 2WD want all 
the fun and no supervision,” says van Meel. With 
all stops pulled out, the high-end 5 Series feels as if 
there’s a battalion of hornets packed under the rear 
seat, all collectively sharpening their stings at every 
stab of the throttle. “It works fine,” van Meel declares 
in the most appeasing tone he can muster, “but you 
have to be quick – very quick”. 

It once again takes me time to adjust to the 
spiciest set-up. The dialogue is now strictly between 
steering and throttle, with the brake separating one 
act from the next. To keep a lid on that hornets’ 
nest, a precautionary third gear turns out to be a 
better option than second through slower bends. 
Likewise, fifth certainly beats fourth through high-
speed changes of direction given the might underfoot. 
In Sport mode, the auto ’box holds the chosen gear no 
matter what, changes the shift pattern from leisurely 

The F90 M5 will be the 
latest chapter in the 

battle between M and 
AMG and it should be 

quite a fight, and then 
there’s the Audi RS6...

to attack to make sure every full-throttle upshift is a 
kick in the butt. 

The next challenge is the wet handling track, which 
definitely needs no artificial irrigation on a day like 
today. We have standing water, puddles and rivers 
running across the short and curvy track. There are 
no kerbs and zero run-off space. We brace ourselves 
for a circus of aquaplaning given the drenched surface 
is akin to an ice rink. Sounds grim and like hard 
work, but thanks to the low friction coefficient, the 
cornering speed is slow, manageable and eventually 
becomes confidence inspiring. On this rain-swept 
terrain 4WD quells too much of the fun, DSC off is 
like walking a tightrope and 2WD evokes cries for 
help. The best compromise is MDM, which allows a 
long leash until you overdo it as the safety net of DSC 
brings everything back under control. 

Although we won’t have a final verdict for another 
year, what the M5 already lacks here and now is 
some form of hybridisation. Also, what about an 
optional manual transmission with, dare we say it, 
rear-wheel drive and a 460kW competition engine? 
Conversely, M xDrive should work rather well for the 
next-generation M3/M4...

The sportiest sedan ever conceived at BMW could 
have ended up as the big brother to the M3, but 
despite certain similarities like the carbon fibre 
roof, Active Differential and the on-demand power 
oversteer, the new M5 has carved out its own niche 
instead. Sadly there will be no cool wagon (Touring) to 
rival the likes of the RS6, but there will be an awesome 
M8 coupe. If the first outing on the proving ground 
is anything to go by, the V8-engined four-door sedan 
wants to be more of a muscular GT, a family-sized 
driver’s car and a high-speed, long-distance executive 
express all in one. M

 The M5 wants to be more of a muscular GT, a family-sized 
 driver’s car and a high-speed, long-distance executive express 
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FIRST FANG  Ford GT

Ferrari 
Fighter

Ford’s new GT is finally here – and 
we’ve driven it. It’s a ‘racecar for the 

road’ in every way, good and bad
by M A T T  P R I O R
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‘The new GT is like the 
original GT40 – and quite 

unlike the GT of 2005’
The GT has five drive modes – Normal, Wet, Sport, Track and V-Max. 
For  the road, the suspension also has a Comfort setting and nose lift
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HIS WAS meant to be a Mustang, you 
know. A Mustang with which Ford would 
return to Le Mans in 2016 to have a crack 
at winning a class, some 50 years after 
it won the whole thing outright with the 
GT40. At least, that was the plan. The 
engineers called it Project Silver, after the 
Lone Ranger’s horse.

Trouble is that, like Silver was a big 
nag, the Mustang is big car, so it has a 

large frontal area, which is bad for aerodynamics 
and therefore bad for going fast. And the more Ford 
modified the Mustang for GT racing, the less of a 
Mustang it became, until they figured they’d never 
win a damned thing with it while it was recognisably a 
Mustang, and officially canned the project.

At least, that’s how the story now goes. They say 
that the Le Mans project then became completely 
unofficial, a skunkworks outfit with fewer than 20 
designers and engineers hidden in a design studio in 
a basement behind a padlocked door, determined not 
to let it go and coming up with an outline design for 
the rebirth of the GT instead, probably slipping some 
clay and wheels through on expenses as ‘new pencils’ 
or something. 

Certainly it put a few noses 
out of joint when they eventually 
showed it to the entire design and 
management team, but the upshot 
was that they had designed the new 
GT. And, oh my, Grandma, what a 
small frontal area you have.

The GT, then, very much like the 
original GT40 and quite unlike the GT of 2005, was 
designed primarily to go racing. But GT racing rules 
being what they are, if you’re not designing a top-pace 
LMP prototype, you have to make road versions. The 
GTE class is dominated by Porsches, Aston Martins, 
Ferraris and Corvettes – which are all road cars 
converted for racing.

The new GT isn’t quite like any of those, nor a 
Mustang. It’s long (4779mm) and low (1063m, or 41.8 
inches), and wide (2003mm in the body, 2238mm to 
the mirrors). Not that you’d know it was that wide 
from inside the cabin, which sits its occupants almost 
as close together as you would be in a Caterham. 
That’s not something that Aston Martin or Ferrari 
could do in a road car because you wouldn’t buy an 
Aston if you kept elbowing your passenger, but this 
isn’t fundamentally a road car. That’s a theme you 
might notice we keep coming back to.

The passenger cell is a carbon-fibre tub, light, stiff 
and with an integrated roll cage inside it at the point 
of production – something somebody making road-
going GT cars wouldn’t, etc, and so on and so forth – 
behind which sits a 3.5-litre, twin-turbo V6 EcoBoost 
engine, which drives the rear wheels via a Getrag 
seven-speed dual-clutch gearbox (although the race 

T
It might ‘only’ be a V6, but the 
3.5-litre twin-turbo EcoBoost 
unit pumps out supercar-
rivalling figures of 482kW and 
746Nm. With a lithe 1363kg 
kerb weight, it’s enough to hit 
100km/h in sub 3.0 seconds
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car uses a different sequential gearbox). 
The engine’s interesting. Yes, it’s boosted to 482kW, 

but fundamentally it’s a pure EcoBoost unit, with 60 
per cent parts commonality with one fitted to Ford’s 
F-150 pick-up. (The quick Raptor F-150, but still, a 
pick-up.) That’s one of the ways Ford has justified the 
GT’s cost. It says racing will improve the breed. That 
old chestnut. With the GT41.8 I think it’s true.

Because it’s a V6 the engine is relatively compact, 
wrapped close by bodywork, but the air into it takes a 
complicated route – coming in at the rear, channelling 
under the lower bodywork to the turbos, before being 
scooted back to the sides, up through those visible 
intercoolers, and then ducted across the buttresses to 

the inlet manifold. 
Ford tested the engine in a North American 

‘IMSA’ GT race car and discovered it kept 
blowing head gaskets and ruining heads. Its 
engineers modified it for racing and, to their 
credit, fed the expertise back into road car 
engine design where the lessons now form 

part of the engine design rulebook.
There are other race/road handovers, such as the 

eight composite components in the GT’s chassis that 
are part of a development program to reduce the cost 
and time taken to make lightweight materials. Today 
the GT, one day a Focus. 

And you’ve got to keep reminding yourself of these 
road-car links, I think, otherwise the GT could be 
a hard thing to warm to, regardless of how good, 
objectively, it is. Because, well, isn’t it a bit cynical, a 
bit unfair? Totally in keeping with the rules, of course, 
and designed and made by very lovely people and 
everything. It’s just that it’s a perilous path to go down, 
should GT cars start to be designed as racing cars in 

the first place, rather than being race versions of road 
cars that you can see and buy. 

Look at it this way, GTE regulations have this 
thing called the Balance of Performance (BOP) – it’s 
designed to equalise the top speeds of the cars, and 
keep the competition fairer. And while the GT makes 
482kW in road trim, as a racing car the BOP limits 
the GT’s power to less than 500hp (368kW). Yet it still 
wins. If the GT’s boost was allowed to be turned up 
fully, it’d be closer in speed to an LMP car than the rest 
of the GTE category. Of course it would. Because it’s a 
flipping racing car. If I were racing an Aston GTE car, I 
might be a bit miffed.

What that also means, though, is that there’s an 
inordinate amount of technical goodness to get 
immeasurably excited about. Would a pure road GT 
car be given a carbon-fibre dash that was both a 
structural component but also channelled ventilation 
air through it? Would it get fixed seats with pedals that 
move instead, via a fabric pull strap? Would it be given 
a rear wing that not only moves up and down, but 
has a movable lower edge so that, in some positions, 
it makes lots of downforce but, in others, reduces 
drag? Would they make the suspension’s lower arms 
so long, and fit pushrods with inboard springs and 
dampers, to clear as much of the underbody as 
possible of mounting points so they could work on 
the aerodynamics? And don’t get me started on the 
suspension itself. Actually, do (see sidebar), and know 
that this two-height unit doubles the spring rate in 
Track mode, when the car drops by 50mm to have a 
69mm ride height. 

And when I say drops, oh man, does it ever drop. 
You might have seen or felt a supercar’s nose lift 
gently via electronic motor, or an air-sprung 4x4 raise 

In V-Max mode the GT hunkers 
down to just 69mm of ground 
clearance and the rear wing 
retracts to clean up the aero 
profile. It allows the Blue Oval’s 
bruiser to hit a claimed top 
speed of 346km/h
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‘It’s fundamentally 
pure EcoBoost’

The GT’s racing-derived suspension features inboard-mounted 
torsion beams and pushrods mated to Multimatic shocks
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‘It is satisfying, agile and responsive’
Open the scissor doors and the fixed seat requires a duck and 
slip to get past the FIA approved rollcage and into the cabin

A stripped-down Competition Series pack cuts weight, lowers 
the centre of gravity and clears non-essential interior niceties
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as its chambers are pressurised. None of that 
nonsense here. You switch to Track mode, or 
push the nose-lift, and in the time it takes to 
say ‘pssht’, so the GT has dropped or lifted, 
like a race car being hoiked on its air jacks. It’s 
mega. Too unrefined for a conventional road 
car, no doubt, but mega nonetheless. It’s also 
key to remember this isn’t just any road car.

It’s powered by a pump that also moves 
various spoilers and feeds the hydraulically 
assisted steering which, once you’ve found 
yourself a decent driving position – the scuttle 
is low and so is the roof, so you don’t feel 
dropped on the ground in here – is pleasingly 
hefty in weight, and calm at 2.5 turns between 
locks. Turn the plastic dial to D – one of many 
interior plastics that would be too shonky for a 
Ford city car, let alone a luxury grand tourer – 
and tickle away. The engine’s audible and the 
stiff passenger cell acts as an echo chamber for 
road noise – so far, so racing car – but the ride 
is just astonishingly comfortable. 

Now, that’s the sort of thing that gets written 
about sports cars sometimes. I’ve said it about 
Lotuses and McLarens, and they are really 
very pliant indeed, until you step back into a 
Mercedes S-Class. But they have nothing on 
the GT, which has a level of composure – that 
balance between ride and handling – that I’m 
not sure I’ve better experienced in 20 years 
of road testing. It’s so compliant, yet there’s 
so little roll, and body movements are so well 
controlled, that is genuinely astonishing.

What that doesn’t equate to, necessarily, is 
making the GT a thoroughly entertaining road 
car. Which is odd, because it should. But while 

the GT’s steering is pleasingly heavy and linear, and 
self-centres as it ought to, it doesn’t feed back loads of 
road feel and neither does it gain much extra weight 
as you push into corners. Most road cars let you know 
you’re building cornering force, by giving you some 

steering weight to lean on – a bit of reassurance – but 
that’s missing here. 

That the GT is quick between points isn’t in doubt; 
and it is satisfying, too, because it’s agile, predictable, 
and responsive. I even like the noise. It’s a gruff note, 
a bit unsophisticated and gravelly, to the extent that, 
say, Aston or AMG wouldn’t let it out of the factory 
that way; but it’s an honest and effective noise, plus 
it comes with minimal lag (in ‘Sport’ mode there’s a 
very effective anti-lag system, too) and an extra kick 
in the back from 5500 to 7000rpm to make it feel as 
fast as the claimed sub-3.0sec to 100km/h and all-
in 346km/h. But with its phenomenal mechanical 
grip limits, absence of roll, plus slightly over-servoed 
brakes on our test example, it’s not as communicative 
a road car as, say, an Aston V12 Vantage S or a Porsche 
911 GT3. Not by a distance.

Maybe that’s because, perhaps inevitably, what 
you need to do to get the best out of it is drop the 
suspension in a moment, feel the spring rate double 
and get the hell onto a circuit. And here, yes, the GT 
makes every bit of sense of its mechanical layout. 
Despite the ride height drop and spring rate change, 
there’s still sufficient softness here to attack kerbs 
– that damping really is extraordinary – and it’s a 
reassuring and pliable enough supercar that after 
just a few corners you’ll be happily doling out the full 
482kW onto the next straight and leaning heavily on 
the carbon ceramic brakes into corners. The line is 
adjustable, there’s a little understeer if you let it arrive, 
but it’s easily quelled and there’s oversteer on the way 
out of a corner. 

Really, though, what the GT appreciates is being 
driven properly – trailing the brakes into a corner, 
getting back on the power at the apex, doing what 
race drivers are meant to do to it. Ford says its original 
performance benchmark was the Ferrari 458 Speciale, 
but then McLaren launched the 675 LT, so it bought 
one of those and realigned what it wanted the GT 
to do. Ford’s engineers say the GT is quicker around 
every race track it has taken it to. And I believe them.

GT’s suspension
Tech fest
OKAY, this is where a 
complicated car gets even 
more complicated. The GT has 
pushrod suspension, where 
the pushrod acts on a rocker, 
which twists and calls upon 
two springs. One is a torsion 
bar, which has a certain spring 
rate; which then acts on a coil 
spring, which has a similar 
spring rate.

If the suspension is 
dropped, that’s done by 
compressing the coil spring 
and hydraulically locking in 
position, taking it out of the 
equation. Then the only spring 
is the torsion rod which, given 
it has roughly the same spring 
rate as the coil, doubles that 
rate. However, that’s one of 
the clever bits.

The other clever bit is the 
damper, which comes from 
Multimatic, which plays a far 
greater part in the GT program 
than Ford shouts about – it 
makes the road cars, supports 
the racing cars, and had a very 
large hand in development. 
It also patented and supplies 
Dynamic Suspensions Spool 
Valve dampers, which half the 
Le Mans grid and the Red Bull 
F1 team have used. 

They’re infernally 
complicated to explain, but 
have a holed sleeve for oil 
to flow through and around, 
instead of a disc, and there 
are springs inside which, given 
different input speeds, allow 
oil to flow through at different 
rates – so they can, say, give 
little damping in minor road 
ripples but more damping on 
big body movements. 

And it does so while, 
technically, being passive – no 
constant electronic control. 
Although there are three 
different stiffness modes – 
Normal and Comfort in high 
ride height, and stiffer in the 
lower, track ride height. – MP
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Whether it’s a more enjoyable car is a slightly 
different matter. But it’s enough for me that they do 
different things. The 675 was never designed as a 
racing car so it is more engaging on the road. The GT 
has been engineered as a road car only because it had 
to be done. Ford is going to build 1000 over the next 
four years, to comply with racing regulations, and it 
has sold out of them at around $600,000 a pop. 

And this is where I find my cynicism about the 
GT somewhat failing. Because without the road car 
program, Ford wouldn’t have done it at all. Besides, 
what the hell is it meant to do? Build a conventional 
$300,000 GT car and then think about taking it racing? 
Well, you wouldn’t buy it, would you? No, the sensible 
thing would be do nothing, but instead, here is a 
carmaker whose stock in trade is selling Fiestas, yet 
it had the cojones to say, ‘here is a half-million dollar 
supercar and, if you’d like one, we’ll sell you one’. I 
can’t think of many manufacturers who would not just 
have that bravery, but also the ability to flog a road car 
worth in excess of half a million dollars. 

So, cynicism be damned. Yes, I worry what 10 other 
cars like it would do for GT racing and it’s not one of 
the world’s greatest road cars; but it’s damned good on 
the road, superb on a track, and immensely desirable 
while coming from a company that usually bring you 
conventional cars. What a wonderful thing. M

‘The GT is damned 
good on the road’

Michelin Pilot Sport Cup 2 tyres (245/35 front and 325/30 rear) 
join active rear wing and carbon-ceramic rotors to arrest speed

The stats
Race winner for the road

FORD GT
BODY 2-door, 2-seat coupe
DRIVE rear-wheel

ENGINE 3497cc V6, DOHC, 24v, twin-turbo
BORE/STROKE 92.5 x 86.7mm
COMPRESSION 10.0:1

POWER 482kW @ 6250rpm  
TORQUE 746Nm @ 5900rpm

POWER/WEIGHT 354kW/tonne
TRANSMISSION 7-speed dual-clutch

WEIGHT 1363kg (dry)
 SUSPENSION (F) multi-links, adaptive dampers, anti-roll bar
 SUSPENSION (R) multi-links, adaptive dampers, anti-roll bar

L/W/H 4763/2004/1109mm
WHEELBASE 2710mm

TRACKS 1694/1661mm (f/r)
STEERING rack-and-pinion

BRAKES (F)
394mm ventilated carbon-ceramic discs, 
6-piston fixed aluminium calipers

BRAKES (R)
360mm ventilated carbon-ceramic discs, 
4-piston fixed aluminium calipers

WHEELS 20.0 x 8.5-inch (f); 20.0 x 11.5-inch (r)
TYRE SIZES 245/35 R20 (f); 325/30 R20 (r)

TYRE Michelin Pilot Sport Cup 2
PRICE AUD$600,000 (est)
PROS Track racer for the road; epic performance
CONS Not available in Oz; too track focused?

 STAR RATING 11113 





DREAM GARAGE The Ultimate HSV Collection

We meet the man whose 
passion for HSVs has led to one 

remarkably special stash

by S C O T T  N E W M A N  pics N A T H A N  D U F F

Lion’s 
Den
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TO MOST people, cars are nothing more than an 
appliance, a means to get from A to B. For true 
petrolheads, however, to say a car is merely a collection 
of nuts and bolts is akin to saying your life partner is 
nothing more than flesh and bones. Aussie car fans 
understand and appreciate this more than most, with 
Ford and Holden tribes waging a fierce, passionate 
war that started in the late 1960s and will end in 
October 2017, the cessation of local manufacturing 
ensuring both sides lose. 

‘Boomer’, as we’ll call him, is one such enthusiast, 
the HSV brand capturing his imagination at an early 
age and lighting a fire that continues to burn now 
professional success has allowed him to assemble 
his dream garage. Boomer may not have the largest 
HSV collection in Australia, but the centrepieces are 
arguably the most sought-after of their kind, some 
of the most unique vehicles built in Clayton during 
HSV’s 30-year history. 

Cars like VS GTS-R build numbers 001 and 002, 
W427 build number 0427, the final GTS Coupe built 
and the Coupe GTS-R concept from the 2004 Sydney 
International Motor Show. Add to this a VL SS Group 
A Walkinshaw, VN SS Group A, VS Series III Maloo, VT 
II GTS 300 with a Gen-F2 GTSR Maloo and GTSR W1 
soon to arrive, as well as a handful of ‘regular’ models 
such as a VS and VE GTS, VX Senator Signature and 
VZ Clubsport R8 and it’ll be no surprise to learn that 
Boomer bleeds red. 

Boomer first came to our attention while 
assembling vehicles for our recent 30 Years of HSV 
feature (MOTOR May 2017), kindly agreeing to lend us 
his immaculate VT II GTS 300. Inevitably, talk turned 
to what else was tucked away in the garage, leading 
to the discovery of an Aladdin’s cave for Holden fans. 

As mentioned earlier, the car bug bit early: “I’m the 
youngest of four boys and all my older brothers were 
into cars”, explains Boomer. “As a younger brother 
does, I followed my older brothers’ interests; we used 
to see some of the other kids get picked up in HSVs 
and think, ‘man, one day I’d love to get one of those’. 
My older brother had a VS Maloo when they first 
came out, which was when I was in grade 10. That’s 
obviously when you start getting into cars [and] it 
snowballed from there.”

It wasn’t long before Boomer followed suit with his 
first HSV, a cherry black VS GTS, although financial 
pressure – “I was a second-year apprentice carpenter 
and borrowed $24,000 on less than $300 a week” – 
sadly meant it stayed for a good time, not a long time. 
“I really started taking notice of [HSV] in the VS sort 
of timeline, it’s definitely my favourite. I think with 
all these collectable cars, it’s what you aspire to one 
day get your hands on. My favourite model was the VS 
GTS-R, it was released when I was at school and that’s 
the one I really set my cap to.”

Now on a firmer financial footing, at Christmas 
2007 Boomer made his first serious acquisition. “The 
first one to collect was the VS GTS-R, which was 
always the dream car. I’ve had five different examples 
over the years; I started with a higher-kilometre car 
[and] I’ve never been without one since. I’ve bought 
a better one and sold a higher-km one off, [but] that’s 
been my constant.”

This approach has resulted in Boomer now owning 
VS GTS-R 001 and 002. From a collector’s point of 
view, the former is unquestionably the most sought-
after in Australia, not just for its build number but also 
for its originality. It has just 86km on the odometer 
(not 86,000km, 86km), has never been registered and 

VS GTS-R 001 has only 86 
kilometres on the odometer 
and is so original it still wears 
its pre-delivery stickers

 This may not be Australia’s largest HSV collection, but the   
 centrepieces are arguably the most sought-after of their kind
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 CLOCKWISE
FROM TOP: 

No HSV collection would be 
complete without a VL Walky; cherry 
black VS GTS was Boomer’s first HSV; 

will the HSV badge ever adorn a V8 again?; 
GTS-R 001 flanked by GTS-R 002 and VX 

Senator Signature; W427 build number 
0427, the only production example painted 

in Panorama Silver; VN SS Group A was 
Holden’s last homologation Commodore; 

VS GTS-R made liberal use of carbon; 
rare VS III Maloo last HSV to use 

Holden’s 5.0-litre V8



 CLOCKWISE FROM 
TOP LEFT: ‘Optimised’ sticker 

denotes VS GTS-R has the $10K 
engine blueprint option; VS III Maloo 

scored 17s; VS GTS now turbocharged for 
much more than 215kW; final GTS Coupe 

used Callaway C4B and had Ohlins remote 
reservoir dampers standard; VE GTS 

has just 28,000km; Tom Walkinshaw’s 
signature applied directly to W427 paint 

with clear coat over the top; just 24 
VY III GTS Coupes were built and 

this is number 24
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still wears all its pre-delivery stickers. It’s also fully 
optioned, including the $10,000 blueprinted engine.

Number 002 may have followed its garage mate off 
the production line, but the two have led very different 
lives. While 001 remains pristine, 002 is much more of 
an animal, heavily modified to the point of 600kW at 
the rear wheels. “My way of thinking,” says Boomer, 
“is that it was my ultimate car and I’ve got the best 
example around, which is build number one, and 
probably the most powerful around, which is build 
number two, so I’ve got the best of both worlds.”

While it may seem sacrilegious to some, Boomer 
isn’t afraid to tweak these rarities to his liking, though 
he has limits. “Some cars you certainly wouldn’t 
modify,” he explains. “I wouldn’t modify my W427, and 
to be honest I haven’t usually modified them myself, 
I’ve bought them already modified and then I’ll take 
it further. I appreciate the modified cars but always 
go back to those genuine, original-type cars. I’m 
not afraid to modify them, but not the really perfect 
examples.” Hence the conspicuous intercooler in the 
front of his turbocharged cherry black VS GTS, bought 
as a reminder of his first HSV, and the Walkinshaw 
supercharger kit on his 28,000km-old VE GTS.

Boomer has a similar approach to getting behind the 
wheel of his toys. The centrepieces of his collection are 
off limits – “one-to-one scale models, my mates call 
the ones I don’t drive.” These include W427 no. 0427 
(despite the fact only 137 of the intended production 
run of 427 were built), the only car bar the original 
concept painted in Panorama Silver, the same colour 

as the VL Walkinshaw. It also wears Tom Walkinshaw’s 
signature on its paintwork, added prior to the clear 
coats being applied.

Obviously, GTS-R 001 will remain similarly 
stationary, as will Boomer’s forthcoming GTSR W1, 
build 017 in Light My Fire orange and the GTS-R 
Concept (see breakout). The others Boomer is not 
so precious about: “The VL [Walkinshaw] has done 
60,000km, the Coupe’s done 30,000km, the VS has 
done 10,000km, so I do some kays in them.” Boomer’s 
Coupe is the last Callaway-engined HSV two-door 
produced before the introduction of the 6.0-litre 
LS2 for the VZ GTO. For VY Series III the GTS Coupe 
became special-order only and just 24 were built with 
Ohlins remote-canister dampers tuned by Mark Skaife 
coming standard on the range-topper. 

Another last-of-the-line rarity is the VS Series III 
Maloo, HSV’s final model powered by the venerable 
5.0-litre Holden V8. As the ute version of Holden’s all-
new VT Commodore, introduced in 1997, didn’t arrive 
until the VX update, VS ute production continued into 
2000, with the last Maloos scoring an upgraded wiring 
harness to increase outputs to 195kW/430Nm. 

Of course, no HSV collection would be complete 
without a VL Walkinshaw. “I haven’t had that VL that 
long,” says Boomer. “I had one five years ago that 
had 1600km and I needed some money at the time 
so I sold it too cheap and I ended up buying this one 
late last year – I’d really like to get a low-kilometre VL 
Walky again.”

You might notice a lack of HSV’s more recent 

Boomer often buys a model 
only to continually trade 
up to a better example. For 
instance, a road-going W427 
in black eventually became 
build number 0427, the only 
car in Panorama Silver

 The main cars in the collection are off  limits – “one to 
 one scale models, my mates call the ones I don’t drive” 
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SADLY, arguably the most mouth-
watering car in Boomer’s collection 
was still awaiting delivery at the time 
of our photo shoot. The HSV Coupe 
GTS-R was revealed at the 2004 
Sydney Motor Show, a dedicated 
race car with a 335kW/605Nm 
6.0-litre LS2 V8, FIA-spec chromoly 
rollcage, carbon-ceramic brakes, 
Ohlins remote-reservoir dampers, 
wider tracks from the Coupe4 and 
lightweight panels. 

It was intended to be sold as a 
low-volume, one-make race car for 
between $150K-$180K, but in the 
end only the prototype was built. 
Though fully operational, its running 
was supposedly limited to a handful 
of demonstration laps at Phillip 
Island. The car appeared for sale in 
Melbourne at various luxury dealers 
in late 2016 before returning to HSV, 

at which point Boomer started 
negotiations to purchase the car.

“I was talking to the guys at HSV 
and got wind it might be coming up 
for sale,” explains Boomer. “I can’t 
wait to get my hands on it, it’ll be the 
main piece in the collection. My way 
of thinking is that it’s one-of-one, 
I’ve got number one and two of the 
VS [GTS-R] and I’m getting a GTSR 
ute and GTSR W1 and [the Coupe] 
was the only other thing they badged 
GTS-R locally. I’ll have the full set 
and no one else will be able to have 
that.

“[It was] certainly cool to buy it 
from the factory; one thing I liked 
about that idea was that you’re 
buying it off HSV 13 years down the 
track. It is driveable and it runs well, 
but I probably won’t drive it – it’s just 
for the collection.” – SN

 Not everyone will understand why a man with the means to
 buy exotics would fill a garage with relatively humble Holdens  

models among Boomer’s collection, but they’ve 
usually played daily driver duties over the years. “I’ve 
owned probably 50 different HSVs,” he says. “I bought 
the first [Australian-delivered] VF GTS and then when 
I heard the GTS Maloo was coming I sold the sedan to 
get the Maloo and then I’ve since just sold that to get 
the GTS-R Maloo.”

It begs the question, is there any HSV that’s escaped 
his grasp? “It’s probably not a hugely significant car 
but there’s a 10th Anniversary VT Senator. They made 
only 10 [and] I’ve been trying for years to track one 
down. That’s one that shouldn’t be worth a lot but [I] 
can’t find it and I’ve love to buy one. I’d like to get a 
genuine Blue Meanie (Boomer’s current VK is a highly 
modified replica) but from the HSV point of view the 
significant ones are there.”

Given the scale of Boomer’s collection and his 
penchant for one-offs I can’t help but bring up the 
HRT 427, Holden’s stillborn 7.0-litre V8-powered 
Monaro supercar. Two exist, but only one is in private 
hands. “I actual/ly looked at the HRT 427 a couple of 
years ago,” says Boomer. “I got talking to the guy but 
we didn’t get a deal done. It’d be scary to think what 
you’d have to give for it, but that would be on the hit 
list if it ever came up for half-reasonable money.”

Not everyone will understand why a man with the 
means to buy any matter of exotica would instead 
fill a garage with relatively humble Holdens, but for 
Boomer that’s a key part of HSV’s appeal. “I don’t 
really know how to explain it; it’s still a common 
enough car that it’s just a Commodore, but it’s 
obviously an Australian brand. It’s a common-type 
car without being pretentious or trying to flaunt 
anything.” In other words, HSVs are cars that even 
regular folk – ie, not multi-millionaires – can aspire 
to, cars that offer practicality and performance in 
equal measure, cars that are much more than just a 
collection of nuts and bolts. M

The
New Baby
Snagging the one-off  Coupe GTS-R
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GENUINE HORSEPOWER 
NEEDS GENUINE 
STOPPING POWER

INSIST ON HSV GENUINE REPLACEMENT PARTS
PRICES START AT $1,045 RRP

hsv.com.au

HSV PAD AND ROTOR PACKAGES ARE AVAILABLE FROM ALL HSV DEALERS AND DISTRIBUTORS.

Keep your HSV all genuine by using genuine parts! HSV replacement 
brake packages give you the satisfaction of knowing that these 
crucial safety components maintain OEM specifications.

HSV have front and rear replacement packages available to suit VZ 
to GEN-F, four and six-piston, HSV vehicles. Each package consists 
of a pair of disc rotors and a set of brake pads.
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Isle of white
by D Y L A N  C A M P B E L L  pics C R I S T I A N  B R U N E L L I

The best roads in Australia, closed, a storming V12 and 
all-wheel drive: we take on Tasmania's Targa Tour



EEP IT TO yourself, but 
some of the best roads 
in the world are on a wild, 
windswept, deserted-feeling 
island at the bottom of the 
earth. The only way you can 
get there, by car, is by vessel, 
a voyage across one of the 
most perilous straits of all the 
seas, beyond the southern, 
roaring 40-degree latitude so 
many sailors fear. And when 

you get there, it's inhabited by inquisitive, suspicious 
creatures, to whom you're advised not to respond in 
the affirmative to any enquiries that you're from some 
"mainland". Unless you wish to be watched from the 
corner of eyes as you roam shops and eat meals.

Derr, it's Tasmania. It was once connected to the 
even bigger island just over its northern horizon as 
recently as 10,000 years ago, at the end of the last great 
glacial period (that's right, Tasmanian readers, we 
were all joined together at one point! And much more 
recently than Gondwanaland). But when the earth 
warmed and the waters rose, Tasmania was isolated 
again, a rocky outcrop sculpted by volcanoes that once 
spewed great landscape-forming magmas, now extinct.

This meant that, a geological nanosecond ago, 
when the white man sailed down on his ships and 
did unspeakable wrongs to the people already 
living here, but started building roads between 
settlements, the only way over all these great 
undulations was left, then right, then left again. 
Fast forward 200 years to a time when you're 
wondering about completely abstract things like 
steering feel and ESP calibration, and these old 
roads are Nirvana.

We are in Tasmania to experience this. Everybody 
knows about Targa Tasmania, the annual romp around 
the island where man, or woman, and machine, are 
unleashed on public roads with no speed limit, provided 
they've fitted the appropriate interior scaffolding and 
are wearing a helmet and five seatbelts at once. But 
what you might not know is that you can experience 
Tasmania's sublime roads for yourself as part of the 
Targa Tour, as it's known – sans roll cage, helmet and 
cops. But not sans speed limit.

It works like this. You get up before the sun does, 
get inside your car as it rubs its eyes and spews great 
plumes of steam out its exhausts, drive to the stage 
with your group, and then cut sick on the closed 
roads (before the competition cars) with an official 
car at the front setting the pace. It cannot exceed 
130km/h. In theory. And there are punishments for the 
official drivers if they are caught speeding. But you can 
imagine what 130km/h feels like in some corners, and 
what it feels like in others.

MOTOR is joining the Tour with Ferrari in – we're 
thankful to report – a new GTC4Lusso. Not just thankful 
for the fact it has a screaming 507kW 6.3-litre atmo 
V12 – revving to 8250rpm, though there is that. But 
thankful more for the fact that, while we'd love to be 
in a 488 or an F12, with the Tour taking place over 

K 2000km, 38 stages and six days, you're glad for some 
extra seat padding. And more forgiving dampers. And 
seat heaters.

There is also the fact the GTC4Lusso is the only 
Ferrari with front-wheel drive. It mixes this with rear-
drive, of course, and is psychologically a nice thing to 
have in the back pocket while traversing Tasmania and 
its notoriously capricious weather.

Like its FF predecessor, the GTC4Lusso has a very 
unique all-wheel drive system. There is no mechanical 
connection between the front and rear axles. While 
power is sent to the rear wheels quite conventionally 
through a rear-mounted, seven-speed twin-clutch 
automatic, and then an electronically-locking limited 
slip diff, power reaches the front wheels via a two-
speed gearbox slung off the front of the engine. By 
slipping clutches, the computer is able to simulate four 
gears, equivalent to the first four ratios in the normal 
transmission, and in turn precisely matching front 
and rear wheel speeds – all using sensors and software. 
From fifth gear and up, the GTC4Lusso is exclusively 
rear-wheel drive.

Though it weighs 1920kg and has a wheelbase 
basically as long as a Holden Statesman (19mm less), 
the launch control-assisted GTC4Lusso rockets to 
100km/h in just 3.4 seconds – or so says Ferrari. Two 

hundred flashes by in 10.5 seconds on to a bahn-
burning top speed of 335km/h. All while using just 
15.3L/100km. (If you do one hard accelerator run and 
then spend the remainder of the fuel tank slipstreaming 
a B-double.)

Ferrari has comprehensively overhauled the FF in 
the evolution to GTC4Lusso, where a slight rebranding 
is hoped to improve sales of Maranello's most family-
friendly car, one that didn't bolt off the sales floor quite 
like originally hoped. The new name is supposed to be 
a throwback to cars like the 330 GTC and its two-plus-
two sister model, the 330 GT; while also giving a nod 
to the luxurious 250 GT Berlinetta Lusso. While the 
big, burly V12 now powers up to 507kW and 697Nm, 
the interior is completely new, as is the fitment of all-
wheel steering. And, of course, a new, rear-drive turbo 
V8 model brings the range's entry price down – and 
should mean you see more GTC4Lussos on the road.

For now, though, in Tasmania, there is just one 
GTC4Lusso, and we're sitting in it. In front of us, we're 
staring at the gills over the rear haunches of an F12tdf, 
and behind us, there's the shark-like grin of a red 458 
Speciale. It's the first year Ferrari has officially brought 
an entourage to Targa Tasmania for the Tour, and full 
credit to them – and their customers – for getting the 
toys out and putting kilometres – and stone chips – on 

 “Fast forward 200 
years and these old 
roads are Nirvana”  
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The first Targa Tasmania was in 
1992, inspired by the Targa Florio 
which began in Sicily in 1906 – 
targa meaning plate, Florio after 
the original organiser Vincenzo 
Florio. Each winner got a plate 
bearing the Florio family crest
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Right: GTC4Lusso is a big car 
and corners hard. We'll leave 
the new styling up to you; 
Ferrari's designers have been 
earning their bikkies

The GTC4Lusso can fit two 
average-size adults in the 
back, in reasonable comfort, 
although headroom is 
exactly as you might imagine 
it to be – a little tight

Bottom left: helping frighten 
passengers is their own 
screen showing speed, revs 
and gear. Can also show 
media and nav info
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cars that, elsewhere in the world, are in humidity-
controlled museums.

MOTOR is joining halfway through the Tour, taking 
over the reins to the GTC4Lusso from ex-editor and 
now Fairfax honcho Andrew MacLean, who had the 
privilege of not just staring at the aerodynamically-
sculpted rears of F12tdfs and Speciales, but also a 
LaFerrari. Yep, in what was somewhat of a coup, 
Ferrari Australasia boss Herbert Appleroth managed 
to convince a black LaFerrari to inch on to the Spirit 
of Tasmania, cross the Strait and cut loose in the Apple 
Isle. Although unsurprisingly, its owner, a very busy 
businessman, couldn't quite spare the six days out of 
office, and so all MOTOR saw of it was it parked outside 

a hotel. And all we heard of it was how the 
owner spun the car while drifting in a town 
stage, in front of locals, and heroically kept 
his foot in it as the car pirouetted around 
to keep going. Perhaps we'll next see him 
at Summernats.

We have that horrible feeling we don't 
know what we're supposed to be doing. 
Rolling up to the first stage, photographer 
Cristian Brunelli in the passenger seat 
acting as navigator (so we're almost 
guaranteed to get lost), we turn the 
manettino into Sport, the transmission 
into manual and grab first gear. There 
have been so many briefings, forms, and 
we have received so much information 
and so many warnings and stern talkings-
to about safety, that we're not quite sure 
what's about to happen. Having been 
wound up like a spring, it's somewhat 
unnerving – are we about to spectacularly 
ignore the 130km/h thing, or what?

The official at the start of the stage gives 
our group the go-ahead wave, led by the 
official pacecar in a MkVI Golf R, followed 
closely by Ferrari boss Appleroth in the 
battleship grey, PCOTY-competing 488 
GTB, and then us. We leave a little gap, and 
then try to keep up. And then, on what is a 
shorter stage, it's over as quick as it began.

Now, anyone wondering if they should 
do the Targa Tour should make sure they 
know what they're getting themselves 
into (see breakout for costs, etc). Going 

as fast as you want on the best roads in Tasmania 
– closed – driving past Highway Patrol cops giving 
you the thumbs up? Err, maybe in the regularity 
running (the next level up) or, of course, the full 
Targa Tasmania competition. But if you want to use 
your road car, without bolting in a cage, or wearing 
a helmet, it's the Tour only. Which means 130km/h.

Now, it's fantastic to experience these roads without 
your licence quaking in fear in your pocket. But if you're 
going to do the Targa Tour, we recommend considering 
a car that's going to feel quite fast at 130km/h, like a 
Subaru BRZ or Mazda MX-5. At 130km/h a GTC4Lusso 
feels like a Joint Strike Fighter taxiing down a runway.

This is a car that continues to be dominated by its 
engine. You could feasibly build an engine dyno, centre 
stage, at the Opera House and rev the GTC4Lusso's V12 
creatively – and people would buy tickets to watch and 

 “Tasmania is a place 
that absolutely rewards 

road knowledge”  

NOVOCASTRIAN Geoff 
Burgess uses his Ferrari 
308 GTB – a lot. In fact, the 
first time it traced Targa 
Tasmania's famous stages 
was in 1993, where Burgess 
competed in the event. 

Having owned the car for 
34 years, 24 years later he's 
back at Targa Tasmania in 
the same car, but at quite 
a different pace. He even 
prefers it occasionally to 
another Ferrari he owns, a 
458 Speciale. "It's just fun. 
The Speciale is awesome 
but it's like a race boat 
stuck in a swimming pool. 

Driving around at 99km/h is 
sacrilegious where you can 
put a smile on your face in 
the 308 without doing warp 
speed ... It sounds good and 
is good for the emotions. 

"And not that it matters 
but people know you're an 
enthusiast and treat you 
different. The older the car 
gets, the better the reaction 
... whereas if you're in a new 
car, you're just another rich 
wanker sort of thing."

Burgess – who drives the 
manual, right-hand drive 
car despite a paralysed left 
arm – is our kind of Ferrari 

owner, having also driven his 
308 across the Nullarbor. 
He says it's "never let him 
down". "They're bulletproof, 
and I did most of my own 
maintenance," he says. "I 
think I don't have any trouble 
with it because I use it ... 
all the seals are expanding 
and contracting, they're not 
freezing in the one position 
and then leaking oil."

He says he thinks it has 
"about 280,000km" but 
doesn't know for sure – the 
308's odometer only goes 
to 99,999km before flicking 
back to zero again. – DC

The 308 With 280,000km
It's driven these roads before
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listen. (This is why I run a magazine, and not an opera 
house.) It sounds glorious – rich, sonorous, menacing, 
a distinctive sound you just don't get anywhere else. 
It's free-revving, hungry for air, incredibly responsive 
and linear. And man does it have some grunt, hurtling 
the big GTC4Lusso down the road at incredible pace.

While its enormous, fantastic brakes arrest the 
GTC4Lusso effectively and without fuss; and while its 
incredible, potent engine gives your right foot effortless 
power and thrust; you always have in the back of your 
mind that the GTC4Lusso is a big car with a lot of mass 
moving very quickly. It feels it in the slower corners, 
too, where the all-wheel steering lends it a little more 
agility. But ultimately the all-wheel steering is most 
appreciated at car park speeds.

The GTC4Lusso puts its power down in exactly the 

way you want. Open the taps from standstill, in Sport 
mode, and the rear tyres will light up, before the front 
axle steps in to tidy things up and get you rocketing 
toward the horizon. The rear-drive personality 
continues as you leave corners, letting you wag that 
big rump on the throttle enough to require some 
corrective lock, but only to temporarily encourage the 
car back into line as the front axle pulls the car straight. 
It's a fantastic feeling; and so is the big Fezza's rear 
getting light on the throttle over crests. And there are 
plenty of those in Tasmania.

If one thing distinguishes Tasmanian roads, it's the 
short straight, careering over a blind crest, where you'll 
immediately find a tightening corner and plunging 
escarpment. And very little sign-posting. Tasmanian 
taxpayers should never have to worry that they're 

Mt 
Arrow-
Smith
Length: 51.73km
The longest, fastest 
and most unforgettable 
stage of the event. A 
make-or-break stage if 
you're gunning for the 
outright win.

Sideling
Length: 13.7km
Treacherous when 
slippery, and it's almost 
always slippery. Very 
bumpy, often foggy. 
One for the brave pills.

Hellyer 
Gorge
Length: 20.46km
A stage of two halves: 
very fast to begin with, 
but then becomes 
super twisty. Is known 
amongst locals as "Hell 
Yeah" Gorge.

Stage
Play
Targa's Top 
Three Stages

(Above left) new interior 
makes GTC4Lusso feel 
properly modern; (bottom 
left) the Targa Tour attracts 
all sorts of cars, including 
this Group B-inspired 
modified TT; (opposite 
page) there's no shortage 
of enthusiasm for the event 
among most Tassie locals, 
who line the stages in droves
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spending too much money on signs that tell you 
how tight a corner might be. Tasmania is a place that 
absolutely rewards road knowledge. And you can see 
how, in the main game competition, strong, accurate 
pacenotes and the ability to work off them effectively, is 
crucial to winning. In Tasmania, you never know what's 
around the next corner, or over the next crest. Just ask 
all the people it's bitten.

Two days into knocking over stages in the GTC4Lusso, 
we wonder how the bloke in the F12tdf is getting on. 
At the base of its appreciation hill, this car is surely 
worth at least AUD$1m. Just 799 were built, 574kW 
each, 0-200km/h in a claimed 7.9 seconds – Cup tyres, 
and rear-wheel drive. MOTOR's international team of 
road testers voted it the most frightening car of 2016. 
As we are belting up an early morning stage, with lots 

“Open the taps, 
from rest, and the 

rears will light up”
Wanna have a crack?
How to do the Targa Tour
RIGHT, so you're not 
thrown off by the 
130km/h limit and 
quite like the sound of 
Tasmania's best roads, 
closed, and getting to 
use every centimetre of 
them. Giddy up.

It will cost you 
$3990 to enter your 
car, yourself and your 
passenger into the 
Tour. That gets you 
six days and nigh-on 
2000km of driving, 38 
closed-road stages, 
but Targa Tasmania is 

quick to stress the Tour 
is not competitive. The 
driving is meant to be 
'spirited', rather than 
balls-to-the-wire.

The price excludes 
fuel, food, the Spirit 
of Tasmania and 
accommodation. 
You don't need to do 
anything to your car – 
other than common 
sense stuff like making 
sure it has enough 
tyres, etc – although 
it's recommended you 
fit a fire extinguisher 

and pack a first aid kit.
You – and your 

co-driver – need 
at least a non-
competitive CAMS 
licence (L2NS) each, 
which are very easy 
to get and cost $75. 
Beware, the Targa 
Tour is a lot of early 
mornings and long days 
driving. If anything, 
it'll make you want to 
come back and tackle 
Tassie's awesome 
roads in your own time 
at your own pace. – DC
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The specs
 Ferrari's V12 four-seater of tight, first- and second-gear corners – where you 

don't notice the 130km/h limit much, if at all – I can't 
help but imagine the owner getting out at the end of 
the stage, hands trembling, lighting up a cigarette and 
whimpering for mummy. It's an adult nappy car. 

And, with the morning coffee not yet kicked in, 
makes me glad to have two extra driveshafts. And even 
then, at Queenstown, where fog reduces visibility to 
about 50 metres, the GTC4Lusso's rear end is yawing 
into its electronics a little quicker than I'd like. I 
absolutely cannot imagine belting up here as quick as 
I possibly can, like 2017 winners Jason and John White, 
in a car like their Dodge Viper ACR Extreme. It gives us 
a new respect for the competitors in the main event, 
particularly as Targa Tasmania is no two-day shebang. 
It's almost as much a test of endurance as it is skill.

We had two reasons for coming to Tasmania to do 
the Tour: our first Aussie drive of the GTC4Lusso, and 
to rate the Tour's suitability for the average MOTOR 
reader. The GTC4Lusso has an incredible engine 
and drivetrain, a nice, now-modernised interior, is 
spectacularly fast, and capable. But it does feel like a 
major facelift of the FF rather than a whole new car. 
That's not a bad thing – it's what the FF needed. The 
Tour? Make up your own mind based on what you've 
read. Would you invite your partner to ride passenger 
with you at a track day? Probably not – but you'd have 
them join you on the Tour. As part of your ongoing 
efforts to bring them around to the world of driving, 
Tasmanian roads alone will be effective. Just don't tell 
too many people, okay? M

“The GTC4Lusso is 
spectacularly fast”  

GTC4Lusso V12 starts from 
$578,888 but this white one 
has, err, $120K of options. 
Passenger display is $9500; 
front parking camera $6000; 
Apple CarPlay $6790; 
meanwhile contrasting 
stitching is an extra $1250. 
Panoramic glass roof? Yeah, 
that'll be $32,500, thanks

FERRARI GTC4LUSSO
BODY 2-door, 4-seat coupe
DRIVE all-wheel

ENGINE 6262cc V12, DOHC, 48v
BORE/STROKE 94.0 x 75.2mm
COMPRESSION 13.5:1

POWER 507kW @ 8000rpm 
TORQUE 697Nm @ 5750rpm

POWER/WEIGHT 264kW/tonne
TRANSMISSION 7-speed dual-clutch

WEIGHT 1920kg

 SUSPENSION (F) double wishbones, coil springs, adaptive 
dampers, anti-roll bar

 SUSPENSION (R) multi-links, coil springs, adaptive 
dampers, anti-roll bar

L/W/H 4922/1980/1383mm
WHEELBASE 2990mm

TRACKS 1674/1668mm (f/r)
STEERING hydraulically assisted rack-and-pinion

BRAKES (F) 398mm ventilated carbon-ceramic 
discs, 6-piston calipers

BRAKES (R) 360mm ventilated carbon-ceramic 
discs, 4-piston calipers

WHEELS 20.0 x 8.5-inch (f); 20.0 x 10.5-inch (r)
TYRE SIZES 245/35 ZR20 (f); 295/35 ZR20 (r)

TYRE Pirelli P-Zero
PRICE $698,720 (as-tested)
PROS Epic powertrain; noise; rear-drive feeling
CONS Not refined enough; constant tram-lining

 STAR RATING 11113 
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FURTHER ENHANCES YOUR LS3 POWERED VEHICLE

www.walkinshawperformance.com.au
Unleash your LS3 at your nearest Walkinshaw Performance authorised Agent

about 3000 and, from 3500 onwards, it’s really putting in.”
 – MOTOR’s David Morley
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Alley Thug

FIRST FANG Mercedes-AMG E63 S

AMG’s big, bad bruiser now comes with all-paw 
grip and enough forced-induction grunt to blur 

the horizon. And now, we’ve driven it in Oz

by D A V I D  M O R L E Y  pics N A T H A N  J A C O B S
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ORE TECH! More tech! It’s the 
catch-cry of both the iPhone 
generation looking for the next 
techno-jolly and the world’s 
governments, hell bent on 
seeing cars hug dolphins. Fair 
enough, provided there’s a 
tangible benefit. Not to mention 
a resulting product that 
doesn’t abandon the essence 
of the heritage upon which it 
inevitably trades. Which is, of 
course, a thinly veiled attempt 
at casting into philosophical 
doubt AMG’s decision to equip 

the latest E63 S with a host of new technology.
And doubts there are aplenty. For a start, the new 

E63 S is all-wheel-drive, traditionally the wooden 
stake through the heart of, er, flamboyant driving. The 
knock-on effect is more weight; now just a couple of 
fat puppies shy of two tonnes. And what about the 
engine? Oh yeah, instead of 6.2 litres of pure German 
schmaltz, the fuel-consumption police have caught 

up with the E63 S, forcing a move to a tuned-up 
version of the four-litre, twin-turbo V8.

Doesn’t look good, does it? I mean, weren’t AMG 
sedans always all about Newton-metres triumphing 
over grip? Wasn’t the hooligan element in an otherwise 
red-carpet sophisticate like an AMG kind of the thing 
we loved most about them? And can the E63 be made 
all-paw without turning it into a safe-for-children, 
nanny-state-approved understeerer? The answer to 
the first of those question is easy – yes, yes it was 
always thus. But the third is a bit harder to quantify. 
Until you drive it. Then the answer is simple. And also 
yes: This is still very much an AMG E-Class. Hallelujah.

The point is that the move to an all-wheel-drive 
platform for Aussie E63s has made a fundamental 
change to the way the car behaves. But it’s change in a 
good way. Okay, it won’t inadvertently smoke the rear 
bags leaving Red Rooster any longer, but should you 
wish to paste chalkies all over the road, a switch to 
‘Drift’ mode will sort that out for you. Enabling drift 
mode tells the centre diff to send all 100 per cent of 
this, the S version’s 850Nm (at just 2500rpm) to the 
rear bags. From there, it’s the job of the mechanical 
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While right-hand-drive 
markets previously 
missed out on the AWD 
option, that’s no longer 
the case. However, switch 
into Race mode with 
manual shifts, turn ESP 
off and pull both paddles 
back towards you to 
engage the drift mode. 
Then all 450kW/850Nm 
is sent to the rears only. 
Take your brave pills

LSD to sort the rest out – which it won’t entirely, but 
that’s the point – and, before you know it, you’ll be 
frying P-Zeros. Literally.

The other big change has been the move to the 
new nine-speed automatic. And, like some previous 
AMG gearboxes, this one uses planetary gear-sets 
like any other conventional auto, but ditches the 
torque converter in favour of a computer-controlled 
clutch-pack like a DSG or DCT tranny. It kind of 
sounds like having two-bob each way, but the multi-
plate clutch eliminates the slip of a torque converter 
and, provided the software and the actuators are 
sophisticated enough (and they are in this case) the 
clutch can engage ultra-smoothly (and it is flawless 
in this regard) to the point where you’d swear it was 
a torque converter. Meanwhile, having nine gears has 
meant the car can still have a low first for getting that 
bulk moving as well as an ultra-tall top gear (ninth 
sees 1400rpm at 100km/h) while still retaining the 
perfect gears for any other speed or throttle position. 
And let’s not forget, with 850Nm, a two-speed auto 
would also probably work okay.

One thing that hasn’t changed is that the E63 S is 

still a darn big car. There’s plenty of stretching room 
front and rear and stuff like the double sunroof is  
lovely. The front chairs are equally gorgeous; heavily 
sculpted buckets that manage to look classy and 
sporty at the same time and though firm, prove to be 
super-comfy for long stints in the saddle. AMG offers a 
more conventional, barge-ass front perch as a no-cost 
option, and they might yet be the way to go (we’ll get 
to that in a minute).

The E-Class dashboard is carried over to the E63 S, 
which means a giant screen spread out before you, 
rather than actual gauges or gizmos of any sort. It 
allows for a huge range of views and options as well 
as conveying the eye-watering amount of info and 
interface that is part of a car like this. Our only gripe 
is that the display itself is a bit two-dimensional 
and obviously a virtual creation when some other 
brands do it with a bit more finesse. The other thing 
that grates a bit in such a sporty machine is the 
column-mounted gearshift wand which just seems a 
bit pedestrian. That said, once you’ve got used to it, it 
allows for super simple (and fast) moves through P, R, 
N and D. Meanwhile, you’ve  gotta love the attention to 

 It won’t inadvertently smoke the rear bags 
 leaving Red Rooster any longer 
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Power  
haus
WHILE THE E63 never lived up 
to its badge in capacity from 
the start (being 6.2 litres), the  
4.0-litre uses a twin-turbo arrangement 
inside the ‘hot vee’ with 1.5 bar of boost. 
The V8 utilises tech such as spray-
guided fuel injection and an aluminium 
crank case. Active engine mounts also 
counteract inertia when cornering.

It seems ironic, 
but the E63 S's 
power-hungry 
eight has cylinder 
deactivation 
(essentially making 
it a V4) and stop-
start mode to help 
save fuel

wer  
s

we
HE E63 never lived upp
ge in capacity from
(b i 6 2 lit ) th

It seems ironic, 
b t th E63 S'
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detail in the displays and the sort of info they convey. 
For instance, there’s a part of the screen dedicated to 
the tyre inflation pressures (in real time, of course) 
which also gives a readout on the temperature of each 
tyre. Not sure why I’d need to know that at a glance, 
but it’s there anyway. One-upmanship at the pub has 
never been easier. And while that sort of stuff could 
cloud the issue on the move, once you are up and 
running, you tend to rely on the head-up display for 
the vital stats anyway.

Certainly, if you’re a-wailing on the gas pedal at the 
time, you won’t want to be looking at anything but the 
horizon which, as a result of 600 horsepower, is a fair 
chance to be rushing up to greet you. Not that there’s 
any fuss or hysterics at the time; the engine remains 
calm and smooth (even with the active exhaust flaps 
open) and just creates more urge the further you push 
the graph on that head-up tach readout. The other 
useful piece of new tech this time around is a launch-
control system that actually works. Previous AMGs 
have offered such software, but it usually only seemed 
to help fry the bags, not the other way round. Now, 
with the super-slinky action of the tranny’s clutch 
packs, walking the car off the line (which was the fast 
way previously) is no longer the way to go. Nope, what 
you do now is select either Race or Sport Plus from the 
drive mode selection, stand on the brakes, hop on the 
noise with your other foot and, when you’re ready to 
enter orbit, let the brake pedal loose.

Like the AMG A45 (which is the other of the brand’s 
products to feature effective launch control) the Race 
Start (as AMG calls it) shaves nearly half a second off 
the 400m time and similar amount from the 0-100 
interval. And it fairly bolts off into the distance. We 
couldn’t match AMG’s claim of 0-100 in 3.4, but we 
got close at 3.7, while the first 400m were covered in 
11.6 seconds with a terminal velocity of better than 

200km/h. The only catch is the Race Start function 
was a bit elusive in our test car, with the on-board 
diagnostics determining that the oil level was first too 
low, and then too high (once we’d topped it up) for us 
to be trusted with Race Start. So we got but one run 
with it. Regardless, the results speak for themselves, 
and the system doesn’t feel like you’re murdering 
the car in the process. Experience of another E63 S 
says the low-oil warning is a theme, but also that the 
factory 0-100 claim is absolutely fair dinkum and 
maybe even a tad pessimistic.

In the real world, that sort of shunt translates to a 
car that is ridiculously easy to punt fast. In fact, too 
easy in Speed-Camera Land, and that damn head-up 
speedo is of the creepin’ Jesus variety. In fact, even 
with the gearbox in Park, the handbrake on and the 

car locked in a concrete bunker, the E63 could still 
be doing 20 or 30km/h. Which brings us to our major 
gripe with the E63 S.

Given that this is an E-Class, after all, and not a C63 
or an AMG GT, there’s a sense that the E63 is just a bit 
too keen for a punch-up. It’s always on the balls of its 
feet; always looking for a chance to slip its moorings 
and head for open water. The diff is tight to the point 
of being cranky in car parks, the ride is too firm 
regardless of what setting the air suspension has been 
set to. The gearbox is overly eager to interpret a shove 
of the throttle as a bank-job getaway and the whole 
thing just needs to take a chill-pill and wind itself back 
a notch or two. The Comfort setting is a misnomer in 
this case, and we can’t help but think most E63s will 

 That sort of shunt translates to a car 
 that is ridiculously easy to punt fast 

Your derriere might 
just thank you for 
selecting the ‘comfy’ 
seat option given 
that most E63s will 
be city dwellers. The 
low-speed ride over 
Melbourne’s myriad 
tram lines can be 
tiresome. Still, it has 
endless street cred 
and more than enough 
grip for hook turns
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The facts
E63 S stacks up on paper

Mercedes-AMG E63 S
0-10km/h 0.41
0-20km/h 0.75
0-30km/h 1.11
0-40km/h 1.44
0-50km/h 1.81
0-60km/h 2.15
0-70km/h 2.49
0-80km/h 2.85
0-90km/h 3.28
0-100km/h 3.75
0-110km/h 4.25
0-120km/h 4.79
0-130km/h 5.41
0-140km/h 6.09
0-150km/h 6.82
0-160km/h 7.57
0-170km/h 8.39
0-180km/h 9.31
0-190km/h 10.32
0-200km/h 11.41

0-400m
11.63sec @ 202.02km/h
80-120km/h
1.9sec
100-0km/h 
34.0m

SPEED IN GEARS
1st 53km/h @ 6750rpm
2nd 88km/h @ 67500rpm
3rd 126km/h @ 6750rpm
4th 174km/h @ 6750rpm
5th 235km/h @ 6750rpm
6th 285km/h @ 6750rpm
7th 300km/h @ 6150rpm*
8th 300km/h @ 5100rpm*
9th 300km/h @ 4270rpm*

be used for the school run or to transport business 
clients at some point, and that’s when the non-
existent Comfort Plus (or even Comfort Plus Plus) 
setting would be most appreciated.

It’s a noisy bugger, too. Most surprising is a small 
amount of dump-valve action that you weren’t 
expecting, although it’s never more than a politely 
muffled sneeze. But those tyres on any sort of coarse-
chip surface will have you yelling at each other inside 
the car.

I can appreciate that this is an AMG after all, and 
you should, by now, know what you’re buying into. 
And I also recognise that AMG needed to differentiate 
the E63 S from the new E43. I’m also aware that 
Mercedes’ market research is vastly more likely to 
pan out than my based-on-not-much observations. 
Which is to say, I’m not calling the end result a mistake 
because I honestly believe this is how AMG always 
intended the car to be. I’m just not quite sure I’d be 
immune from tiring of it after a while which, given the 
overall impact of the thing, seems an odd thing to say. 
It’s also where those Beyonce-spec front chairs might 
come into their own. Let us also not forget that AMG 
cars have been criticised for their ride quality – or lack 
of it – pretty much from day one, so I’m hardly starting 
a new thread here.

It’s also true that the faster you drive the AMG, 
the better it gets. Up the ante to 140 or so and the 
dampers and springs suddenly start to communicate. 
The already-sharp steering gets better and the 
gearbox calibration starts to make sense. Trouble is, 
in Australia, those are hand-in-your-licence velocities. 
So while you can’t, in normal circumstances, ignore the 
sheer brutality of the E63 S, neither can you sidestep 
the fact that this is a four-door, five-seat sedan with 
performance that will hold its own against bona fide 
supercars. And like I said, provided you know what 
you’re getting into, you won’t be disappointed.  

...and in reality
& fi gures

 Provided you know what you’re getting into, 
 you won’t be disappointed 

MERCEDES-AMG E63 S
BODY 4-door, 5-seat sedan
DRIVE all-wheel

ENGINE 3982cc V8, DOHC, 32v, twin-turbo
BORE/STROKE 83.0 x 92.0mm
COMPRESSION 8.6:1

POWER 450kW @ 5750-6500rpm 
TORQUE 850Nm @ 2500-4500rpm

POWER/WEIGHT 230kW/tonne
TRANSMISSION 9-speed manual

WEIGHT 1955kg

 SUSPENSION (F) Four-link axle, air-springs, adaptive 
dampers

 SUSPENSION (R) Multi-link, air-springs, adaptive dampers
L/W/H 4993/1907/1460mm

WHEELBASE 2939mm
TRACKS 1649/1595mm (f/r)

STEERING electrically assisted rack-and-pinion

BRAKES (F) 390mm ventilated/drilled discs, 
6-piston calipers

BRAKES (R) 360mm ventilated/drilled discs, single-
piston calipers

WHEELS 20.0 x 9.5-inch (f); 20.0 x 10.0-inch (r)
TYRE SIZES 265/35 R20 (f); 295/30 R20 (r)

TYRE Pirelli P-Zero
PRICE $239,900
PROS Supercar fast; high-end presentation
CONS Lacks a little refinement; ride quality

 STAR RATING 11112 

As tested by MOTOR: Heathcote 
Dragway, 2.20pm, 15 degrees, dry. 

Driver: David Morley 
*Manufacturer’s claim
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FIRST ENCOUNTER Hyundai i30 N

Hyundai wants to be taken seriously with its new Golf 
GTI-fighting i30 N hot hatch. We drive it on Aussie soil, 

even before it's revealed

by D Y L A N  C A M P B E L L  pics T H O M A S  W I E L E C K I

gaged
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ERE IT IS – the Hyundai i30 N, Korea's 
first crack at not just a hot hatch, but 
a proper performance car. And while 
we don't know what it looks like yet, 
we've driven it. And it's good.

And it's all very secretive. We can't 
actually tell you where we drove it, 
other than at a "private test facility" 
somewhere in NSW. Can we say it's 
on the Central Coast? Probably not. 
And though MOTOR photographer 
Thomas Wielecki was there on the 
day – and we got him to take some 
photos of things just for us – Hyundai 
banned him from sending particular 

shots to us. Very secret indeed.
And bizarre, given just how open Hyundai is about 

many other things to do with this car. Somehow, 
they've managed to get two prototype cars for MOTOR 
(and other media) to test and not only that, they've 
flown in the honcho who's creating them, ex-BMW M 
Division boss Albert Biermann. Who, by car company 
standards, is a breath of fresh air for his frankness, 
thoughtfulness and honesty. Ask him a question and 
he'll give you an answer, sometimes so candid you get 
a feeling you should be checking if you can publish it. 
(As a more lowly media outlet would, don't worry.)

So first, before we even sit in these camouflaged 
prototypes, let's recap what we know. Hyundai wants 
to win over people like you and me, who take driving 
seriously, with a new performance brand called N 
Division. Its first product will be the i30 N. It will 
come in two states of tune, both with a turbo 2.0-
litre four-cylinder (a heavily modified Sonata engine), 
front-drive. The i30 Ns are six-speed manual only 
for now. Both weigh around 1450kg. The lower-tune 
i30 N gets 18-inch wheels, 184kW/380Nm and an 
open differential (but one that brakes a spinning 

wheel). The "Performance Package" model will have 
202kW/400Nm, an electronically-locking limited 
slip diff, 19s, bi-modal exhaust, bigger brakes and 
better seats. Both cars have coloured shift lights in the 
instrument binnacle. Both also have rev-matching on 
downchanges – and upchanges – but you can turn this 
off with a button on the steering wheel.

And that's not the only button you'll find there, 
either. In fact, the scope for adjustability by way of drive 
modes is unprecedented for cars around this price. 

 Hyundai has somehow got two prototype cars for us to 
 drive – and also fl own in head honcho Albert Biermann 

You can tell a lot about a car 
by its OEM tyres. Base i30 N 
wears 225/40R18 Michelin 

Pilot SS; performance model 
gets special HN-designated 

235/35R19 Pirelli P-Zeros

H
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As we slink into the pre-production i30 N it becomes 
apparent, this is a seriously high-tech hot hatch.

Two buttons on the steering wheel allow you to 
thumb through Normal, Sport, N Mode and custom 
modes, adjusting active damper rates, throttle 
responsiveness, steering weight, bi-modal exhaust, 
computer-controlled locking diff and ESP calibration. 
Of course, if you want your dampers soft, your ESP 
half-off, and your engine eager, you can have that in 
a custom mode. The i30 N in this way feels very novel, 
like a big toy you want to play with; a Golf GTI will give 
you some level of engine/chassis/noise customisation, 
but not in the same fun and nerdy way an i30 N will.

Driving out on track, by ourselves, we can't quite 
believe we're suddenly in what is probably a very 
expensive prototype and encouraged to go as fast as 
we like, around what is quite an unforgiving circuit. We 
are intensely curious to drive this much-anticipated, 
much-hyped first hot hatch from Korea, yet also don't 
want to be That Guy Who Crashed It.

First impressions are... fantastic seats, rivalling those 
in a Toyota 86. Terrifically direct and well-weighted 
steering, if lacking a little feel, not unlike a Golf GTI's. 
Strong front-drive traction and plenty of grunt – and, 
for a forty-something-grand car, outstanding brakes 
with great feel, resilience and stopping power. You can 
very much tell it's a Hyundai by the gearchange and 
clutch feel, neither of which will make lists of 'most 
satisfying-to-use manual gearboxes', but still feel fine. 
And interestingly, the i30 N sounds a bit like a Focus 
RS, a loud, gurgly exhaust at idle, enthusiastic with 
pops on the upchanges and crackling on the overrun, 
and a fair bit of enhanced growl coming courtesy of a 
mechanical, engine bay-mounted noise symposer (like 
a Golf GTI/R). Aurally, there's a fair bit going on.

This is a swift car and, crucially, feels like a proper 
hot hatch – not a warm one. It has plenty of grip. 

Particularly in the rear. Where a lot of people who love 
hot hatches, don't want it.

For our first dozen laps in N Mode, the i30 N reveals 
a handling personality much more along the Golf R and 
Peugeot 308 GTi end of the playfulness spectrum, than 
Focus ST or Megane RS. This is a very stable hot hatch 
at high speeds; the little brain in your right foot will be 
giving you the A-OK to maintain otherwise ambitious 
throttle openings through very fast corners. It seems 
the trade-off is, front grip expires long before rear grip, 
and on what can sometimes be spooky tyres, Pirelli 
P-Zeros, attempts at provoking the rear can be more 
white-knuckle and something you do for the camera, 
rather than for fun around the back of the track, when 
no-one's looking. Somewhat disappointing.

"Exceptional" value must be 
part of the attraction, says 

Hyundai. The $38,990 Focus 
ST is in the crosshairs for 

the base car. Aussie on-sale 
either Q4 2017 or Q1 2018

 As we slink into the i30 N, it becomes apparent    
 that this is a seriously high tech hot hatch
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4 extra things
About Hyundai's hot hatch

01
02
03
04

Both engines basically the same 
hardware, with power difference 
coming from software

Base car has slightly longer 
gearing; Performance Package a 
slightly shorter final drive

An eight-speed wet clutch auto 
is about two years away; could 
rival DSG for responsiveness.

Will go properly, fully "off" in 
Performance Package; still 
deciding on the base car.

Two tunes

Gearing

Auto is coming

ESC decisions



HAS HYUNDAI'S hot 
hatch mastermind 
driven one of the hottest 
hatches around at the 
moment, the Ford Focus 
RS? He has. And he has 
an opinion on it.

"It’s fun but you have 
to have the environment 
to get the fun going," he 
tells MOTOR. "On the 
public road, it’s not so 
easy to experience the 
fun part of it. Okay, at 
the proving ground at 
Namyang [in Korea], I 
can go to the skidpan, 
to our little racetrack 
and enjoy it, drive all the 
different settings and 
get it into drifting. It’s 
nice, but for every day 
driving, it’s not so easy 
to get the kick out of it. 
It hasn’t the natural drift 
character, it’s a little bit 

weird … I still think there 
are better ways."

Biermann would know, 
as they're experimenting 
with their own Focus 
RS-style 'twinster' 
system in an i30.

"We have a car, based 
on [the i30 N], with a 
more powerful engine 
and also GKN twinster 
system in it, but a 
stronger one". His team 
are "fooling around" with 
it, but it's not their focus 
at present. It would 
be "easy" to develop 
a Focus RS-style i30 
N, he says, but to get 
approval the new, front-
drive i30 N models must 
be a roaring success. 
Biermann says he would 
want his twinster i30 N 
to be even more drifty 
than the Focus RS.

Biermann On
Twinsters, and the Focus RS
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We roll back into the pits. "So, how was it?" asks 
Biermann. We try to explain that it was more 'stable' 
than we were hoping. During our chat at the Paris 
Motor Show last year, Biermann made the i30 N sound 
like it would be a hot hatch developed with more of 
a Toyota 86 philosophy: fun more than lap times. We 
fantasised over a new tail-happy, rorty and fun hot 
hatch entering the market. It seems we were wrong.

"Do you want to go out again?" asks a Hyundai 
person. Empty racetrack, incredibly interesting and 
important new hot hatch built by a former M Division 
boss, nothing else to do. Oh, if we must. "You should try 

the custom options," encourages Biermann, grinning.
Using the centre screen, I go for what I would in 

pretty much every car with this much customisation: 
soft dampers, perky engine. In the i30 N's case, that 
also means most aggressive diff-lock and ESP half-off.

It's a different car. 
Suddenly, with the body shifting around on its 

suspension, you have a world more information about 
how much is left in the tyres. Confidence is way up. 
Drive it hard and straight and there's a satisfying, 
exciting amount of bodyroll letting you know how 
much grip is left. Flick it into a fast corner and the now 
softer rear excites, encouraging steering correction – 
the excellent sport ESP calibration letting you have a 
play – all the while in a very friendly and predictable 
way. We do not want to return to pit lane. The i30 N is 
fun. It has substance. It feels like it was made by people 
who love driving.

Now, this is still a prototype, and things will change, 
but it's pretty much done. It's not all rosy so far – we 
suspect the ride will be very 'focused' and the engine 
does run out of breath a little in the upper revs. We get 
to see what it looks like at the Frankfurt Motor Show. But 
it's incredibly promising. It's like a slightly more playful 
Golf GTI Performance that sounds like a subdued 
Ford Focus RS, with toys and modes and buttons like 
you'd find in cars over $100K. Does it bring something 
new to the sub-$50K hot hatch table? Absolutely. "We 
have a twinster all-wheel drive system in one back at 
Namyang in Korea as well," says Biermann, casually. 
Which means there are more N-branded hot Hyundais 
coming. And we actually can't wait to drive them. M

The i30 N should be a racy 
yet handsome car when 
we finally get to see it. 

Biermann says 0-100km/h 
times will be around "6.3-

6.4" with launch control

 It's like a slightly more playful Golf GTI Performance,  
 that sounds like a subdued Ford Focus RS  
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THE BIG INTERVIEW Ross Brawn
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ONE-ON-ONE
Ross Brawn

by M A R K  H U G H E S  pics P E T E R  F O X  /  G E T T Y  I M A G E S

In a post Bernie regime, F1’s new 
commander has the chance to reinvent 

the wheel. But how does he plan to do it?

The 
Future 
of F1
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OSS BRAWN, architect 
of multiple world 
championships at Benetton, 
Ferrari and Mercedes over 
a 20-year period, returns to 
Formula One in the only role 
that was left – the boss. The 
acquisition of F1’s commercial 
rights by Liberty Media 
marked the long-anticipated 
shift of the championship’s 
control from Bernie 
Ecclestone’s entrepreneurial 
model to something more 
modern, from dictatorship 
to management, ideally from 

conflict to consensus. Brawn doesn’t directly replace 
Ecclestone; it has taken three men to do that: CEO 
Chase Carey, commercial boss Sean Bratches and 
Brawn, who is in charge of sporting and technical 
matters. But Brawn is essentially both the public face 
of the sport’s ownership and the man tasked with a 

strategy for adapting F1 to a world changing faster 
than it’s ever done before. While doing that he has to 
resolve a lot of underlying challenges in a sport that 
has lived with damaging conflict for many years. 

It would be difficult to think of anyone better 
equipped for the job. His skill set and experiences 
make him uniquely qualified to pull together the 
three strands of the sport – the FIA, the teams and 
the commercial rights holder. Traditionally any two 
of these have been in conflict at any given point, 
often for reasons of history. Brawn has been a team 
engineer and boss, has a deep, successful history and 
good personal relationship with FIA president Jean 
Todt and now works for the commercial rights holder. 
Furthermore, his personal style could hardly be more 
different from the divide and conquer favoured by 
Bernie. Yet he’s like a tank – slowly but surely advancing 
towards the goal, nigh-on impossible to deflect. 

I caught up with him at the pre-season tests 
in Barcelona, where he was talking to the teams, 
presenting to them the idea that here’s an opportunity 
for everyone, that this is a new era of consultation and 

R



It would 
be difficult 
to think of 
anyone better 
equipped for 
the job
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hopefully joined-up thinking, to raise the water level 
of the whole sport by making it more appealing, so 
everyone within rises up with it. 

However, just because that’s the best outcome 
doesn’t mean it’s simply going to happen; the 
challenges – particularly those of post-2020 when 
the current commercial agreement with the teams 
expires – are not inconsiderable. How to improve the 
spectacle of the sport while retaining or enhancing 
the technical and driving challenges, how to make 
it more modern-media savvy and, perhaps most 
difficult of all, how to keep everyone on board while 
working towards some sort of cost containment and 
an income redistribution. 

In this there is at least one powerful potential 
opponent in the shape of Brawn’s old employer, 
Ferrari. Sailing through these tricky waters to the 
promised land on the other side will require skill, 
diplomacy and a quality of thought marked by both 
subtlety and agility – all underpinned by a steely 
resolve. Which is a pretty good description of Brawn. 

With regard to Ecclestone, Brawn was always one 
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of the few who didn’t automatically comply, making 
him something of an irritation for the erstwhile boss. 
The antipathy was mutual, as Brawn made pretty 
clear in his recent book Total Competition. Working 
alongside Ecclestone was not something that would 
have worked and it’s difficult not to conclude that 
Brawn’s unmoving position on that is probably 
what led Liberty to say goodbye to Bernie sooner 
rather than later. Basically, to get Brawn they had 
to lose Ecclestone. From Brawn’s perspective, the 
opportunity was there and he’s played it perfectly. 
He’s now empowered to bring in a very different style 
of leadership. He’s diplomatic in how he says this, but 
the message is clear. 

“In the last few years, there wasn’t the opportunity 
that there is now to change things,” he says. “Now 
with new owners, there can be a new era. That’s what 
I found exciting; that’s what got my juices flowing. I’d 
had one or two opportunities to come back and do 
what I’d done before, but that didn’t really appeal; it 
would have felt like a replay.” 

Three decades of working in F1 have given him what 
he feels is a pretty good insight into its snagging points. 
He intends to adapt its leadership to fit a world very 
different to when Ecclestone, in partnership with Max 
Mosley controlled teams with powerful, combative 
bosses – Ron Dennis in particular – who resented that 
control, who always took the underlying position that 
Mosley and Ecclestone together had stolen F1 from 
the teams. Such enmities made navigation through 
the subsequent challenges almost impossible. 

“We’ve had some very powerful personalities in 
F1,” reflects Brawn, “probably out of necessity. But 
now we have a much more conciliatory FIA president. 
He’s not someone who wants to stamp his authority 
on F1. Like me, he wants to see reasoned argument, 
wants people to be consistent and straightforward. 
Bernie has an entrepreneurial character and often 
refers to himself as a dictator. That creates a certain 
environment, certain adversarial relationships and 
yes, often two legs of the three-legged stool that is the 
sport were not joined up. If we can get all three legs 
joined up it’ll be wonderful. 

“There’s never been a long-term plan in F1. Bernie 
said there’s no point having a long-term plan because 
it’s different when you get there. I kind of understand 
that but if you have a long-term plan, every step you 
make along the way is to try and achieve that plan. 
It may not necessarily end up as you envisaged, but 
if you have a plan with the objectives agreed, then 
at least as you go along the path you can make sure 
you’re trying to move towards that outcome.” Some 
would say like a tank... 

That’s how he plans to do it. But what is it he plans 
to do? What is his vision? “I’m reluctant to be too 
dogmatic on that. I have my ideas but they are just 
opinions – and a lot of the difficulties F1 has got itself 
into are as a result of making changes based only 
on opinion, rather than through deep study. We’ve 
just been through a major rule change [to make cars 
around three seconds per lap faster, but which will 
probably make overtaking more difficult, undoing 
the work of the previous overtaking working group] 
but the background to that change was just opinion. 
Opinion is important, but could we have done more 



The world of F1 is full 
of secrecy as teams try 
to gain an advantage. 
Brawn believes that 
a NASCAR-style ‘open 
inspection’ could 
help close the gap in 
performance in the field

“Now with 
new owners, 
there can be 
a new era. 
That’s what I 
found exciting”
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to understand what the implications were rather than 
only discovering effects through racing that could 
have been anticipated with more investigation? 

“My idea is to build up a group of specialists in FOM 
[Formula One Management, a principal subsidiary of 
the Formula One Group that Liberty now controls]. My 
knowledge has its limits and these specialists will be 
able to properly debate and negotiate with the teams 
on technical and sporting matters. They will have the 
respect of the technical people on the teams and have 
the time and resource to start to shape proposals for 
the future, so that we can then present to the FIA and 
the teams in collaboration to identify how we want the 
sport to look in the future. Those proposals would be 
in line with the three-year plans and five-year plans 
we will have agreed upon about where we want F1 
to be by then. So we could be moving towards those 
agreed objectives together. 

“The FIA are regulators of the sport and they have 
the health of the sport as one of their priorities, for 
sure. But I wouldn’t say they have the resource in that 
respect, although they have some very good people. 

The teams are focusing on their own competitive 
position – and their survival in some cases. But who is 
actually focused on where the sport should go in the 
future? In the environment we have now it should be 
FOM. F1 is a very technical environment. Football is 
a very basic sport, it has its nuances but it’s two goals 
and a ball, not a sport where you have the necessity to 
be constantly monitoring and pushing back. Because 
the players aren’t getting a lot faster, the ball’s not 
going a lot quicker. But F1 is such a dynamic sport 
it needs that input to keep nudging it in the right 
direction – and we don’t seem to have it. My ambition 
is to create within the commercial rights group the 
input that at least can put ideas on the table with a lot 
of background to them.” 

So Brawn doesn’t want to pre-judge anything 
publicly, but of the obvious current points of difficulty 
– the noise of the cars, the commercial terms between 
the teams, the circuits – what is his position? The noise 
of the engines is a big issue for fans of the sport.

“I think we have to sit down with the manufacturers 
and the interested parties and start to build a vision of 



what we want as an engine in the future. At one end 
of the scale is a simplistic approach of ‘let’s go back to 
what we had’. At the other end is even more advanced 
hybrid technology. I’m not advocating going back to 
where we were because that won’t suit a number of 
the manufacturers. And I actually think F1 is strong 
because of the manufacturers, but I don’t want it 
to be exclusively for them and I don’t think they do 
either, because they recognise the value of the mix. 
But manufacturers give strong credibility to F1 and 
are an important part of it so we have to find solutions. 
But perhaps we should start by setting out what the 
objectives are. I have some views but don’t want to put 
them on the table yet. However, they will be aligned 
with setting some objectives and seeing a) if the 
teams and manufacturers agree with the objectives 
and b) how they would achieve them. I think we all 
know we want a cheaper engine for the customer. The 
technology has become very expensive. A realistically 
competitive customer engine is high on the list.

“Also we have to find something that appeals more 
to the spectators. But we have to quantify not only 

the noise, but also that comment because I’m hearing 
different opinions on noise. Some promoters tell 
me fans are telling them they quite like the fact that 
they can have a conversation with their family in the 
grandstand. Other fans say the emotion’s been lost 
with the energy and vibration. I wouldn’t pretend 
I have a proper understanding. One of the things I 
want to do when I go to the races is mix with the fans 
and find out what they think. Because we have a lot 
of people who are very enthusiastic on forums and 
different areas of social media, etc. But also the person 
who has bought the ticket may not choose to use 
social media to express their views. 

“We have to be balanced. Because people don’t 
always know what they like – in the sense that they 
know what they’re enjoying now but do they know 
what would be better than that? I’m the same. I can 
see something and think, ‘Wow, that’s fantastic’ but 
I would never have had the idea that that’s what I 
wanted to see. You have to understand the triggers 
that excite people then see if you can offer them. If 
you do excite the fans at the track you go a long way to 

His style is 
different from 
the divide 
and conquer 
favoured by 
Bernie

Brawn is eyeing a 
MotoGP-style system 

for the F1 feeder 
categories to help open 

avenues to the big 
show for young talent 

and reduce the number 
of ‘paid’ drivers
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moving it in the right direction.” 
In terms of maintaining a high quality of racing, 

Brawn once again believes the long game is the right 
approach. “We’ll move relatively slowly on the technical 
and sporting side because we have to get it right. By 
the time we know what engine we want to have, I’d 
like us to have a comprehensive understanding of 
the type of aerodynamics we want on the cars. You’ll 
never eliminate aero, but is it optimistic to think you 
could generate a reasonable amount of downforce in 
a way that the cars are compatible with each other? 
The speed and performance of these cars is important 
and so I don’t think if we just took downforce off we’d 
have the solution. We don’t want to lose a dramatic 
amount of performance. But are there ways? Have we 
bottomed out the opportunity to create something 
that maybe is much more benign?” 

Looking longer term, Brawn recognises the crucial 
part circuit design and tyres play in the equation of the 
quality of racing. “We’ve hopefully got new races on 
the horizon and we should be actively involved in how 
they are configured. Getting it right at the design stage 

is crucial and, just as with the cars, this needs proper 
analysis and a full understanding. We will apply the 
same process. On tyres, we’ve had discussions with 
Pirelli already and we’ve had a big change for this year, 
so we need to see where we are with those first. It’s 
a difficult challenge getting a degradation slope that 
makes the racing more exciting without taking it too 
far. This tyre looks much more benign and the drivers 
can push more, which is good. But let’s see how it is on 
hotter tracks. This is one of the areas where the drivers 
will be part of the process, but they need to be free 
to give an unpolitical view. They get leant on by their 
teams and we have to cut through all that.” Freeing up 
tyre supply, a return to a tyre war? “Not impossible, but 
difficult...” You sense Brawn has enough big challenges 
on his hands without introducing a new one just yet. 

Although, managing the seemingly soaring financial 
burden to F1 teams is an issue that continues to be a 
bugbear. Bringing meaningful cost containment into 
F1, so as to allow independents to remain healthy and 
thereby give the sport a strong backbone, immune to 
the whims of the manufacturers, has proved nigh-on 

The reintroduction of a 
non-championship race 
is one plan Brawn has 
floated so that teams 
could test new parts 
and the category could 
trial run some new 
formats for the fans
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The first two races of 
the 2017 F1 and MotoGP 

championships fell on 
the same weekend. 

Brawn says the sport 
shouldn’t be too proud 

and is in talks for this 
not to happen again

impossible to date. The agendas and interests of the 
big teams and small are too disparate. An F1 budget 
is chicken feed to a manufacturer, but dangerously 
close to being out of reach for about half the grid. 
Brawn is determined to grab the nettle. “If I walk 
down the pitlane I can guarantee that 70 per cent 
of the teams would want a budget cap. You know 
which the 30 per cent are. A cap is the outwardly 
simple and appealing solution – limit how much 
everyone can spend and you might even then be 
able to open out the technical freedom. But the 
devil is in the detail. We need to find a way of having 
a budget cap that is fair and appropriate for all the 
different entities. Then you might have a chance of 
something everyone can sign up to. But how far do 
you push those who don’t want it but are going to 
have to accept it?” 

That’s the big Ferrari-liveried elephant in the 
room. And that is almost certainly going to be at the 
centre of post-2020 negotiations, the nub of which 
is likely to be that chestnut of whether Ferrari needs 
F1 more than vice-versa. That discussion is going to 
require skill, diplomacy and balls. 

“Related to costs of course is the technology 
we decide upon, beyond just the engines. What 
should the performance differentiators be? Can we 
identify areas of technology that are relevant, good 
value and available to all the teams that can be 

There’s a sparkle 
in those eyes as 
Brawn prepares 
for his mission

those differentiators, that aren’t just about how much 
money you pour into them? Bodywork is high profile 
and allows fans to see the difference in the cars and 
see the new bits added to them and while the research 
that goes into them is very costly, at least it’s there and 
talked about. Conversely there are parts inside the car 
no one sees, but some are differentiators. Do you want 
to preserve that? So it’s a bit deeper than, ‘If you can’t 
see it, ban it’.” 

There are going to be major changes in the 
marketing of the sport and the mediums through 
which it’s seen. But with Brawn in charge of what is 
actually being projected as part of the new broom, 
the sport would appear to be in a better place than 
it was. “The teams have got an opportunity to start 
afresh in terms of their relationship. There should 
be no prejudice about their intentions. They – and 
myself – have been charged by Liberty Media to grow 
the sport and make it as big as possible. The end result 
is Liberty Media will make more money out of it. We 
know that. But they are prepared to invest to do it 
and they’ve put their team of people in place to do it 
and said, ‘Right, it’s your baby, we want plans, want to 
know what’s going on and you have time to build this 
into something very special.’ It’s a different attitude to 
what we had before.” 

There’s a sparkle in those eyes as Brawn prepares for 
his mission. M
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ALL IN THE DIFFERENCE
At Kumho, we deliver you premium performance, style and comfort with a tyre designed to 
safely negotiate all Australian conditions. Our commitment to quality is unrivalled – giving 
you impressive value, a comfortable ride and a safer tomorrow. 

And like a circle, it never ends. We’ll continue to look for new ways to make your experience 
better. It’s just what we do.

KUMHO TYRE. BETTER, ALL-WAYS.

KUMHO.COM.AUProudly  
Supporting



WHERE IT’S BUILT Bugatti Chiron

Dream 
Factory

Only in a jaw-dropping facility can 
you build the world’s most incredible car. 

And whatever you do, keep it down

by L O U I S  C O R D O N Y  pics B U G A T T I
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O
N AVERAGE, Toyota 
churns out a Corolla 
every 23 seconds. An 
86? Every seven-and-a-
half minutes. Raise the 
stakes with Honda’s 
NSX, capable of a 
hybrid-power assisted 
308km/h, and you’re 
looking at a car rolling 
off the assembly line 
once every three hours. 

So what about the car 
that could shortly 

become, offi cially, the world’s fastest production car? 
Should the newly released Bugatti Chiron, the sequel 
to the groundbreaking Veyron, smash the top-speed 
record, the real achievement is that it will still boast 
luxury to attract the fussiest of Sultans – 500 of them, 
hopes Bugatti.

As the fi rst of these cruise missiles are bolted 
together, Bugatti’s opened the doors to its oval-
shaped building in Molsheim, France, where each 
Chiron will be delicately and precisely crafted. It’s 
also where the Veyron was once made – and is the 
complete opposite of a mega factory. For a car so fast, 
assembly is oh-so-slow, 70 rolling out the factory each 
year without a single robot in sight. Just a 
McDonald’s. Directly over the road.

Instead, while 20 people populate the Chiron 
assembly line, it doesn’t really follow a line at all. The 
space within Molsheim’s walls presents itself more 
like a Formula One workshop in both layout and 
organisation. Giving staff space to assemble a Chiron 
from a total of 1800 parts. 

With Molsheim’s fl oorspace measuring slightly more 
than 1000 square metres, or fi ve tennis courts, it’s a 

bit cramped for manufacturing. Instead, much of the 
Chiron arrives from elsewhere. Items like the engine 
(VW), gearbox (Ricardo), chassis (Dallara), brakes 
(AP), tyres (Michelin), all arrive in fi nished states, 
while the interior and body panels are only ordered 
once a customer secures their production slot with a 
whopping AUD$300K deposit. 

However, no-one opens a box until one man gives 
the nod. Each project waits on Christophe Piochon, 
Bugatti’s production and logistics boss, before getting 
the go-ahead. He’s also the watchful eye that ensures 
the process runs cylinder smooth for the customers 
who’ll eventually fork out 2.4 million euro 
(AUD$3.61m) for the fi nished product. 

Appropriately for an 1103kW car, assembly starts 
with the engine. It’s the fi rst component workers 
prepare, but each quad-turbo 8.0-litre W16 is hand 
built in a VW engine plant in Salzgitter, Germany, over 
six days. After, it’s sent 560km to the Molsheim 
facility, where it’ll be mated to a Ricardo seven-speed 
dual clutch ’box able to handle the huge 1600Nm.

The engine’s construction, however, can’t compare 

 There’s no robot in sight. Just a McDonald’s, over the road 
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Viewed from satellite the Molsheim 
facility is actually oval, like the brand’s 
emblem. The Chiron’s C-shape quarter 
panel is the largest carbon fibre body 
piece on a production car (bottom)



 With beefed up electricity cables,                   

The Chiron’s engine is 95 per cent 
new, but it’s still heavily based on the 
Veyron’s 8.0-litre quad-turbo W16. It 
musters an extra 300kW and 100Nm 
for a total 1103kW and 1600Nm 
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to the sheer manpower involved in making the 
carbon-fi bre chassis. Italian company Dallara has 50 
people make a monocoque by hand, layering 150 
carbon-fi bre sheets onto a mould, before baking and 
milling the unit into its ready state. This takes four 
weeks but saves on shipping costs. Once fi nished the 
entire monocoque weighs as much as a four-cylinder 
engine. Or less than some humans.

Back at Molsheim, the Chiron physically starts to 
take shape as these two parts are married together. 
Three people climb over the chassis and engine, 
bolting them together with precision. And they take 
their time, about a week, because a loose bolt here 
might mean a big wobble on the autobahn. During 
this process each bolt is, of course, carefully and 
individually torqued.

Workers will use the precise torque wrench 1068 
times all up, and while more than 1800 bolts are 
involved in making each car, only 14 titanium items 

clamp the driver’s monocoque to the drivetrain 
assembly, each a featherweight 34 grams. They’re up 
to the task, though, as proven by the Chiron’s 
otherworldly torsional stiffness, its body rigidity 
matching a Porsche Le Mans prototype. Two tonnes 
on the Chiron’s right front wheel would jack its left 
rear wheel by only a single degree. 

While all this is going on, huge cooling hoses run to 
and from the front radiators, down the car’s sides. 
Some are as big as a fi re brigade’s hose. In total there 
are 10 radiators hidden in the Chiron’s curves, 
powered by three water pumps.

Filling them is the next step after the chassis and 
engine marriage. And requires fi tting wheels before 
rolling a Chiron over to the dyno. Once full of coolant 
– 37L of it – the team can fi nally fi re up the engine. 

Cooling’s a hot issue for engineers, just as much as 

aerodynamics, power, or grip. Because even though it 
produces 1103kW, enough to break the fi rst dyno it 
used during development, it’s actually shedding twice 
as much energy in heat – enough to power an average 
home for eight weeks. And Bugatti would know as, 
with so much grunt fl owing, the in-house dyno was 
connected to the local electricity grid where it feeds in 
excess electricity. For real.

The real reason each freshly-minted Chiron is 
plonked on the dyno, however, is to crank up to 
200km/h for the fi rst time. But don’t think this is the 
same roller you’ll fi nd at your monthly car show. 
Special adapters that look like robot arms hold the 
Chiron down on its rollers, keeping the chassis from 
lunging off as it fl exes its 1600Nm. A series of system 
checks are then run over a simulated 60km. 

But while this sort of pilot run would be enough for 
some manufacturers, Bugatti wouldn’t dream of 
signing off the drivetrain at this point. No, a blast 

across an airport and the autobahn are in order to 
prove each car can handle its grunt in the real world. 

And still, there’s more. Before venturing out the 
gates, it needs to be armed with its outer shell and 
resulting downforce. Almost a whole working week is 
taken to fi t the carbon-fi bre body panels, but Bugatti 
still doesn’t want to leave much to chance. Each 
example has to also survive 30 minutes in monsoon 
rain conditions before fi tting the interior pieces. If it 
remains water tight, the cabin bits are then green 
lighted for fi tting. Which takes almost another week. 

Of course, sending the Chiron out on public roads 
with only a prayer would be madness. With a three-
week painting process already invested into the body 
panels (they’re pre-fi tted, painted, and inspected off 
site before arrival) a day is set aside to wrap each car 
with a thick clear fi lm. Its undertray and wheels, too, 

YOU WOULD have noticed 
we didn’t call the Bugatti the 
world’s fastest production 
car. That’s because it isn’t... 
yet. The Chiron’s been limited 
to 420km/h for road use, 
lower than the Veyron Super 
Sport’s 431km/h, but company 
CEO Wolfgang Durheimer’s 
adamant it can travel much 
faster. How fast? Well that’s 
the next mystery because 
Durheimer revealed the official 
test with the Guinness Book 
of World Records won’t be 
conducted until 2018. 

He promises it will beat 
the Super Sport, though, and 
there is the slight fact the 
Chiron’s speedo winds out to 
500km/h. Of course, however 
fast it goes, you can bet it’ll 
eventually go even faster. It’s 
understood we’ll see variants 
equivalent to the Vitesse and 
Super Sport in its lifetime. We 
doubt many owners will ever 
see such speeds, however, 
lower volume rivals like 
Hennessey with its Venom GT 
will be tapping their feet for 
Bugatti to back up its claims. 

Not So Fast
500km/h? We don’t know yet

             Bugatti’s in-house dyno plumbs excess juice back into the grid 
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are swapped for damageable test-run items.
Now it’s up to a test driver, He Who Shall Never 

Complain About Anything, to see if each Chiron 
drives as it should. They start off for an airport 30 
minutes south of Molsheim, trying their best to obey 
the speed limit until they can unleash the Chiron at 
speeds in excess of 250km/h. Monk-like restraint is 
again exercised for the trip back on the autobahn, the 
return leg of which is designed to make sure the car 
can cool itself back down.

Should the hypercar fulfi l its performance brief, the 
original wheels and under tray are installed. Bugs are 
then wiped off and two days is spent cleaning the car. 

After that, it’s a date with a keen eye in the facility’s 
light tunnel. Here a white-gloved worker inspects the 
Chiron in infi nite detail, looking for any and every 

imperfection. Some things are fi xed in a day, others 
take a month if a replacement item needs to be 
ordered in. And once the inspector is happy, the big 
guns are called in.

Christophe Piochon invites the company’s head of 
sales and they begin an extensive look over. After all, 
they’re the ones handing the keys to customers like, 
reportedly, Floyd Mayweather. And you don’t want to 
get on the wrong side of a fi ve-division world 
champion boxer. 

Some also elect to personally visit their car during 
production. Apparently Cristiano Ronaldo, of soccer 
(or football) fame, and one of the fi rst deliveries, lent 
a hand during his car’s assembly. Customers are freely 
invited to help build their own car if they wish. Under 
presumably very close supervision...

Got more cash than you know what to do with, and 
Bugatti will gladly take it off you by way of 
customising your Chiron – provided any changes 
meet standards and won’t affect the car’s 
performance. And when carbon-fi bre tint (where you 
can basically see the carbon weave through the paint) 
costs more than AUD$350K, you can imagine most 
Chirons will end up tallying a whole lot more than the 
base 2.4m euro.

By the time a car’s completed, anywhere between 
six to nine months has passed since it was fi rst 
ordered, with a more concrete timeline depending on 
how tick-happy the customer is with options. Overall 
two months are spent building a car in Molsheim, 
revealing how much longer goes into sourcing and 
preparing its many ingredients. 

Of course, if it wanted to save time, VW could cut its 
reliance on suppliers by bringing production 
in-house and bump up the volume. But such an 
investment wouldn’t be justifi ed by the Chiron’s small 
run, and customers are paying for exclusivity. And 
with half of its allocation already accounted for, that’s 
exactly how it’s stacking up. 

What’s obvious, though, is Bugatti allows itself time 
to get things right. Yet with as many as 12 Chirons 
being built at Molsheim at a time, it still needs to 
apply Germanic levels of planning and detail. We’re 
sure a lot of customers aren’t used to waiting for 
things they’ve paid for. But if we were inching towards 
400km/h on the autobahn, we’d want to know Bugatti 
didn’t rush a thing when building its Chiron. And, 
thankfully, now we do. M

Any blemishes collected 
on the car’s test run 
to Colmar are found 

and corrected in 
a bright light tunnel

 Bugatti allows itself time to get things right 
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Even though panels are dummy fitted 
off site on a mock-up frame, an inspector 
ensures each Chiron is up to standard 
before its handover (top). Things get a bit 
wet as Bugatti tests for water tightness
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Looking for a new car?
Find which car is right for you.
Visit whichcar.com.au
At WhichCar our team of motoring experts know that buying a 

new car can be daunting, so we’ve made it easy. From finding 

 a car that suits your lifestyle, to comparing different models 

 and booking a test drive, we’ll help you at every step.





Geek speak
The complicated explained

McLaren's 
"Monocage II" 
weighs 102kg and 
underpins Super 
Series cars like the 
new 720S

Carbon Creations
Extremely light, extremely strong, extremely rigid

T’S VERY OBVIOUS why 
carbon fibre has been 
the go-to exotic material 
for the world’s most 

exotic cars. It was perhaps more 
surprising that the first Formula 
One team to pioneer a monocoque 
made from the magic black weave 
would be the first to transfer this 
advanced construction to the road.

The 1992 McLaren F1’s carbon-
chassis approach was exclusive 
for several years before the Pagani 
Zonda came along – a car created 
by the man who had envisioned 
the composites trend back in 1987 
with his Lamborghini Countach 
Evoluzione concept.

Lamborghini eventually got there 
with the Aventador. Ferrari had 
already dabbled with composites 
for the F40 but didn’t stretch to the 
monocoque for 14 more years, with 
the 2002 Enzo.

Porsche joined the club with 
the Carrera GT and, more recently, 
918 Spyder, while niche Swedish 
supercar maker Koenigsegg 
continues to be arguably the most 
obsessive user of carbon fibre.

Carbon fibre passenger cells 
have recently made it into relatively 

affordable territory. There’s one 
at the heart of the $89,000 Alfa 
Romeo 4C and $64,000 BMW i3 city 
car. The Munich marque’s i8 also 
features a carbon cell, though there 
are no signs yet that M cars will 
feature much more than a carbon 
roof or bonnet in the near future.

Limitations continue to be set by 
carbon fibre’s other extreme – cost. 

McLaren says it moved to new 
techniques with greater efficiencies 

to establish a business case for 
producing carbon tubs for every 
single supercar it produces. 

The likes of Ferrari, as well as 
F1 teams, continue to use the 
traditional process, where carbon 
fibre parts are placed in a single-
sided tool, pre-injected with resin 
to create a ‘pre-preg’, and then 
baked in an autoclave. 

McLaren’s Austrian supplier, 
Mubea Carbo Tech, uses advanced 
techniques such as RTM (resin 
transfer moulding) and SMC (sheet 

moulding compound) to reduce 
production and labour time. 

Where it took McLaren 4000 
hours to build the F1’s monocoque, 
the Monocage II passenger cell of 
its latest car, the 720S, takes less 
than four hours. 

Advances over the 25 years 
since the F1 are not necessarily 
in lightness, though. The 720S 
weighs about 150kg more than 
the F1 (and 18kg less than its 650S 

predecessor) though McLaren 
says comparing the two cars in 
this respect is not apples-versus-
apples, owing to tougher crash regs 
and advanced vehicle systems. 

The 720S is still faster than the F1 
in almost every measure.

After all, beyond the inherent 
safety of a carbon tub – they’ve 
been known to survive multiple 
high-speed crashes without 
incurring significant damage – 
the desired benefit for owners is 
performance. M

    by J E Z  S P I N K S

THE FORMULA One 
paddock was initially 
sceptical of McLaren’s 
aerospace-industry-
inspired move to 
construct its 1981 MP4/1 
race car’s monocoque 
out of carbon fibre rather 
than the conventional 
aluminium sheeting with 
steel reinforcement. 
McLaren’s then designer, 
John Barnard, believes 

the turning point was 
driver John Watson’s 
high-speed crash during 
the 1981 Italian Grand 
Prix, which initially 
had everyone fearing 
the worst. Despite an 
impact that ripped the 
engine off the back of 
his car and snapped the 
gearbox in half, Watson 
walked away unscathed. 
“That set the tone for 

carbon monocoques 
thereafter,” Barnard 
would say of the crash. 
“It became the beginning 
of the safety cell. It 
was a huge moment in 
the carbon composite 
chassis monocoque life.” 
McLaren is recognised as 
the first team to race a 
carbon fibre car, though 
in the same season 
Lotus also produced its 

innovative twin-chassis 
Lotus 88. The car 
never raced, however – 
banned controversially 
on the grounds it 
contravened regulations. 
The rest of the teams 
soon followed McLaren’s 
composite construction, 
though that didn’t 
prevent the team from 
being a major force in 
the 1980s and 1990s. 

When F1 went tubs
McLaren were the carbon pioneers

I

Carbon fibre passenger cells have 
made it into affordable territory 
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1  FIBRE COUNT
Layers of non-crimp and unidirectional carbon 
fabrics with high fibre counts are layered 
manually with the aid of machined shapes to 
create the complex carbon fibre preform. 

2  MOULDED
The preform is loaded into a two-sided tool 
and transferred into the moulding area, where a 
secret process feeds epoxy resin into the mould 
via a single injection point under high pressure. 
A few hours of curing later and a robotic arm 
removes the completed Monocell for a final 
finishing phase.

3 PLAYING WITH DOUGH
The 720S’s Monocage II is a development 
of the P1 hypercar’s monocoque, adding an 
upper structure to the Monocell (which itself 
continues to evolve). This section, which further 
lowers the centre of gravity, uses another major 
development in carbon-fibre construction – 
sheet moulding compound (or SMC). McLaren 
likens this composite material to Playdoh – a 
soft, uncured resin and carbon fibre ‘dough’ of 
chopped fibres that is squeezed in a two-sided 
tool under temperature and pressure to allow the 
material to cool. 

4 ADDED STRENGTH
Carbon SMC is applied for the roof and rear 
structure that will adopt the tailgate. However, 
SMC is combined with ‘pre-preg’ – the more 
traditional weave already injected with resin 
– to add strength for the 720S’s strikingly thin 
windscreen pillars. The techniques also enabled 
McLaren to create wider door apertures and a 
lower sill for easier access.

5 TWO BECOME ONE
The passenger cell and upper structure are 
shipped from Austria to Woking, where they are 
bonded together as part of the body assembly 
process. The Monocell features embedded 
aluminium inserts, the largest of which feature 
the attachments for the aluminium front crash 
structure. 

Fibre diet
How McLaren builds its tub
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Cool Kit
Stuff  We Want

com.au

BMW jacket 
$139

bmw.com.au
Suited to fi t lady 

bimmerphiles, this BMW 
Motorsport jacket features 
draw strings on the hood 
and is made from cotton. 

‘Sprint’ wheel
$405*

fuelautotek.com.au
If TSW created a tarmac 
rally wheel there’s a good 
chance it’d look like this. 

*Price is for one wheel, sized 17x8

James Hunt print
$114

shop.petrolicious.com
Hunt in the car in which 
he won three Formula 

One races. Sized 18 by 24 
inches, 50 will be made.
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Porsche model 
engine

$276
fl atsixfanatics.com

Build yourself two litres 
worth of early 911 air-cooled 

fl at six with this quarter 
scale model. The kit comes 
in 280 pieces, and painted.

Mustang axles 
$3300

herrodperformance.
com.au

Beef up your Mustang’s 
driveline with these 
Ford Performance 

halfshafts. Backed by 
a two-year warranty.



The Garage
Long term diaries

A Fond
Farewell
Why we didn’t want to give our C43 back

HE C43 is deserving of a 
Mercedes-AMG badge, 
but in the same way an 
A45 is – rather than a 

C63. While it has a boy-racer exhaust 
note, tightly-hugging sports seats and 
lashings of Dinamica microsuede, 
the C43 is the accountant who rides 
around on a Harley-Davidson on the 
weekend, complete with studded 
leather jacket and matte-black open-
face helmet.

This is our principal finding of the 
C43 after six months in the MOTOR
stable: it’s very fast, and very loud, 
but beneath its shouty veneer, it’s 
actually quite sensible. Back at 
Month One, we wondered why a 
270kW C43 had all-wheel drive, 
where a 375kW C63 was deemed 
okay with merely rear-wheel drive. 
With a 33/67 front-rear torque split, 
we hoped the C43 would offer the wet 
weather security of all-wheel drive, 
but still with that satisfying rear-
drive feeling when you wanted it.

It turns out its basic 4MATIC all-
wheel drive system is more a safety 
than performance feature, one that 
would greatly benefit from a rear 

T
limited-slip differential.

In fairness, the C43 wouldn’t have 
done 4.61sec to 100km/h at the strip 
last month – nor a 12-second quarter, 
12.87sec at 174.03km/h – without the 
front axle chipping in.

It’s effing quick on the open road, 
too. Interestingly, you’d think the C43 
would love the really tight, slower 
corners, where that all-wheel drive 
traction can come to the fore, but it 
doesn’t, the electronics trimming 
power frustratingly as you attempt 
to pick up the throttle early and 
aggressively. In the tight stuff, 
this might be a better car with the 
electronics all off. We don’t know.

It’s in the third and fourth gear 
corners – where you’re not taking 
advantage of the all-wheel drive 
system whatsoever – that the C43 
comes alive. It is seriously fast, with 
an addictive V6 howl; hilariously 
anti-social cracks on upshifts; 
strong, feelsome and capable brakes; 
an eager front end and, though the 
static grip balance also feels 33/67 
front-rear, you can shift it more 
towards 50/50 or even further, by 
carrying more and more brake to the 

apex. The C43 then becomes a very 
satisfying car to drive fast. In fact, it’s 
easy to get completely carried away 
having a decent punt in this car, only 
to find wooden brakes days later and 
evidence of your weekend ‘activities’ 
showing all over the shoulders of the 
front tyres. This, also, is a car you 
could lose your licence in.

The C43 is a very comfortable daily 
driver but amongst those slaving 
away at MOTOR HQ, the jury is out 
on the suspension tune. While it’s 
far from rock hard – in fact, it’s quite 
supple – cat’s eyes bizarrely thud, 

FUEL THIS 
MONTH 

9.3L/100KM 
AVERAGE 

9.4L/100KM
DISTANCE

THIS MONTH
680KM 
TOTAL

7894KM

Liked

MONTH

MOMENT

Disliked

The noise; don’t 
underestimate 

how fast it is

All-wheel drive 
system way too 

sensible

Beating the 4.7 second 
0-100km/h claim by 

a tenth

favourite

Merc claims 
8.2L/100km 
combined, we got 
9.4L over 7000km. 
Best range from 
one tank 745km 
on the Hume (59L; 
tank is 66L). Worst 
consumption 
19.8L/100km after a 
long, fast drive

FUEL REPORT

six
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It’s not a twin-turbo V6 
C63. It’s its own thing 

– and we like it

harshly, into the interior, as do joins in 
the road. The body can also feel oddly 
floaty over big bumps at 100km/h. 
“You could get seasick in this thing,” 
remarked a more wimpy member of 
MOTOR staff. (Me? Yeah, ride-wise, 
it’s no Bentley, but I could put up with 
it no problems.) Some staffers also 
complain the C43 lacks refinement.

Should you get one? If you don’t 
care for that rear-drive feeling, and 
actually quite like the idea of traction 
and security as well as power, you’ll 
like the C43. We’ve loved living with 
it – its nice interior, near-perfect 

driving position, many helpful 
electronic aids and fantastic-feeling 
major controls. No gripes have been 
deal-breaking.

Most MOTOR readers will consider 
the $4990 Performance Package, 
which gets you C63 seats, steering 
wheel and the louder exhaust, good 
value. Without it, the car loses about 
50 per cent of its personality.

So, the C43 is not a twin-turbo V6 
C63 – but neither is it some soft slow-
poke with undeserving AMG badges. 
It’s its own thing, a new flavour on the 
AMG menu. One we’d order again. – DC
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The Garage
Long term diaries

Fish out of water
The Skoda tests its mettle on track

AKING ‘my’ Skoda 
Octavia RS230 to 
the track wasn’t in 
the original plan. As 

mentioned previously, its suspension 
is on the soft side and its electronic 
nannies can’t be completely 
deactivated, potentially making any 
hot laps an exercise in frustration. 
This is not a slight on the Octavia, 
as despite the RS badge, race track 
use is not likely to have been high on 
Skoda’s development priorities. 

My resolve crumbled, however, 
when a Friday afternoon session 
became available at Sandown 
Raceway, just 15 minutes from 
MOTOR offices. A white Skoda wagon 
certainly turned heads in pitlane, 
looking particularly incongruous 
among the plethora of Porsches and 
barrage of BMW M3s. 

Sandown’s layout is relatively 
simple but deceptively tricky to nail 
and having not been on track for a 
while, the Skoda’s relative lack of 
outright speed made it a good partner 
in attempting to shake off some 
rust. One neat feature of the Octavia 
RS230 is the ability to individually 
tailor various mechanical settings 
and save your favourite combination 
under the appropriately named 
‘Individual’ tab, accessed through the 
Skoda’s vRS button.

The list of options is long, 
including, weirdly, the ability to 
adjust the headlights and air-con, but 
as the Octavia RS230 lacks adaptive 
dampers, the only things you need 
worry about are the engine mapping, 
steering and front limited-slip diff. 

As it happens, my ideal 
combination of settings is identical 
for road and track: everything in 

Sport bar the steering, which remains 
in Normal to reduce its heft.

On the speedy side of the pit wall 
it’s fair to say the Skoda raised 
eyebrows, both my own and others’. 
There are no prizes for guessing it’s 
not a car to induce sweaty palms, 
but nor does it result in yawns. The 
engine is strong in the midrange, 
if a little breathless at the top end, 
and punches well out of Sandown’s 
tight turns; with a little patience 
the electronics were happy to take 
a back seat and let the diff do the 
tractive work and were relatively 
subtle if they did intervene. 

The Skoda’s soft setup did hurt 
it in Sandown’s quick changes of 
direction but also allowed it to ride 
the kerbs well and also made it very 
easy to drive at its limit. Its long 
wheelbase also made it very stable 
and confidence-inspiring through 
the scary-fast left-hander at the end 
of the back straight.

T

Liked

MONTH

MOMENT

Disliked

Surprisingly 
capable

Lacking some 
top-end grunt

Trying to catch 911s 
– failing, but trying

favourite

THIS IS CLEVER

four

The brakes, so often a road-car 
bugbear on track, held up well for 
two or three hot laps at a time. They 
were a little groany at day’s end but 
returned to normal after a few days, 
though sadly the tyres, especially 
the hard-working front right, didn’t 
undergo a similar recovery.

No times were taken on the day 
but putting a stopwatch on the video 
footage later revealed a best time 
of 1:30.6sec. How that stacks up is 
unclear, but instructors on the day 
seemed surprised at the humble 
white wagon’s turn of speed. 

A word of warning, however, that 
Sandown’s stop-and-go nature suited 
the Octavia. Recent BFYB testing at 
Winton showed the Skoda’s non-
switchable ESP and traction control 
to be a real hindrance, so choose 
your venue carefully when booking 
that track day. That said, you’ll 
probably have a lot more fun than 
you were expecting.  – SN

Ever get the feeling you’ve brought 
a knife to a gun fight? Skoda 
acquitted itself well, though

ESP can’t be 
deactivated 
completely, but 
was surprisingly not 
much of a hindrance 
at Sandown

FUEL THIS
MONTH 

11.4L/100KM 
AVERAGE 

10.0L/100KM
DISTANCE

THIS MONTH
825KM
TOTAL

5452KM
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Instructors on the day seemed surprised at 
the humble white wagon’s turn of speed
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New v Used
Performance treasure hunt

b y  D A N I E L  D E G A S P E R I

The unique car you want is now easier to fi nd

OLDEN benchmarked BMW’s delightful E39 5 
Series from a decade prior when developing 
the VE Commodore, and in the steering and 
suspension of 2006’s ‘billion-dollar baby’ it 

showed. Meanwhile the VF Series II Commodore SS V 
Redline, as the pinnacle – excluding limited editions – of 
this final rear-drive sedan, coincidentally lines up with the 
now-decade-old BMW M3 E90 sedan and E92 coupe.

For driving enthusiasts with $55,000 to $65,000 to spend, 
this is a legitimate comparison. Both V8s are within 5kW of 
each other, the new Redline using an extra 170Nm to offset 
its 168kg-heavier kerb mass and match the M3’s 4.9-second 
0-100km/h claim.

The BMW is now one-third of the price it was new, and on 
par with the Holden that is an equally cracking driver’s car.

The E90/E92 was the first of the compact M cars to swap 

2017 Commodore 
SS V Redline

2008 BMW 
M3

NEW $57,190

six cylinders for eight, and this delectable motor soared past 
its 8300rpm power peak with a strident, metallic howl. Only 
400Nm seems measly, but at 100Nm-per-litre it makes the 
pushrod LS3’s 570Nm look inefficient. The 6.2-litre is also 
slower to rev, with a soft sub-7000rpm cut-out.

Engine and cabin quality finesse is where the biggest 
differences between Australian and German lie. Both 
feature tuned two-stage ESC and mechanical limited-slip 
diffs; electrically actuated in the BMW that had inch-smaller 
18-inch tyres – 19s optional. The M3 had adaptive dampers 
matched only by the Commodore Motorsport Edition.

The generations that succeed both these two are also 
completely different in configuration and character – the 
boosted-six F80 M3 is as controversial for some as the next 
imported all-paw Commodore is. That will likely carve 
future-classic status into both the E90/E92 and VF Series II.

6162cc V8, OHC, 16v E N G I N E 3999cc V8, DOHC, 32v

304kW @ 6000rpm P O W E R 309kW @ 8300rpm

570Nm @ 4400rpm T O R Q U E 400Nm @ 3900rpm

1793kg  W E I G H T 1625kg

4.9sec (claimed) 0 - 1 0 0 K M / H 4.9sec (claimed)

$57,190 P R I C E $152,300 (new)

vs

Eight debate

2008 BMW M3 E92
75,309km, DCT, $63,888
WHILE examples with beyond 100,000km can be found 
for $40,000, this low-km, Oz-delivered coupe has a full 
service history – important when buying an M car. While 
manual is the go, the DCT was at least superbly tuned.

The BMW 
is now 

one-third 
of the 

price it 
was new, 

and on par 
with the 
Holden

NOW $63,888

Here’s one 
we found 
on Trade 

Unique 
Cars

H

Aussie grunt faces off against German muscle in a $60K dilemma

USED $63,880
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July
Porsche 911 GTS
Aston Martin Vanquish S
Audi TT RS 
Debuts new hot fiver. 
Bentley Supersports
Executive express
Lexus LC500
E-Class Coupe
All-new, but sadly, no 
E63 version in sight.
VW Golf GTI/R Mk7.5
Three-door GTI returns.

Q3/Q4
Audi RS3 Sedan

Audi RS5 Coupe
Audi SQ5
Diesel V6 out, petrol 
V6 in.
Holden Commodore 
German-built liftback 
arrives with V6 AWD. 
Honda Civic Type R

Hyundai i30 N
Hyundai Genesis G70
Korean 3 Series rival.

Jaguar XF Sportbrake
Kia Stinger GT
Nissan 370Z Nismo
Fattens the range.
McLaren 720S 

Mercedes-AMG GLC63
Mental SUV poaches 
4.0-litre V8 from C63. 
Mercedes-AMG S63
Mercedes-AMG GT C
Steals a few GT R bits. 

Porsche Panamera 
Turbo S E-Hybrid
Packs 500kW!
Skoda Octavia RS245
Welcomes more power 
and dual-clutch ’box. 

2018 
Audi RS4 
BMW M5
BMW 8 Series
Revived S-Class coupe 
rival.
Ferrari GTC4 Lusso T
Let the bread van 
deliveries begin.

Ford Fiesta ST
Now with turbo triple. 

Hyundai i30 N Coupe
Three-door version of 
five-door hatch. 
Nissan Juke Nismo
Turbo four and manual.
Suzuki Swift Sport
1.4-litre turbo expected.
Porsche 911 GT2 RS
GT3 RS, Turbo S mix.

Chart attack
Demons, duds & debutants

Top ten moversTop ten losers

the
HEAT
WINNERS AND 

LOSERS OF 
APRIL 2017

ACCORDING to April 2017 sales figures, the $80,000-plus sports 
car segment is growing at a faster rate than every other new 
passenger car segment except one. The latest new-car 
data reveals there has been a 16.5 per cent year-on-
year boost in the middle-tier, two-door coupe and 
convertible class. While the sub-$80,000 sports 
car segment dropped 4.7 per cent, the $200,000-
plus sports car class soared 7.6 per cent.

Those are heady numbers for the most exclusive 
parts of a new car market that overall is down 
2.8 per cent. To say they are outperforming other 
segments is an understatement – the light car 
class is down a whopping 20.8 per cent, while the 
best any SUV class could manage was the medium 
brigade, up 9.5 per cent. 

Only $70,000-plus large cars are outperforming sports 
cars, up 36.9 per cent because the new BMW 5 Series (up 247 per 

cent) and Benz E-Class (up 123 per cent) are in a duel that is also 
crippling rivals. (Audi A6 fell 42 per cent, Jaguar XF plunged 55 

per cent, while the Infiniti Q70 trickled to nought.)
So far this year 3073 Australians have purchased a 
sports car costing anywhere more than $80,000 

compared with 2680 last year. And growth among 
the flash-brigade is wide spread.

The Audi R8 (with six times last year’s sales), 
Nissan GT-R (up 162 per cent), Lotus Elise 
(quadruple the haul on 2016) and McLaren (rising 
270 per cent) stole the show, but Aston Martin 

two-doors are up 30.8 per cent this year, no doubt 
thanks to the all-new DB11. Rolls-Royce two-doors 

are up 33.3 per cent, the Benz SL by 66.7 per cent and 
two-door S-Class by 9.4 per cent, and even the Porsche 

911 (up 14.9 per cent) and Bentley two-door range (up 3.4 per 
cent) are up. It’s especially impressive in a market down overall.

   CAR  MAR APR YTD    YTD +/-  
Bentley Sedan 1 1 8 700%
Audi R8 2 2 14 600%
Mini Cabrio 35 26 133 505%
Merc GLS-Class 104 87 335 468%
Lotus Elise 3 3 10 400%
Merc C-Class Coupe/Conv 350 219 1131 271%
McLaren Coupe/Conv 8 10 37 270%
BMW 5 Series 178 257 600 247%
Nissan GT-R 11 5 34 162%
Merc E-Class  200 144 691 123%

700-76 P
E
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E
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E
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   CAR  MAR APR YTD    YTD +/-  
Alfa Romeo 4C 2 3 10 -76%
BMW 5 Series GT 4 3 40 -75%
Audi TT  17 18 55 -74%
Maserati Coupe/Conv 5 4 10 -70%
Audi A8 1 3 7 -70% 
Hyundai Genesis 21 12 57 -67%
Infiniti Q70 1 0 8 -65%
Volvo S60 15 5 73 -56%
Maserati Quattroporte 3 5 14 -55%
Jaguar XF 22 13 78 -55%

The 
$80,000-

plus sports car 
segment is 

growing at a 
faster rate than 

every other 

Coming Soon 2017

 Sleek new-generation two-door sports cars on the rise 

b y  D A N I E L  D E G A S P E R I

The Great Coupe Coup
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The THR ETS4 Interceptor 
allows vehicles to be 
tuned without making any 
permanent changes to the 
ECU, meaning the vehicle 
can be returned to 100% 
standard at any time

Simple 
installation

Pre-loaded with seven 
individual tunes, the 
THR ETS4 is a true plug-and-
play product with leading 
technology and capabilities

For installation queries  
talk to Tunehouse today  
on  02 9557 4000 
Trade enquiries  
and new dealers welcome.

Call 02 9557 4000 to find out more

Available for most models
European, Japanese, Diesel, Petrol 

ETS4
I N T E R C E P T O R  U N I T
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Maps available 
to lower fuel 
consumption Plug-and-

play looms for 
most vehicles 
eliminate the 
need to cut wires



Skid marks

David Morley
 It’s the locals who lose out when the only cars they can 

 buy are built for a global market 

HE SOON-to-be write-off that is our local car-making 
industry is a shocker on a whole bunch of levels. 
Not the least of those (among the human, financial 
and social aspects) is that we’re losing not just great 

cars, but cars that have been genetically moulded to suit local 
conditions. Take it from me, not all cars enjoy being left idling in 
40-ambient with the air-con running flat-out. But a Commodore, 
Falcon or Camry doesn’t give two hoots. Try the same thing on a 
few Euro makes and models I could name and you’ll return from 
whatever it is you were doing to find a pool of molten alloy and 
plastic that used to be your car.

Of course, it works the other way round, too, and the sheer girth 
of a Commodore or Falcon makes them pretty hard work in the 
narrow, cobblestoned alleys of a medieval European city. (We 
tried it years ago, driving a VT Commodore from Barcelona to 
Berlin.) Same goes for some of those narrow mountain passes or 
the roads around, say, Lake Como, where two Fiats have trouble 
passing (not that it slows the drivers down at all).

And, of course, in the States, all bets are off as designers and 
engineers battle with concrete roads (with big, lumpy joins in 
them) to all extremes of temperature and a population that doesn’t 
necessarily place quality over the price-per-kilo equation. And 
drive-thru coffee. Oh yes, the Big Gulp Super-Supremo, Mega-
Cup full of hastily prepared, caffeinated beverage (I’m drawing 
the line at calling it coffee) has much to answer for. Mainly those 
gigantic cup-holders that 
American car makers 
are now obliged to 
scatter throughout 
the car’s interior in 
multiples of dozens.

But North American cars 
can be good at other things that 
happen in the US of A. I found this 
out a few months ago when I managed 
to swindle the entire Australian publishing 
industry and gave myself a month-long 
holiday in the north-east corner of the US. To 
keep a low profile, I avoided borrowing a press car 
from one of the manufacturers and instead, booked a 
rent-a-racer online. But when I got to JFK International, 
the Latino gal (preppy, white girls don’t work at Alamo) on the 
counter advised me with a big smile that I’d been upgraded from 
the hatchback I’d specified to a – drum roll please – Jeep Patriot. 
How, I wanted to know, was that in any way an upgrade. Surely 
re-grade should have more than covered it. But at $5.60 an hour, 
she didn’t seem interested.

But it turned out to be a good thing. Despite it being technically 

T
spring in that part of the USA, there was still plenty of ice around 
Maine and actual snow falling on the beach in The Hamptons. 
So the Jeep’s all-wheel drive turned out nice. But the Patriot also 
proved itself a winner when, one night while hunkered down in a 
little motel with permanent hooks for the police tape to attach to, 
I went out and bought a takeaway pizza. Don’t get a huge one, was 
The Speaker’s advice as I left.

I blew it. Using the old ‘how big can a pizza be, anyway?’ line of 
logic, I ordered a family pepperoni and thought very little of it. Till 
it arrived at the counter. It was roughly the size of Disneyland, but 
cheesier. I couldn’t even fit it on the back seat, instead resorting to 
lifting the tailgate and lying the mutha flat on the floor. Arriving 
back at Chalk Outline Towers, there was no point trying to sneak 
it in, especially since I had to tilt the box to get it through the door 
of room 13. The Speaker was unimpressed. Mainly because she 
couldn’t figure out why the hell I’d gone out for pizza and returned 
with a flat-screen TV.

To keep up appearances, I had to eat the whole damn thing. 
Which I did, choking down the last piece about three days later, in 
another hotel room in Newport, Rhode Island. 

However, had that Jeep Patriot not had a big, flat-load floor and 
enough cheap-plastic-and-rental-car-deodorant smells to keep 
an acre of pepperoni-stank at bay, it never would have worked out 
between us. Genetic perfection. M

s that

n cars
things that
. I found this 
when I managed
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Side swipe

Tim Keen
 I get frustrated at other drivers because I believe they 

 can do better – really, I think it makes me a humanitarian 

A PPARENTLY bumper stickers are an accurate 
predictor of whether you’re likely to lamp someone 
who cuts you off in traffic. Stop reading now if 
the back of your car is mummified with stick-on 

wisdom – no, seriously, stop reading, in case you get triggered 
and come after me with a tyre-iron, you crazed loon. However, 
according to the psychologists at Colorado State University, the 
theory goes like this. 

Humans are territorial animals, even though for us modern 
animals that territory may only extend a few feet from where 
we’re standing. But for some people, their cars become an 
extension of their territory. People who have a strong sense that 
their entire vehicle is part of their personal space are more likely 
to be road-ragers than those whose personal space only goes as 
far as the steering wheel. And bumper stickers are apparently 
strong indicators of territorial feelings about your car.

And apparently it doesn’t matter what the stickers say – the 
fact that you have them is the indicator of the animal territorial 
urge, not the content. So the “Baby On Board” woman? Psycho. 
Mr “Magic Happens”? Psycho. Old “Honk if you love Jesus” 
over there? Psycho.

The thing is, it seems to me that bumper stickers are 
the novelty T-shirts of the car world – a simple logo 
signifies one thing, a zany one signifies something 
very different, but all of them are saying “Look at me”. 
I’m not saying it’s a bad thing to have bumper stickers, 
or wear T-shirts, but I think a Venn diagram of the two 
types of people would look a lot more like a perfect 
circle than Katy Perry’s sternum. You don’t see a 
lot of bumper stickers on cars driven by people 
wearing suits. In fact, when you’re talking about 
more expensive cars, bumper stickers are less 
like T-shirts and more like the facial tattoos of 
the car world. And – no offence, Mr Tyson – facial 
tattoos are rarely a sign of a calm, unflappable 
mind. As someone wrote on Reddit, “Even if I 
agree with your bumper sticker, I still think less 
of you for having a bumper sticker.”

Which is why it’s maybe misleading to do 
a study just of people with bumper stickers. 
I’m pretty territorial about my car, and I don’t 
have any bumper stickers – hell, I’d take the 
number plates off if I could get away with it. I 
reckon there’s other indicators that someone is 
territorial about their car. Like, say, when you 
see a car that’s spotlessly clean, or customised or 
modified – that’s the car that you take extra care 
wheeling your shopping trolley past. Especially 

if the owner is wearing a novelty T-shirt and has a face tattoo. 
For the record, I don’t think road rage is always a bad thing. 

I mean, dragging someone out of their car and beating them 
with a tire iron is a bad thing (apparently, according to my 
parole officer), but I think road rage – well, road irritation – is a 
sign of optimistic expectations. I get frustrated at other drivers 
because I believe they can do better – really, I think it makes 
me a humanitarian. I’m surprised the Nobel committee hasn’t 
contacted me, the way I shout encouragement out my window 
when some numpty stops across the intersection. And I don’t 
have any bumper stickers or face tattoos. Although I do mark 
my scent on the gutter when I park. That’s probably a clue. M
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Inside Line

Mark Fogarty
 Ford and GM nameplates synonymous with V8s are as 

 much the future of Supercars as they were its inspiration 

HAT DO you call the game played in the AFL? Aussie 
Rules, right? And the round-ball version of football? 
Soccer, of course. In the same way, Supercars is 
synonymous with V8s. Well, when it comes to names, 

all this is not the case according to the governing bodies of Aussie 
Rules, soccer and V8 racing. Officially, three of the nation’s most 
popular sports don’t recognise their popular names.

Many years ago, the AFL rebranded the game known for 
decades as Australian Rules Football, changing it to Australian 
Football. More recently, the FFA shunned soccer in favour of its 
international descriptor, football. And only last year, V8 Supercars 
became simply Supercars in anticipation of the Gen2 rules. 
Supercars wanted to appear more market relevant.

Big fail. Everyone still calls them ‘the V8s,’  just as Aussie Rules 
and soccer remain entrenched in the vernacular. To the fans, 
the media and especially the wider public, these traditional tags 
endure because they encapsulate each sport’s distinctiveness. 
Dropping the V8 label diminishes Supercars’ identity. V8 sums 
up the tradition and emotional appeal of the category, which is 
why it is such a useful shorthand reference. From a marketing 
perspective alone, V8 Supercars is far more evocative and V8s 
is a catch phrase understood by all. V8 engines wrapped in 
recognisable body shapes is the racing’s USP, so why downplay 
its primary appeal? And the fact is, until next year, there are only 
V8s on the grid. Supercars bosses maintain that removing V8 from 
the title is part of the Gen2 plan to attract new manufacturers, 
removing the over-arching stigma of ‘old tech’ bent eights.

But while encouraging twin-turbo V6s, it’s acknowledged 
that the traditional 5.0-litre V8s will remain the most prevalent 
powerplants through the life of the current regulations until the 
end of 2021. The new-look twin-turbo V6 Commodore will join the 
field next year, although Triple Eight’s trio may be on their own 
as latest indications are that the other Holden teams will stick 
with the proven VF V8 package in 2018. Nissan is evaluating 
its future in Supercars from 2019, with a 
switch to a twin-turbo V6 in a new 
sedan shape likely if it continues. 
And that, at this stage, is a very 
big ‘if’. Just as there’s no 
guarantee Holden will 
stay beyond its three-
year commitment to 
the Red Bull Holden 
Racing Team.

So, in terms of the 
foreseeable future, 
with no new 
ma nu factu rers 
on the horizon, 

V8-powered models are set to predominate – or at least make 
up a sizeable chunk of the field – for a while yet. If necessary, 
the current V8 Commodores, Falcons and Nissans can soldier on 
until the rules change. If DJR Team Penske and Prodrive Racing 
Australia can finally gain Ford approval, if not financial support, 
to develop a Mustang Supercars racer – which now won’t happen 
until 2019 at the earliest – it would still use the tried-and-true V8. 
Also, we’ve yet to hear what Holden’s turbo V6 sounds like. If it’s 
aurally inferior – which it almost certainly will be – then the fans 
may vote with their feet and their remote controls against a move 
away from V8s. 

All in all, it makes no sense to take the V8 out of Supercars – just 
as it is a folly to neglect the Ford versus Holden rivalry. The sport’s 
rulers have under-estimated how pervasive – and popular – red 
against blue still is. Commodore vs Falcon remains, numerically 
as well as emotionally, the foundation of the following. Despite 
the radical shift in the car market, the battle between V8 Fords 
and Holdens continues to be the main attraction. Enthusiasts 
applauded the addition of Nissans, Mercedes-AMGs and Volvos, 
but for the mainstream audience, it’s still all about blue vs red. It’s 
tribal, like ingrained footy team rivalries.

The Mercs and Volvos came and went – and in the wider world, 
nobody lamented their demise. The irony is that the fierce battle 
so far this season is between a dead car and a dying car. V8 Falcon 
vs V8 Commodore still excites diehard fans and casual followers 
alike, even though the Aussie family Ford has ceased production 
and the homegrown Holden is doomed come October.

What that tells you is Ford and GM nameplates synonymous 
with V8s are as much the future of Supercars as they were its 
inspiration. It’s time to rethink the rules to encourage cost-
effective V8 racers that resemble affordable, sporty road cars 
without relying on manufacturer backing. Those days are gone. 
Supercars is about entertainment, not market relevance. Just give 
the people what they want. M

W
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TUNER SHOOTOUT

Mortal

Track testing Clayton’s new 340kW atmo weaponHSV’S TRACK EDITION FANGED!

Combat!
TURBO TITANS!

A45 AMG
v GTI 40 
v FORD 
FOCUS RS

Hyper hatches gang-tackle Ford’s feral 257kW Focus!

MOD SQUAD!
9 tyre-fryin’ hotties in 

head-to-head hit-out

december 2016 $9.95 NZ $10.25 motormag.com.au
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WALKINSHAW’S FREE-BREATHING BRUTE BELTED!

   

407kW!
Tora,Tora,Tora!

BULL RUN

50 years of hard-
charging Lambo 

V12 lunacy

450kW twin-turbo V8: Drift-happy uber-sedan ‘the best AMG ever’

MIND-BLOWING AMG E63 S!

Atmo V8
screamer  
– and not a  
blower in sight!
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GAME-CHANGING 
NEW CARS OF 2017

THE LAST 
AUSSIE V817 WIN *Australian residents only

304kW SS-V 
REDLINE UP 
FOR GRABS!
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Abarth www.fiat.com.au/abarth
595 

11233

Oct 16 $27,500 (5m)
$29,500 (5s)  

I4/1.4T 104/5500 206/2000 front 1035 101 7.9 – 5.4  Abarth entry point now much cheaper; funky looks; rorty engine
 Drop in power gives it questionable fast-car credentials

595C 
11333

$31,500 (5m)
$33,500 (5s)  

I4/1.4T 104/5500 206/2000 front 1076 97 7.9 – 5.4  Cheap way to have the wind in your hair
 Tough to take it seriously as a performance car

595 Turismo
11333

Nov 14 $34,000 (5m)
$36,000 (5s)  

I4/1.4T 118/5500 230/3000 front 1035 114 8.99 16.55 5.4  Great drivetrain; looks good; cheaper than before
 Still way too expensive; major handling and ride issues

595 Competizione
11333

Oct 14 $40,000 (5m)
$42,000 (5s)  

I4/1.4T 118/5500 230/3000 front 1035 110 7.4  – 5.4  Monza exhaust is fantastic; reasonably fun to drive
 Avoid the MTA gearbox like the plague; it costs how much?

695  Biposto
11133

May 16 $65,000 (5m) I4/1.4T 140/5500 250/3000 front 997 140 5.9  – 6.5  Lighter and more powerful; it has an optional dog ’box!
 The price is hilarious; you can option it to more than $100K!

124 Spider
11113

Apr 17 $41,990 (6m)
$43,990 (6a)

I4/1.4T 125/5500 250/2500 rear 1060 118 6.8  – –  More grunt never hurts; sharper handling; small price penalty
 Purity vs pace – choose your roadster

Alfa Romeo www.alfaromeo.com.au
Giulietta Veloce 

11123

$42,000 (6dc) I4/1.7T 177/5750* 340/2000 front 1299 133 6.02* 14.29* 6.8  Newly updated with 4C drivetrain; stylish looks
 Ride issues; intrusive ESP; driving position

4C
11113

May 15 $89,000 (6dc) I4/1.7T 177/6000 350/2200 rear 1025 173 4.5   – 6.8  Clever constuction; a proper driving event 
 Intrusive engine note; suspicions about its ride on Oz roads

4C Spider
11113

$99,000 (6dc) I4/1.7T 177/6000 350/2200 rear 1035 171 4.5   –  –  Carbon construction means little dynamic penalty
 Inconvenient DIY roof stowage

Giulia Veloce
11113

$71,985 (8a) I4/2.0T 206/6000 400/2200 rear 1429 144 5.9   – 6.1  Rear-diff and adjustable dampers give it BMW 330i-bashing cred
 Questionable interior fit and finish 

Giulia QV
11112

Mar 17 $143,900 (8a) V6/2.9TT 375/6500 600/2500 rear 1585 246 3.9   – 8.2  Fast, friendly, and a genuine grand tourer
 Huge price jump up from the sweet Veloce

Alpina www.alpinaautomobiles.com.au
B3 Biturbo 
11123

$155,900 (8a) I6/3.0TT 301/6250 600/3000 rear 1705 133 4.3 – 7.6  The M3 for those who want to blend in
 Hefty price tag; haven’t driven them yet

B3 Biturbo Estate
11113

$160,900 (8a) I6/3.0TT 301/6250 600/3000 rear 1780 169 4.4 – 7.7  Want an M3 wagon? This is as close as you can get
 Built to order status means a reasonable wait

B4 Biturbo
11113

$160,900 (8a) I6/3.0TT 301/6250 600/3000 rear 1690 178 4.2 –  7.6  Looks great; very fast; exclusivity
 Having to explain what it is to everybody

B4 Biturbo Cabriolet
11113

$170,900 (8a) I6/3.0TT 301/6250 600/3000 rear 1915 157 4.5 –  8.0  Arguably a more sensible choice than an M4 Cabriolet
 Huge weight penalty dulls performance and dynamics

B7 Biturbo
11113

$369,720 (8a) V8/4.4TT 447/5750 800/6250 rear 2035 219 4.5 – 10.4  Cheaper and more dynamic than BMW’s M760Li
 No one knows what an Alpina is in Australia

Fast guide to quick cars
Hot Source

4 0 0  C A R S  R A T E D

1 Hmmm
11 Bit average

111 Pretty good
1111 Excellent

11111 We’re keeping it

Hot Source explained
• All performance figures are manufacturer claims, those in italics are as-tested by MOTOR. Figures for an automatic variant have an asterisk.
• Prices listed are manufacturer RRP, exclusive of on-roads. “DA” denotes driveaway price.
• Italicised fuel consumption figures are those collected on test.
• Engines are listed by configuration, capacity and means of induction. For example, I4/1.6T= turbocharged 1.6-litre inline four. Power figures 

made by an engine’s over-boost function are contained in parentheses.
• Red denotes new addition. Green denotes a model update.
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Aston Martin www.astonmartin.com
V8 Vantage GT

11123

$219,895 (6m) 
$235,795 (7s)

V8/4.7 321/7300 490/5000 rear 1610 200 4.5  – 13.9  New entry-level Vantage cheaper with more grunt
 Ageing platform; strong rivals; Sportshift semi-auto flawed

V8 Vantage GT Roadster
11133

$248,895 (6m) 
$264,795 (7s) 

V8/4.7 321/7300 490/5000 rear 1690 190 4.8  –  –  More or less a budget Vantage S Roadster; epic noise
 Rigidity issues mean it’s not as sharp as the hardtop

V8 Vantage S
11123

$254,200 (6m) 
$270,100 (7s)

V8/4.7 321/7300 490/5000 rear 1610 200 –  – 12.9  Lighter and sharper than the base car, sublime shape
 Needs an even stricter diet to match rivals

V8 Vantage S Roadster
11133

$283,200 (6m) 
$299,100 (7s)

V8/4.7 321/7300 490/5000 rear 1690 190  –  – 12.9  Great compromise between show and go
 Robotised manual is a pain; getting expensive

V12 Vantage S
11113

$354,300 (7s) V12/5.9 421/6750 620/5750 rear 1665 253 3.9  – 16.3  Psychotic performance, with dynamics and looks to match 
 Lacks the V8’s styling purity; frighteningly thirsty

V12 Vantage S Roadster
11113

$385,800 (7s) V12/5.9 421/6750 620/5750 rear 1745 241 3.9  – 16.3  Magic engine noise; sweet dynamics for a drop-top 
 Lot of power for an open-top body; gearbox frustrates

DB11
11113

$428,032 (8a) V12/5.2TT 447/6500 700/1500 rear 1770 253 3.9  – 11.3  Delicious twin-turbo V12; beautifully resolved chassis
 Looks are divisive; spot the Mercedes bits inside

 Vanquish
11113

Sep 14 $484,995 (8a) V12/5.9 424/6650 630/5500 rear 1739 244 3.8  – –  More power and eight-speed auto for MY15
 Ride is now not very GT-like; thirsty

Vanquish Volante 
11123

$521,995 (8a) V12/5.9 424/6650 630/5500 rear 1844 230 4.0  – –  Carbonfibre construction should mean no loss of rigidity
 Scary pricetag; no Aston press cars in Oz

Rapide S
11133

$382,500 (8a) V12/5.9 411/6650 630/5500 rear 1990 207 4.9  –  –  Now has the power to match its jaw-dropping looks
 Rear seats really just for kids; small boot

Audi  www.audi.com.au
A1 1.8 TFSI Sport

11123

Aug 15 $40,400 (7dc) I4/1.8T 141/5400 250/1250XRJ front 1205 117 6.9 – 5.9  Baby hot hatch with sharp looks and quality interior  
 Hard to justify extra $12K over excellent VW Polo GTI base

 S1 Sportback
11113

May 16 $49,900 (6m) I4/2.0T 170/6000 370/1600 all 1340 127 5.68 13.89 7.1  Cracking pace; involving dynamics; looks quite cool
 With options it costs the same as S3, which makes no sense

A3 2.0 TFSI quattro 
11133

$49,500 (7dc) I4/2.0T 140/6200 320/1250 all 1380 96 6.8  – 6.6  Quattro adds all-weather security and pace
 Extra 100kg hurts performance and economy

S3 Sportback 
11113

Apr 17 $62,900 
(6m/6dc)

I4/2.0T 213/6500 380/1800 all 1465 145 6.2 14.1 6.6  More power and less weight makes S3 faster than ever
 Feels a bit ‘safe’; we still don’t get the Euro-spec 221kW

S3 Sedan 
11113

Jan 17 $64,500 
(6m/6dc)

I4/2.0T 213/6500 380/1800 all 1470 145 4.8 – 6.5  Sleek looks; compact size; poky performance; value
 We’d still have the lighter hatch

S3 Cabriolet 
11123

$72,000 (6dc) I4/2.0T 213/6200 380/1800 all 1635 130 5.3  – 6.8  Finally, a good-looking small convertible 
 Inevitable compromises, but not as many as you’d think

RS3 Sportback 
11113

Sep 16 $78,616 (6dc) I5/2.5T 270/6800 465/1625 all 1520 178 4.23 12.42 8.1  Searing pace; warbly five-pot; improved dynamics
 Looks a bit sensible; could be more involving

A4 2.0 TFSI quattro Sport 
11123

May 16 $69,900 (7dc) I4/2.0T 185/6000 370/1600 all 1510 122 5.8  – 6.3  Beautiful inside and surprisingly capable
 Dynamic driving not really its priority

A4 Avant 2.0TFSI quattro Sport 
11123

Aug 16 $72,900 (7dc) I4/2.0T 185/6000 370/1600 all 1540 120 6.0  – 6.6  Just as capable as sedan but can swallow more stuff
 Not as sweet to drive as the 3-Series Touring

S4
11113

Jun 17 $99,900 (8a) V6/3.0T 260/5400 500/2900 all 1630 159 4.74 12.99 11.02  Good looking sedan with balance, grip and stonk
 It’s a bit ‘clinically’ fast

S4 Avant
11123

Apr 17 $100,900 (8a) V6/3.0T 260/5400 500/2900 all 1675 155 4.9  – 7.8  Fantastic sleeper in wagon form
 Extra heft isn’t all that welcome

A5 2.0 TFSI Coupe 
11123

$81,500 (7dc) I4/2.0T 185/6000 370/1600 all 1500 123 5.8  – 6.5  Lighter body and more powerful 2.0-litre do design justice
 No more manual; $12K pricier than just-as-quick A4 sedan

A5 2.0 TFSI Sportback
11123

$81,500 (7dc) I4/2.0T 185/6000 370/1600 all 1535 121 6.0 – 6.5  More versatile and better looking than A4 sedan
 More expensive and cramped than A4 Avant; slower than coupe

S5 Coupe
11113

$105,800 (8a) V6/3.0T 260/5400 500/2900 all 1615 161 4.7  – 7.5  Creamy new turbo V6; great blend of luxury and dynamics
 No more power than S4; optional sport diff a must-have

S5 Sportback
11113

$105,800 (8a) V6/3.0T 260/5400 500/2900 all 1660 157 4.7  – 7.5  Coupe with back doors and space for three in the rear
 Just buy a roomier S4 Avant unless you love frameless doors

S5 Cabriolet
11133

$129,226 (7dc) V6/3.0S 245/7000 440/2900 all 1880 130 5.4  – 8.5  Brilliant V6 sounds mega with the roof down
 Body flex means it suffers in the bends

A6 3.0 TDI Biturbo 
11123

$124,855 (8a) V6/3.0TTD 235/3900 650/1400 all 1835 123 5.0  – 6.1  Incredible power and torque make this A6 haul
 Diesel still lacks performance cred; heavy front end

S6
11123

Jun 15 $170,716 (7dc) V8/4.0TT 331/6400 550/1400 all 1895 175 4.4  – 9.4  Classy, comfortable and bloody quick; huge grunt
 Lacks dynamic sparkle; sports exhaust is an option

RS6 Performance
11113

Jul 16 $245,116 (8a) V8/4.0TT 445/6800 700(750)
/1750

all 1950 228 3.7  – 9.7  A proper looking, fearsomely powerful wagon 
 Weighs a bit; thirsty when pushed

A7 Sportback 3.0 TDI Biturbo 
11123

$144,855 (8a) V6/3.0TTD 235/4600 650/1450 all 1895 124 5.2  – 6.1  Brilliant cabin; one of the world’s best diesels   
 Lacks the excitement of the blown V6

Hot Source
Fast guide to quick cars

T O P  3

HOT
HATCHES

Ford Focus RS
$50,990
Handling wizardry

VW Golf  R 
$52,740
Lifted its game markedly

3RD

2ND2NDDDDD

AMG debuts its 
E-Class big hitters 
AMG is back attacking 
the large sports 
sedan class with not 
only the E63 S, but 
a ‘base’ version too. 
To tempt buyers up 
from the $160K E43, 
a 420kW/750Nm E63 
lobs from $209,900 
in December. Arriving 
earlier, in June, the 
450kW/850Nm 
E63 S at $239,900 
wipes a tenth off the 
0-100km/h, now 3.4sec, 
and gets a Drift Mode 
that deactivates the 
front axle to turn all-
wheel-driver into rear-
driver faster than Harold 
Scruby can buzz Tracey 
Grimshaw.

M-B A45 AMG
$78,315
Supercar slayer

3RD

M-B A45 AMG
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ASTON MARTIN – BENTLEYAustralia’s Ultimate New Car Comparison Site  whichcar.com.au

T O P  3

BABY
HATCHES

VW Polo GTI
$27,690
Mini hatch with muscle

Ford Fiesta ST 
$27,490
Massive fun, tiny price

Audi S1
$49,900 
Big-money pocket rocket

3RD
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S7 Sportback
11113

Jun 15 $180,716 (7dc) V8/4.0TT 331/6400 550/2900 all 1955 171 4.57 12.69 9.3  Just like the S6 but with added style, inside and out
 Huge weight; not the most elegant of dancers

RS7 Performance
11113

$257,716 (8a) V8/4.0TT 445/6800 700(750)
/1750

all 1930 231 3.7  – 9.7  Svelte wind-cheating shape; plush air suspension
 Feels a bit boaty without optional DRC

A8 4.2 TDI 
11123

May 11 $252,616 (8a) V8/4.2TD 258/4000 800/1750 all 1995 148 5.5  – 7.6  Thunderous twin-turbo V8 diesel; first-class cabin
 Ride can’t match its rivals; you feel like a chauffeur 

S8
11123

Jan 17 $282,616(8a) V8/4.0TT 382/5800 650/1700 all 1915 199 4.1  – 9.6  Hilarious performance for a two-tonne limo
 Performance advantage irrelevant in Australia

S8 Plus
11123

$330,216 (8a) V8/4.0TT 445/6800 700(750)
/1700

all 1915 232 3.8  – 10.2  Feels like a rocket-powered designer showroom
 Needs an autobahn to stretch its legs

TT 2.0 TFSI Sport 
11113

May 15 $73,950 (6m) 
$77,355(6dc)

I4/2.0T 169/6200 370/1600 front 1230 137 6.0  – 5.9  Great chassis; rorty exhaust note; great interior
 Evolutionary styling; pricey with options

TT 2.0 TFSI Sport Quattro 
11113

Nov 15 $80,355 (6dc) I4/2.0T 169/6200 370/1600 all 1335 127 5.32 13.64 6.4  Quattro adds traction and security; improves pace
 Adds more than 100kg and is not really needed

TT 2.0 TFSI Roadster
11113

Sep 15 $83,905 (6dc) I4/2.0T 169/6200 370/1600 all 1410 120 5.6  – 6.4  Loses its roof, but retains that crucial sportscar feel
 Feels less potent than rivals; quattro only

TT S
11123

Sep 16 $100,855 (6dc) I4/2.0T 210/6200 380/1800 all 1385 152 4.67 12.95 6.8  New TTS continues the tradition as a sweet steer
 Styled a little softly; spine-killing ride

TT S Roadster
11123

Jan 16 $104,616 (6dc) I4/2.0T 210/6200 380/1800 all 1470 143 5.0  – 6.9  A high-tech, well-sorted convertible 
 Costs the same as Porsche’s Boxster

(�$1584) R8 V10
11113

Oct 15 $356,200 (7dc) V10/5.2 397/8250 540/6500 all 1670 238 3.5 – 11.4  One of the cheapest tickets to supercar town; amazing engine
 No manual anymore; you’re buying second best

R8 V10 Spyder
11113

$388,500 (7dc) V10/5.2 397/8250 540/6500 all – – 3.6 – 11.7  V10 sounds even better with roof lopped off
 Paying more for a heavier, slower R8

(�$1584) R8 V10 Plus
11113

Feb 17 $391,200 (7dc) V10/5.2 449/8250 560/6500 all 1630 275 3.18 10.93 12.3  Epic engine with epic noise; supercar looks; cheaper than rivals
 Bone-jarring ride; standard seats a problem; could be more fun

RS Q3 Performance
11123

$84,216 (7dc) I5/2.5T 270/6700 465/1625 all 1655 151 4.8 – 8.6  Updated model faster than ever; surprisingly fun in corners
 The ultimate oxymoron: performance off-road mini SUV?

SQ5 TDI 
11123

Jul 13 $92,955 (8a) V6/3.0TD 230/3900 650/1450 all 1995 115 5.1  – 6.8  Cracks its segment wide open; diesel sounds fantastic 
 Tyre roar; punishing ride; jury’s out on the steering 

SQ5 TDI Plus 
11123

Jan 17 $108,855 (8a) V6/3.0TD 250/4300 700/1500 all 2000 125 5.1  – 6.8  Big-game grip with standard active sports diff
 Decent price jump over base SQ5; ageing interior

SQ7 TDI 
11113

Feb 17 $153,616 (8a) V8/4.0TTD 320/5000 900/1000 all 2270 141 4.8  – 7.6  It’s a Bentayga for a third the price; world’s best diesel?
 Still heavy; verging on tech overload

Bentley www.bentleymotors.com
 Flying Spur V8

 11123

$378,197 (8a) V8/4.0TT 373/6000 660/2000 all 2342 159 5.2  – 10.9  British alternative to an S63 AMG
 Not as fast or as dynamic as the Germans

 Flying Spur W12
 11123

 Dec 13 $423,160 (8a) W12/6.0TT 460/6000 800/2000 all 2400 192 4.6  – 14.7  Huge pace; unbelievably comfortable ride
 Can’t hide from its heft; low-speed steering is a little heavy

Continental GT V8
11123

$402,600 (8a) V8/4.0TT 373/6000 660/1700 all 2220 168 4.8  – 10.6  Not much slower than the W12; awesome soundtrack
 Still weighs too much; S worth the extra coin

Continental GTC V8
11123

$443,700 (8a) V8/4.0TT 373/6000 660/1700 all 2395 155 5.0  – 10.9  Superb quality; even better noise than hardtop
 Smaller engine occasionally struggles with the weight

Continental GT V8 S
11113

 Jul 15 $427,900 (8a) V8/4.0TT 389/6000 680/1700 all 2220 175 4.3  12.3 10.7  A superb luxury grand tourer; outrageously fast
 Too heavy; ride a bit jiggly on big wheels

Continental GTC V8 S
11123

$471,200 (8a) V8/4.0TT 389/6000 680/1700 all 2395 162 4.7  – 11.1  Four-seat drop-top motoring par excellence
 Suffers a bit dynamically; a bit blustery top-down

Continental GT W12
11123

$431,300 (8a) W12/6.0TT 434/6000 720/1700 all 2245 193 4.3  – 14.2  Swift, quiet, smooth and opulent
 Looks a lot like the old one 

Continental GTC W12
11123

$474,600(8a) W12/6.0TT 434/6000 720/1700 all 2350 185 4.5  – 14.6  As excellent as the V8, only faster and quieter
 More refined and less sporting in character

Continental GT Speed
11113

$485,200 (8a) W12/6.0TT 467/6000 820/1700 all 2245 208 4.2  – 14.5  More class, more power, more exclusivity
 Drinks like a bunch of Pommie soccer fans

Continental GTC Speed
11123

$534,400 (8a) W12/6.0TT 467/6000 820/2000 all 2350 198 4.4  – 14.9  World’s fastest four-seat convertible
 Surely the world’s most pointless accolade?

 Mulsanne
 11133

 $662,858 (8a) V8/6.75TT 377/4200 1020/1750 rear 2610 150 5.3  – 16.9  Opulent old-school Bentley surprisingly dynamic
 Looks cross-eyed; fearsomely expensive and thirsty

 Mulsanne Speed
 11133

 $733,387 (8a) V8/6.75TT 395/4200 1100/1750 rear 2610 151 4.8  – 14.6  The torquiest car on sale in Australia – 1100Nm! (At 1750rpm!)
 2.6 tonnes can only be so dynamic

Bentayga Diesel
 11113

 $335,000 (8a) V8/4.0TTD 320/5000 900/1000 all 2499 128 4.8  – 8.0  Sensational V8 diesel makes much more sense
 It doesn’t improve the looks; Audi SQ7 is less than half the price

Bentayga
 11113

 $423,600 (8a) W12/6.0TT 447/6000 900/1350 all 2440 183 4.1  – 13.1  A new standard in SUV performance and luxury
 It’s no oil painting; massive money

–
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BMW www.bmw.com.au
125i

11133

Sep 12 $49,900 
(6m/8a)

I4/2.0T 165/5000 310/1350 rear 1345 123 6.1  – 5.9  Torquey, responsive engine; decent steering
 Adaptive dampers a must-have; performance a little soft

M140i
11113

Apr 17 $64,900 
(6m/8a)

I6/3.0T 250/5500 500/1520 rear 1445 162 5.1 13.3 7.1  New B58 six brings more power and torque
 Needs an LSD badly; still no looker; price has crept up

230i
11123

$61,900 
(6m/8a)

I4/2.0T 185/6500 350/1250 rear 1385 134 5.6 – 5.9  Possibly the sweetest choice in BMW’s line-up under $75K
 Could do with a little aesthetic venom

230i cabrio
11123

$71,900 
(6m/8a)

I4/2.0T 185/6000 350/1250 rear 1555 119 5.9  – 6.2  Removable roof doesn’t cost a bomb
 An Audi S3 Cabriolet is better looking and much faster

M240i
11113

Ann 16 $74,900
(6m/8a)

I6/3.0T 250/6000 500/1300 rear 1455 172 4.6  – 7.1  Spec the optional LSD and it’s an absolute riot
 Struggles a bit without it; looks a bit plain

M240i cabrio
11123

$83,900
(6m/8a)

I6/3.0T 250/6000 500/1300 rear 1620 154 4.7  – 7.4  Rorty six in a compact, good-looking summer package
 Huge weight and rigidity penalty over hardtop

M2 Pure
11112

Sep 16 $90,500 (6m) I6/3.0T 272/6500 465(500) 
/1400

rear 1495 182 4.55 12.82 8.5  A huge return to form for M Division; great value
 Firm ride; can bite inexperienced hands

M2
11112

Feb 17 $98,615 
(6m/7dc)

I6/3.0T 272/6500 465(500) 
/1400

rear 1520 179 4.3 – 7.9  DCT ’box makes M2 faster and more frugal
 We don’t have a long-termer – yet

330i
11113

$69,900 
(6m/8a) 

I4/2.0T 185/5200 350/1450 rear 1470 126 5.9  – 5.7  Could be all the car you ever need: fast, frugal and fun
 330i should be a six-pot; not a whole lot else

330i Touring
11113

$73,900 
(6m/8a) 

I4/2.0T 185/5200 350/1450 rear 1540 120 6.0  – 6.1  The above with added practicality; wagon looks better
 Weight penalty costs it, but not a great deal

340i
11113

Jun 17 $89,900
(6m/8a)

I6/3.0T 240/5500 450/1380 rear 1510 158 5.51 13.57 11.24  Quick, comfortable, and a great prospect to own
 Optional steering is awful; can struggle with power-down

M3
11113

May 15 $139,900 
(6m/7dc)

I6/3.0TT 317/7300 550/1800 rear 1520 208 4.3  – 8.3  Looks sensational; brilliant chassis; massive performance
 Engine’s lost some M magic; tricky to drive in the wet

M3 Competition
11112

Sep 16 $144,900 
(6m/7dc)

I6/3.0TT 331/7300 550/1800 rear 1520 218 4.2  – 8.8  Sharper tool for fighting Merc-AMG’s C63 S
 Meaner exhaust note but still won’t have you tunnel-hunting

430i
11123

$79,900 
(6m/8a)

I4/2.0T 185/6500 350/1250 rear 1470 126 5.9  – 5.8  Supreme balance; impressive torque; svelte thirst
 Dull cabin ambience; RIP the 3 Series coupe

430i Cabrio
11123

$96,900
(6m/8a)

I4/2.0T 185/6500 350/1250 rear 1680 110 6.4  – 6.3  Capable and enjoyable drop-top; engine now sounds rorty
 Will be a top seller in Bondi and Toorak

440i
11113

$99,900 
(6m/8a)

I6/3.0T 240/6000 450/1200 rear 1525 157 5.0*  – 6.8  New name, same awesome all-’round ability
 Has lost some character; where’s the engine noise?

440i Gran Coupe
11113

Sep 16 $99,900 
(6m/8a)

I6/3.0T 240/6000 450/1200 rear 1585 151 5.1*  – 6.8  Niche filler actually very accomplished and desirable
 A lot of money; coupe roofline compromises vision

440i Cabrio 
11123

$117,900
(6m/8a)

I6/3.0T 240/6000 450/1200 rear 1740 138 5.4*  – 7.2  Arguably more fit for purpose than M4 Convertible
 No roof upsets balance between power/handling 

M4
11113

Mar 16 $149,900
(6m/7dc)

I6/3.0TT 317/7300 550/1800 rear 1497 212 4.62 12.57 11.3  Incredible grip and speed; simply amazing on a track
 Tricky in the wet; doesn’t look as good as the sedan

M4 Competition
11112

Ann 16 $154,900
(6m/7dc)

I6/3.0TT 331/7300 550/1800 rear 1497 221 4.2 – 8.8  Worthwhile upgrades for not much extra cash
 Ride now very firm; still bitey at the limit

M4 Convertible
11123

Apr 15 $161,900
(6m/7dc)

I6/3.0TT 317/7300 550/1800 rear 1753 181 4.46* 12.61* 8.7  Hugely fast; looks great; flash interior
 250kg weight penalty over coupe hurts, well, everything

M4 Convertible 
Competition
11123

$165,900
(6m/7dc)

I6/3.0TT 331/7300 550/1800 rear 1753 189  – – 9.1  M4 exhaust does sound better without a pesky roof
 It’s how much heavier than the coupe?!

M4 GTS
11112

July 16 $294,715 (7dc) I6/3.0TT 368/6250 600/4000 rear 1510 244 3.8 – -  The fastest BMW ever; a true 911 GT3 or R8 V10 Plus fighter 
 Twice the price of an M4 Competition? Yet 25 coming to Oz all sold

540i
11113

May 17 $136,900 (8a) I6/3.0T 250/6500 450/1380 rear 1595 157 5.1 – 6.7  Punchy turbo six; brilliant dynamics; superb refinement
 Big price jump; not much else

535i Touring
11123

$123,615 (8a) I6/3.0T 225/5800 400/1200 rear 1785 126 5.8 – 8.0  A 535i that can swallow furniture...
 ...but not as much as a Mercedes E-Class Estate 

M5 Pure
11113

$184,715 (7dc) V8/4.4TT 412/6800 680/1500 rear 1870 220 4.3 – 9.9  De-specced M5 an absolute bargain
 No mechanical tweaks; Competition Package not included

M5
11113

Feb 14 $230,615 (7dc) V8/4.4TT 423/6800 680/1500 rear 1870 226 4.95  12.87 18.5  Incredible performance yet also very comfortable
 Too big, too complicated; tricky to drive at the limit

(�$2200) 640i
11123

Nov 15 $182,100 (8a) I6/3.0T 235/6000 450/1300 rear 1660 142 5.3  – 7.8  Delicious engine; polished dynamics; looks great
 Lacks the kit and ultimate power of the 650i

(�$2300) 640i Gran Coupe
11123

$189,200 (8a) I6/3.0T 235/6000 450/1300 rear 1750 134 5.4  – 6.2  Looks so much classier than a 5-Series
 It’d want to for the amount it costs 

 (�$2400) 640i Convertible
11123

Aug 11 $198,300 (8a) I6/3.0T 235/6000 450/1300 rear 1840 128 5.5  – 7.9  Stylish land yacht; smooth drivetrain
 Engine struggles a little with weight; compromised ride on 20s

(�$4300) 650i
11113

$236,200 (8a) V8/4.4TT 330/5500 650/2000 rear 1770 186 4.6  – 8.9  Properly fast; sounds brilliant; heaps of presence
 Not much space inside for something this big

 (�$3400) 650i Gran Coupe
11123

Feb 13 $243,300 (8a) V8/4.4TT 330/5500 650/2000 rear 1865 177 4.6  – 8.9  Superb grand tourer; interior feels plush; best looking Six? 
 You could buy an M5 and have change

Hot Source
Fast guide to quick cars
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SEDANS 
UNDER 
$75K

AUDI S3 Sedan
$63,400
Practical performance

Holden SS-V Redline 
$54,990
LS3 V8 makes it the king

Chrysler 300 SRT
$75,000
Loveable V8 grunt

3RD

2ND

1ST

AUDI S3 Sedan

2ND

$

Holden SS V Redline

1ST

Chrysler 300 SRT

3RD
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 (�$3600) 650i Convertible
11123

$252,500 (8a) V8/4.4TT 330/5500 650/2000 rear 1940 170 4.6  – 10.7  Looks great top up or down; stylish and fast drop-top
 Doesn’t handle like a 911; not as sexy as an Aston

 (�$4200) M6
11113

Dec 15 $297,100 (7dc) V8/4.4TT 441/7000 700/1500 rear 1850 222 4.94  12.82 18.5  Hyperdrive acceleration; phenomenal grip; phat looks
 Feels big and remote to drive; poorly packaged

 (�$4300) M6 Gran Coupe
11133

Jan 14 $304,200 (7dc) V8/4.4TT 412/7000 680/1500 rear 1875 200 4.71  12.52 17.1  M styling makes Gran Coupe look even better
 Massive money; built for autobahns not backroads 

 (�$4400) M6 Convertible
11233

$313,300 (7dc) V8/4.4TT 412/7000 680/1500 rear 1980 208 4.3  – 10.3  Will blow your wig clean off in seconds!
 Way too heavy; scuttle shake with the roof down; the price

(�$3200) 740i
11113

May 16 $228,100 (8a) I6/3.0T 240/5500 450/1380 rear 1725 139 5.5  – 7.0  Comfy ride; high-tech interior; decent power
 Not as ballsy as a Mercedes S-Class

 (�$4100) 750i
11113

$294,000 (8a) V8/4.4TT 330/5500 650/1800 rear 1820 181 4.7  – 7.9  Mega engine; capable in the corners; crushing tech
 New engine has no more power and less torque

 (�$6585) 750Li
11113

$319,000 (8a) V8/4.4TT 330/5500 650/1800 rear 1865 177 4.7  – 8.0  Enough room in the back to have a game of footy
 Limo for those that want to be driven, not drive

 (�$6000) M760Li xDrive
11113

Apr 17 $425,000 (8a) V12/6.6TT 441/5500 800/1500 all 2180 202 3.9  – 12.6  Pulverising performance; top-dog status
 Diminishing returns; poor people will hate you

 (�$4300) i8
11113

Feb 16 $303,300 (6a) I3/1.5T(E) 266/5800 570/3700 all 1485 179 4.60 12.7 9.3  Proves green tech can be red hot; concept car looks
 Needs a more inspiring petrol engine

 (�$1300) X4 xDrive35i 
11133

Sep 14 $91,200 (8a) I6/3.0T 225/6400 400/1200 all 1815 124 5.5  – 8.3  Impressive pace and agility for an SUV
 We’re still not sold on the whole coupe SUV concept 

 (�$2000) X5 xDrive50i 
11133

May 15 $138,900 (8a) V8/4.4TT 330/6000 650(700)/
2000

all 2175 152 5.0  – 9.7  Monster engine; luxurious interior; plenty of space
 Thirsty; dreadful steering; front-end styling

(�$2100) X5 M50d 
11123

Jan 14 $152,000 (8a) I6/3.0TTTD 280/4400 740/2000 all 2190 129 5.3  – 6.7  Triple-turbo diesel six’s performance and economy
 Uninspiring soundtrack; not particularly alluring steering

  (�$2700) X5 M 
11113

Jan 16 $189,300 (8a) V8/4.4TT 423/6500 750/2200 all 2275 186 4.2  – 11.1  Hysterical performance; cheaper than all its rivals
 Still a big lump to throw around; arcade game steering

(�$2200) X6 xDrive50i
11133

May 15 $156,100 (8a) V8/4.4TT 330/6000 650(700)/
2000

all 2170 152 4.8  – 9.7  Almost as quick as the full house X6M for $30K less
 Why would you pay $10K more than an X5?

(�$2300) X6 M50d
11133

$162,200 (8a) I6/3.0TTTD 280/4400 740/2000 all 2185 128 5.2  – 6.6  Diesel stonk and efficiency wrapped in a unique shell
 Acceleration feels more pragmatic than sporty 

(�$2800) X6 M 
11113

Aug 15 $198,200 (8a) V8/4.4TT 423/6500 750/2200 all 2265 186 4.2  – 11.1  Frighteningly fast; defies the laws of physics in corners
 $9K more than X5M, then there’s rear passenger chiro bills

BMW Australia’s Ultimate New Car Comparison Site  whichcar.com.au

Alfa Giulia QV - $143,900
Properly sweet steer

SEDANS 
$75K– 
$150K

HSV GTS - $98,990
World-class performance

BMW M3 - $139,615
A worthy M car

3RD

2ND

1ST

HSV GTGTS -S $9$9$9$9888 98 990
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SKODA SUPERB 206TSI WAGON
THERE AREN’T a whole lot of hot options in the medium sedan market 
for a keen steer. Sure, Mazda’s 6 is a good handler, but its 2.5-litre lacks 
the herbs. Subaru’s six-cylinder liberty has the figures, but it needs a 
good wind up. So despite its boastful name, this Superb sedan is a quiet 
achiever. Here, the Czech maker’s taken five doors, a 206kW turbo four-
cylinder engine, and a Haldex-diff equipped driveshaft and blended 
them together. And the result feels like a Golf R that’s been stretched to 
accommodate more cargo. It punches hard, with more power and the 
same torque found in a BMW 330i. So it’s 1.2 seconds quicker to 100km/h 
than a front-drive Superb 162TSI. However, the boosty EA888 isn’t lag 
free. And corner exit requires throttle anticipation if you’re anywhere 
below 4000rpm. The six-speed dual clutch ’box can also take a moment 
to wake up at traffic lights. The upside is the steering’s crisp and the 
chassis’s supple over bumps. And a larger spread of grip gifts it solid 
stability despite the wagon’s 26kg penalty over a sedan, and 165kg 
extra on a Golf R. With that also comes a whole lot more practicality. 
The extended roofline scores it 190 extra litres over a sedan with the 
seats down. At 1950 litres total, that’s almost as much as a Commodore 
Sportwagon. Adaptive suspension comes at a $3400 premium in the 
Tech pack, but even then it’s $2600 cheaper than the Passat it pinches its 
platform from. And that’s what’s most likeable about the Skoda Superb 
206TSI wagon. It mixes punch, practicality, and a semi-premium vibe 
with decent value. Sometimes, it’s nice to have options. – LC 

S P E C S  I N L I N E - 4  T U R B O ,  2 0 6 K W,  3 5 0 N M ,  1 6 0 0 KG ,  0 -1 0 0 K M / H  5 . 8 S E C  P R I C E  $ 5 3 , 6 9 0

FastBlast

00Alfa Giulia QV - $143,90
Properly sweet steer

BMW M3 $139 615
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Hot Source
Fast guide to quick cars

Caterham www.caterhamcars.com.au
Seven 275

11133

$64,000 (5m) I4/1.6 100/6100 160/4100 rear 590 170 5.5  – 6.2  Entry-level Caterham great fun to steer
 An emotional purchase – for the cash, there’s quicker 

Seven 275 S
11133

$69,900 (5m) I4/1.6 100/6100 160/4100 rear 590 170 -  – -  Just like the 275, but with leather, painted body, more grip
 Still no standard limited-slip diff; getting expensive

Seven 355
11133

$76,600 (5m) I4/2.0 127/7300 177/6000 rear 560 227 5.0  – -  The Caterham for those who want more grunt
 Might feel a little Spartan for equipment

Seven 355 R
11133

$94,800 (5m) I4/2.0 127/7300 177/6000 rear 560 227 5.0  – -  This on a track – driving doesn’t come much better
 You’ll seriously consider towing it there; don’t crash it

Seven 485 S
11123

$103,700 (6m) I4/2.0 177/8500 206/6300 rear 675 262 3.9  – -  The proper, full-fruit, no-electronics Caterham experience
 Expensive; sooks will find it very wearing over longer distances

 Seven 485 R
11113

$114,900 (6m) I4/2.0 177/8500 206/6300 rear 675 262 3.9  – -  Very special driving experience; unbeatable fun; giant-slayer
 718 Boxster money for a car without a proper roof

Chrysler www.chrysler.com.au

300 SRT Core
11113

Sep 16 $65,000 (8a) V8/6.4 350/6150 637/4250 rear 1946 180 4.68 12.76 13.0  Incredible pace for the money; street cred
 Interior feels a litle cheap in places; no adaptive dampers

300 SRT
11113

Jan 16 $75,000 (8a) V8/6.4 350/6150 637/4250 rear 1965 178  – –  Great value; loaded with kit; rides well; sounds brilliant
 No ballerina in the bends; frightening thirst

Citroën www.citroen.com.au

DS3 DSport
11133

Oct 15 $33,990 (6m) I4/1.6T 121/6000 240/1400 front 1140 106 7.51 15.58 5.6  Trendy styling; playful and pliant chassis
 In dire need of a proper engine to make the most of it                          

DS3 DSport Cabriolet
11333

Jul 15 $36,590 (6m) I4/1.6T 121/6000 240/1400 front 1165 104 7.5 – 5.6  Cute as a button; trendier than a hipster’s iPhone
 Would you really want to be seen driving it?                      

Ferrari www.ferrari.com.au

California T
11112

Apr 17 $409,888 (7dc) V8/3.8TT 412/7500 755/4750 rear 1730 238 3.6  – 10.5  Massive turbocharged grunt; looks much better
 Bit soft around the edges; inevitable poseur image 

488 GTB
11111

Feb 17 $469,988 (7dc) V8/3.9TT 492/8000 760/3000 rear 1475 334 3.0  – 11.4  Ridiculously fast; ridiculously good looking
 Using all the performance is tricky; slight loss of character

488 Spider
11111

Dec 16 $526,888 (7dc) V8/3.9TT 492/8000 760/3000 rear 1525 323 3.0 10.45 11.4  Identical driving experience with even more involvement
 Not as stiff as the coupe; crazy wait list

GTC4 Lusso T
11112

May 17 $503,888 (7dc) V8/3.9TT 449/7500 760/3000 rear 1840 244 3.5  – 11.6  Family-friendly Ferrari now with added driftability
 Can’t take it to the snow any more; no V12 soundtrack

GTC4 Lusso
11112

Oct 16 $578,888 (7dc) V12/6.3 507/8000 697/6000 all 1920 264 3.4  – 15.4  Prettier and more powerful than FF predecessor
 Scary price tag with options; scary fuel thirst too

 F12 Berlinetta
11111

Apr 14 $690,745 (7dc) V12/6.3 545/8250 690/6000 rear 1525 357 3.1  – 15.0  Amazing engine, chassis and technology
 Not for inexperienced hands 

Ford www.ford.com.au

Fiesta ST
11112

Aug 16 $27,490 (6m) I4/1.6T 134(147)/
5700

240(290) 
/1600

front 1197 112 7.5 15.3 10.5  New Blue Oval hero; engine and handling top-notch
 Firm, jiggly ride; interior is a little low-rent

Focus ST
11113

Aug 15 $38,990 (6m) I4/2.0T 184/5500 360/2000 front 1362   135  6.4  14.7 7.4  Cracking engine; superbly adjustable handling; price
 Interior ergonomics; fake engine note; turning circle

Focus RS
11112

Feb 17 $50,990 (6m) I4/2.0T 257/6000 440 (470)
/2000

all 1575  163 5.04 13.08 8.1  Huge pace; incredible dynamics; amazing value
 Ride very firm; weighty beast; supply could be an issue

Mustang EcoBoost
11123

Oct 16 $45,990 (6m)
$48,490 (6a)

I4/2.3T 233/5700 432/3000 rear 1666 140 6.08 14.24 8.5  Don’t sneer, the four-pot Mustang is a great steer
 But a Mustang without a V8 just isn’t quite right

Mustang EcoBoost Convertible
11123

$54,990 (6a) I4/2.3T 233/5700 432/3000 rear 1725 135  –  – 9.4  Great value for a head-turning convertible
 You don’t really get the Mustang thing, do you?

Mustang GT 
11113

Feb 16 $57,490 (6m)
$59,990 (6a)

V8/5.0 306/6500 530/4250 rear 1739 176 5.35 13.40 13.1  Proper V8 muscle car now with added sophistication
 Interior lacks a little polish; l-o-n-g wait list

Mustang GT Convertible 
11123

$66,205 (6a) V8/5.0 306/6500 530/4250 rear 1811 169  –  – 12.7  Great looks; better access to the V8 soundtrack
 Poseur’s choice; getting heavy

Holden www.holden.com.au
Barina RS 

11333

Jan 14 $21,390 (6m)
$23,590 (6a) 

I4/1.4T 103/4900 200/1850 front 1249 82  –  – 6.5  Super cheap; reasonable levels of grip
 Doesn’t deserve an RS badge; it’s barely a performance car

 Astra RS
11123

$26,240 (6m)
$27,240 (6m)

I4/1.6T 147/5500 280 (300)  
/1650

front 1420 111  –  – 5.8  Muscular performance; capable dynamics; price
 Not super sporty, despite the RS badge

T O P  3

SUVs

Range Rover
Sport SVR
$233,500
A V8 hot hatch on stilts

Merc-AMG 
GLE63S $190,615
Family-friendly speed

BMW X5M
$185,225
Heavyweight athlete

3RD

2ND

1ST1ST

Range Rover
S t SVR

2ND

Merc AMG
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SV6 ute 
11123

$37,190 (6a) V6/3.6 210/6400 350/2900 rear 1680 125  –  – 9.0  VFII updates give SV6 real performance; that price!
 Doesn’t have the street cred of the V8

SV6 
11133

$40,490 (6a) V6/3.6 210/6400 350/2900 rear 1688 124  –  – 9.0  V6 now much more refined; quality interior
 Doesn’t have the grunt of eight cylinders, notchy ’box 

SV6 Sportwagon
11133

$42,490 (6a) V6/3.6 210/6400 350/2900 rear 1778 118  –  – 9.3  A great family car; economical, roomy and a great drive
 Not many people see it that way

SS ute
11123

Aug 16 $43,990 (6m) 
$46,190 (6a)

V8/6.2 304/6000 570/4400 rear 1726 176 5.10* 13.13* 12.8  Cheaper than ever; the new drift king
 Six-speed gearbox still not the slickest unit around

SS
11123

$47,490 (6m) 
$49,690 (6a)

V8/6.2 304/6000 570/4400 rear 1749 174  –  – 12.6  A world-class sports sedan; looks great in the right colour 
 Bogan tag will still be hard to shake; weak brakes in standard trim

SS Sportwagon
11123

$51,690 (6a) V8/6.2 304/6000 570/4400 rear 1855 164 –  – 12.9  Same as above but with lots of room for the dog
 VE rear-end styling clashes with VF front 

Magnum
11113

Feb 17 $59,290 (6m)
$61,490 (6a) 

V8/6.2 304/6000 570/4400 rear 1755 173  –  – 12.8  Track weapon par excellence; practical, too
 Big price hike; MRC not compatible with ute platform

SS-V Redline
11112

Sep 16 $54,990 (6m) 
$57,190 (6a)

V8/6.2 304/6000 570/4400 rear 1793 170 4.90 13.08 12.6  A Clubsport in Holden clothing
 Our best-ever performance Commodore is also the last

Motorsport Edition
11112

Feb 17 $61,790 (6m) 
$63,990 (6a)

V8/6.2 304/6000 570/4400 rear 1793 170 – – 12.6  The finest, fittest V8 Commodore ever built
 It’s also the last V8 Commodore ever built

SS-V Redline Sportwagon
11113

$59,190 (6a) V8/6.2 304/6000 570/4400 rear 1867 163  –   – 13.1  Who doesn’t love a performance wagon?
 Now auto-only which is a great shame

Calais V V8 
11113

$55,990 (6a) V8/6.2 304/6000 570/4400 rear 1805 168  –  – 12.9  There are few better ways to travel interstate on Aussie roads 
 Not as sharp as the SS, but that’s kinda the point

Director 
11112

Feb 17 $63,990 (6a) V8/6.2 304/6000 570/4400 rear 1805 168  –  – 12.9  Sports-luxury with all the juicy mechanical bits
 It’s pretty ugly; the right name to use?

Calais V V8 Sportwagon
11113

$57,990 (6a) V8/6.2 304/6000 570/4400 rear 1867 163 –  – 12.9  A V8 sports-luxury wagon? Sounds about perfect
 Quite heavy and therefore thirsty

Caprice V-Series 
11123

$60,990 (6a) V8/6.2 304/6000 570/4400 rear 1849 164  –  – 12.9  Superb ride; simply enormous inside; great to drive
 Only premium cab drivers will know how good it is

HSV www.hsv.com.au
 Maloo R8 LSA

11113

$79,990 (6m) 
$82,490 (6a)

V8/6.2S 410/6150 691/4200 rear 1887 212  –   – 15.8*  Maloo GTS performance for $10K cheaper
 Bulky, ugly tonneau ruins the ute’s styling

Clubsport R8 LSA
11113

$82,990 (6m) 
$85,490 (6a)

V8/6.2S 410/6150 691/4200 rear 1907 209 4.48*  12.55* 15.0*  Clubsport chassis finally gets the grunt it deserves
 Massively thirsty; MRC not offered even as an option

Clubsport R8 
Tourer LSA
11113

 $88,990 (6a) V8/6.2S 410/6150 691/4200 rear 1974 203 4.54*  12.67*  15.0*  Awesome family hauler; coolest Aussie car there is?
 It’ll make the kids and dogs sick with this much grunt

Senator Signature
11113

$95,990 
(6m/6a)

V8/6.2S 410/6150 691/4200 rear 1902 210  –  –  15.0*  An HSV for the introvert; magnetic dampers are fab 
 Not much, really, though you might as well buy the GTS

GTS
11112

Aug 16 $98,990 (6m) 
$101,490 (6a)

V8/6.2S 430/6150 740/3850 rear 1903 226 4.31 12.37 18.2*  The best Aussie car ever. A brilliant achievement
 Doesn’t feel as fast as it should be; scary fuel thirst 

GTSR Maloo
11112

Mar 17 $96,990 (6m) 
$99,490 (6a)

V8/6.2S 435/6150 740/3850 rear 1887 231 – – 15.0*  A ute with the lot; cheapest way to score 435kW
 ...wait, it costs how much for a Holden ute? 

GTSR
11112

Mar 17 $109,490 (6m) 
$111,990 (6a)

V8/6.2S 435/6150 740/3850 rear 1886 231 – – 15.0*  More front grip and even better brakes; aggro new looks
 Power increase is academic; some iffy colours

GTSR W1
11112

Jun 17 $169,990 (6m) V8/6.2S 474/6500 815/3900 rear 1895 250 4.2 12.1 18.2*  Simply put, the fastest, most potent Aussie muscle car 
 Limited numbers; last of the line

Hyundai www.hyundai.com.au

i30 SR
11123

$25,950 (6m) 
$28,950 (7dc)

I4/1.6T 150/6000 265/1500 front 1315 114 7.7 – 7.5  Elantra SR dressed in stylish Euro clothes; manual a bargain 
 Manual lacks some kit of pricier DCT version

i30 SR Premium
11123

$33,950 (7dc) I4/1.6T 150/6000 265/1500 front 1344 112 7.7 – 7.5  Leather-trimmed range-topper loses some value equation 
 DCT not as engaging or compelling as base manual

Elantra SR Turbo
11123

Jan 17 $28,990 (6m) 
$31,290 (7dc)

I4/1.6T 150/6000 265/1500 front 1360 110 7.7  –  –  Polished chassis; useable grunt; value
 Not a true performance car, but getting there

Genesis
11133

$60,000 (8a) V6/3.8 232/6000 397/5000 rear 1945 119 6.5 14.8 11.2  Comfortable, quiet, refined; good value; entertaining handling
 Still can’t shake its Hyundai-ness

Veloster SR Turbo
11133

$30,650 (6m) 
$33,150 (7dc)

I4/1.6T 150/6000 265/1750 front 1290 116 7.81 15.50 7.1  Punchy engine gives Veloster the go to match its show 
 Inert handling; struggles for traction

Infiniti www.infiniticars.com.au
Q50 3.0tt Premium 

11133

$69,900 (7a) V6/3.0TT 224/6400 400/5200 rear 1784 126 - - 9.2  New 3.0-litre twin-turbo V6 ousts the edgy hybrid
 400Nm a clear de-tune of a great engine; awful standard ESC

 Q50 Red Sport
11123

$79,900 (7a) V6/3.0TT 298/6400 475/5200 rear 1784 167 - - 9.3  Performance of a 340i for $10K less; Sport ESC much improved 
 Muddled infotainment; flawed ride and steering 

CATERHAM – INFINITIAustralia’s Ultimate New Car Comparison Site  whichcar.com.au
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COUPES 
UNDER 
$75K

BRZ/86
From $29,990
Gen-Y drift legend

Ford Mustang GT
$57,490
Spot-on muscle car

Nissan 370Z
$56,930
One fast fairlady

2ND

1ST

Nissan axe Pulsar 
and Altima in Oz
THE Pulsar SSS has 
exited showrooms after 
failing to meet emissions 
regulations. Given that 
it also failed to meet 
driving enthusiast 
expectations, not a tear 
will be shed. A greater 
concern for the Japanese 
brand is ditching the 
slow-selling (or non-
selling) Altima large 
sedan, given its role in 
Supercars Down Under. 
Nissan will, however, still 
run its V8 Altima racecar 
in the 2017/18 local 
racing seasons.

BRZ/86

1111111111111111111111STSSS

G O N E S K I !

3RD

Nissan 370Z

3RD

Ford Mustang GT

22222ND
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Hot Source
Fast guide to quick cars

Q60 Red Sport
11123

$79,900 (7a) V6/3.0TT 298/6400 475/5200 rear 1784 167 - - 8.9  Sexier than the sedan with surprisingly fun dynamics 
 Cramped and overpriced; more M240i than 440i rival 

Q70 GT
11233

$68,900 (7a) V6/3.7 235/7000 360/5200 rear 1702 138 6.2  – 10.2  Build quality; unique styling; value proposition
 Feels old (because it is); dynamically unresolved 

Q70 Hybrid Premium
11233

Aug 12 $82,900 (7a) V6/3.5E 268/6800 520/5000 rear 1785 150 5.5  – 6.9  Strong petrol-electric performance and economy
 Steering feels artificial; lacks cred at the golf club

QX70 S Premium
11133

$104,400 (7a) V8/5.0 297/6500 500/4400 all 1992 149 5.8  – 13.1  Cracking V8 means this SUV seriously shifts
 Love-or-hate styling; loves a beer or seven

Jaguar www.jaguar.com.au
XE 25t Portfolio

11123

$70,115 (8a) I4/2.0T 177/5500 340/1750 rear 1530 116 6.8  – 7.5  British BMW 3-Series rival nails the fundamentals
 Interior quality slightly behind ze Germans

XE S
11123

Jun 17 $105,065 (8a) V6/3.0S 250/6500 450/4500 rear 1665 150 5.28 13.45 12.27  Snarling V6 wrapped in a competent sedan package
 More expensive than rivals and not quite as sharp

 XF 35t S
11123

Apr 16 $129,065 (8a) V6/3.0S 280/6500 450/4500 rear 1710 164 5.3  – 8.3  F-Type S engine tune; sharper styling
  Smaller, lighter XE a more sporting steer

 XF 30d S
11133

Apr 16 $120,700 (8a) V6/3.0TD 221/4000 700/2000 rear 1750 126 6.2  – 5.5  Massive torque makes it real-world fast
 But diesel blunts its sporting edge

XJ Autobiography LWB
11123

$299,995  (8a) V8/5.0S 375/6500 625/2500 rear 1880 199 4.9  – 11.6  The barge from Blighty astounds with its ability 
 Try parking it anywhere; some will find the ride firm

XJR
11123

Jan 17 $299,995 (8a) V8/5.0S 404/6500 680/2500 rear 1870 216 4.6  – 11.6  Superb blown V8; handling poise; looks gorgeous
 Doesn’t feel as solid as German rivals; interior a bit old

F-Type Coupe 
11113

$119,545(6m) 
$124,595 (8a)

V6/3.0S 250/6500 450/3500 rear 1577* 159 5.3  – 8.8  Sweet blown V6; nimble and fun; a drug for the eyeballs
 No LSD; not a fast car; steering almost too sharp

F-Type S Coupe 
11113

Mar 16 $152,165 (6m)
$157,215 (8a)

V6/3.0S 280/6500 460/3500 rear 1594* 176 5.42 13.64 9.1  Looks good, goes hard: the F-Type Coupe sweet spot
 Like the droptop, it’s how much more than the base?

F-Type S Coupe AWD
11113

Nov 15 $173,065 (8a) V6/3.0S 280/6500 460/3500 all 1674 167 5.1  – 8.9  Good chassis harnessed by superb grip
 Engine struggles a little with the extra weight

F-Type V8 R Coupe
11113

Apr 16 $228,905(8a) V8/5.0S 404/6500 680/2500 rear 1665 243 3.99  – 15.0  Comically, stupidly fast; the looks, the noise, the skids
 A lot of engine for the rear-drive F-Type – if you’re a sook

F-Type V8 R Coupe AWD
11113

Feb 16 $244,765 (8a) V8/5.0S 404/6500 680/2500 all 1730 234 3.75 11.80 11.3  Gives it the traction to go with its incredible power
 Can’t match the rear-driver for entertainment factor

F-Type V8 SVR Coupe
11112

Jun 17 $289,305 (8a) V8/5.0S 423/6500 700/3500 all 1705 248 3.7  – 11.3  The sound; eff-off factor on the road; mega performance
 Marginal performance gain for big extra cost

F-Type 
11123

$138,425 (6m)
$143,475 (8a)

V6/3.0S 250/6500 450/3500 rear 1597* 156 5.3  – 9.0  Traffic-stopping looks; sweet blown V6; Jag badge
 No LSD; no luggage space (really, none)

F-Type S 
11113

Apr 15 $176,105 (8a) V6/3.0S 280/6500 460/3500 rear 1614 173 4.98 13.16 9.1  Sweetest of the bunch; a lovely thing to drive
 Is it $30K better than the base V6 (then there’s options!)?

F-Type V8 R
11113

$247,795 (8a) V8/5.0S 404/6500 680/2500 rear 1665 242 4.2  – 10.7  Oh-my-god fast; Armageddon-spec exhaust note
 Severe traction issues; lacks the Coupe’s solid feel

F-Type V8 R AWD 
11123

Sep 15 $263,645 (8a) V8/5.0S 404/6500 680/2500 all 1730 232 4.1  – 11.3  So much cooler than a Carrera cabriolet
 $260K is a huge amount of cash

F-Type V8 SVR 
11112

Sep 16 $308,185 (8a) V8/5.0S 423/6500 700/3500 all 1720 246 3.7  – 11.3  First-row seats to the meanest-sounding V8 on sale
 Sans-roof knocks down its top-speed; bulk-buying your toupees

F-Pace 35t S
11113

Jul 16 $103,135 (8a) V6/3.0S 280/6500 450/4500 all 1861 151 5.5  – 8.9  Snarling V6 wrapped in a competent sedan package
 Compromised boot space

Jeep www.jeep.com.au
Grand Cherokee SRT8

11133

$90,000 (8a) V8/6.4 344/6250 624/4100 all 2289 150 4.9 - 14.0  Stonking engine; finally gets the eight-speed auto
 Can’t defy physics; unholy thirst for unleaded

KTM www.simplysportscars.com
X-Bow R

11112

May 16 $169,900 (7a) I4/2.0T 220/6400 420/3200 rear 790 279 3.9 - 6.8  Literally, face-peeling performance
 Good luck commuting to work in it

Lamborghini www.lamborghini.com.au
Huracán LP580-2

11112

Jan 17 $378,900 (7dc) V10/5.2 427/8000 540/6500 rear 1503 284 3.55  11.25 11.9  More involving and playful than the LP610-4
 Feels like it needs to be let off the leash a little

Huracán LP610-4
11112

Oct 15 $428,000 (7dc) V10/5.2 449/8250 560/6500 all 1538 291 3.2  – 12.5  Mind-blowingly fast; sharp handling; brilliant gearbox
 Rivals are all faster; could be more playful

Huracán LP610-4 Spyder
11112

Sep 16 $470,800 (7dc) V10/5.2 449/8250 560/6500 all 1658 271 3.4  – 12.3  Ultimate extrovert’s car; fabulous V10 noise
 Big weight penalty; not the purist’s choice

Aventador LP700-4
11113

Mar 15 $761,500 (7s) V12/6.5 515/8250 690/5500 all 1697 303 2.9  – 16.0  Otherworldy styling and performance; true rock star car
 Intimidating size; harsh ride quality; outdated gearbox

Aventador S
11113

May 17 $788,914 (7s) V12/6.5 544/8400 690/5500 all 1575
(dry)

346 2.9  – 16.9  More performance from an already blisteringly quick car
 Same old things we dislike about the ‘base’ one
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Lotus Exige S
$132,990
Raucous but rewarding

T O P  3

BMW M2 Pure
$89,615
New-age BMW hero

Lotus Exige S
$132,990
Raucous, but rewarding

3RD

2ND

1ST

COUPES 
$75K– 
$150K

Porsche 718 Cayman
$110,000
Sublime in every way

BMW M2M2MM2 PPPure

2ND

Lotus Exige S

3RD
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Aventador LP700-4 Roadster
11113

Apr 13 $795,000 (7s) V12/6.5 515/8250 690/5500 all 1747 295 3.0  – 16.0  Even crazier styling than coupe with no less performance
 We’ve got next to no chance of driving one locally

Aventador LP750-4 SV
11113

Aug 15 $891,500 (7s) V12/6.5 552/8400 690/5500 all 1647 335 2.8  – 16.0  New steering and chassis make SV much more driveable
 Few places to unleash such performance

Aventador LP750-4 Superveloce 
roadster 11113

Aug 15 $925,300(7s) V12/6.5 552/8400 690/5500 all 1697 329 2.9  – 16.0  Hear one of the world’s most powerful V12s first hand
 It’s almost a million bucks, before options

Lexus www.lexus.com.au
IS350 F Sport
11123

Dec 14 $73,540 (8a) V6/3.5 233/6400 378/4800 rear 1685 138 6.10 14.10 9.7  Great value; enjoyable dynamics; responsive V6
 Nannying ESP; engine tech needs an update

GS350 F Sport
11133

$95,600 (6a) V6/3.5 232/6400 380/4800 rear 1745 133 6.0  – 9.3  Surprisingly capable chassis takes the Euros on 
 Hyper-responsive steering takes some getting used to

GS F
11113

Feb 17 $153,540 (8a) V8/5.0 351/7100 530/4800 rear 1825 192 4.99 13.09 11.3  Refined muscle sedan from Japan; good value
 No match for its segment rivals

LS600h F Sport
11133

$214,030 (cvt) V8/5.0E 327/6400 520/4000 all 2340 140 5.7 13.8 8.6  Incredible refinement from the ultimate orient express 
 Weighs as much as a Tokyo skyscraper; no soul

RC200t
11133

Feb 16 $74,180 (8a) I4/2.0T 180/5800 350/1650 rear 1620 111 7.0 – 7.5  Turbo four-pot frugal and more flexible than V6
 It's slow and uninspiring; lacks V6's chassis upgrades

RC350 F Sport
11123

$77,240 (8a) V6/3.5 233/6000 378/4800 rear 1680 139 6.08 14.12 9.4  Aggro looking coupe ups Lexus’ mojo; sweet dynamics
 Quite thirsty; not super quick; weighs a lot

RC F 
11123

Mar 16 $138,240 (8a) V8/5.0 351/7100 530/4800 rear 1860 189 5.11 13.25 10.9  Cheaper than German rivals; naturally-aspirated V8
 It makes a Nissan GT-R look svelte

Lotus www.lotuscars.com.au

Elise 
11133

$74,990 (6m) I4/1.6 100/6800 160/4400 rear 876 114 6.5  – 6.1  Purest, cheapest Elise still stands out in a crowd
 One of those cars that would be amazing... if it cost $45K

Elise S
11123

$84,990 (6m) I4/1.8S 162/6800 250/4600 rear 880 185 4.6  – 7.5  A terrific drive made even better by supercharging
 Not easy to get in or out of so try before you buy

Elise 220 Cup
11123

$119,990 (6m) I4/1.8S 162/6800 250/4600 rear 943 171 4.6  – 7.5  An Elise with serious downforce: what’s not to like?
 It’ll only make sense at Phillip Island

Exige 350
11113

$132,990 (6m)
$137,990 (6a)

V6/3.5S 258/7000 400/4500 rear 1125 229 3.9  – 10.1  Cheapest ticket to supercar power-to-weight ratios 
 Bigger, but still cramped and no daily driver

Exige S Roadster  
11113

$132,990 (6m)
$137,990 (6a)

V6/3.5S 258/7000 400/4500 rear 1166 221 4.0 - 10.1  Pop-top barely compromises the Exige’s ferocity
 Still a hardcore proposition for everyday use

 Evora 400
11123

Sep 16 $184,900 (6m)
$194,900 (6a)

V6/3.5S 258/7000 400/4500 rear 1442 179 4.4 - 9.7  Looks great; snarly engine; sublime steering
 Extremely pricey; struggles to match performance claims

Maserati www.maserati.com.au
Ghibli 

11133

$143,990 (8a) V6/3.0TT 257/5500 500/4500 rear 1810 142 5.6 – 9.6  Maserati’s 5-Series fighter looks the business
 Not sure how it drives, we still haven’t driven it!

Ghibli S
11123

$179,990 (8a) V6/3.0TT 301/5500 550/4500 rear 1810 166 5.0 – 10.4  High-tune twin-turbo V6 gives the Ghibli real punch
 At this price, what do you compare it against?

Quattroporte Diesel
11123

$210,000 (8a) V6/3.0TD 202/4000 600/2000 rear 1945 104 6.4 – 6.2  Turbo-diesel six punches hard and sips little
 Limo platform is penalised with more weight

Quattroporte
11123

$215,000 (8a) V6/3.0TT 257/5500 500/1750 rear 1900 128 5.5 – 9.1  A quick, classy and cheaper alternative to a Porsche Panamera
 Deserves more power

Quattroporte S
11123

$240,000 (8a) V6/3.0TT 302/5500 550/1750 rear 1900 158 5.1 – 9.6  New twin-turbo V6 matches old V8 for grunt
 Feels its size; V8 is a more appealling proposition

Quattroporte GTS
11133

$349,000 (8a) V8/3.8TT 395/6800 650(710)/
2000

rear 1951 200 4.7 – 10.7  New turbo V8 has mega mumbo; classy interior...
 ... except for the Chrysler bits; ride issues; huge money

GranTurismo MC Sportline 
11133

$295,000 (6a)
$319,000 (6s) 

V8/4.7 338/7000 520/4750 rear 1880 187 4.7  – 15.5  Drop-dead gorgeous coupe finally gets more grunt.
 Still more of a grand tourer than proper sportscar

GranCabrio Sport
11123

$338,000 (6a) V8/4.7 338/7000 520/4750 rear 1980 171 5.0  – 14.5  Quicker shifting ’box and extra 10Nm ups the aggression
 Still more of a grand tourer than a proper sportscar

GranCabrio Sport MC 
11133

$355,000 (6s) V8/4.7 338/7000 520/4750 rear 1973 171 4.9  – 14.9  ‘MC’ shifts the trans rearward and cuts shift times again
 Will any Cabrio drivers feel the difference?

GranTurismo MC Stradale
11123

$345,000 (6s) V8/4.7 338/7000 520/4750 rear 1800 199 4.5  – 14.4  Stiffer, faster Stradale is Maserati’s 300km/h Trident
 There are some serious rivals at this price point

Levante 
11123

Apr 17 $139,990 (8a) V6/3.0TT 316/5750 580/4500 all 1810 155 5.2 – 10.9  Great mix of luxury and performance, snarling six-pot soundtrack
 Thirst, ride quality on 21-inch wheels

Mazda www.mazda.com.au
 3 SP25

11123

Nov 14 $25,690 (6m)
$27,690 (6a)

I4/2.5 138/5700 250/3250 front 1308 105 8.20 15.87 8.1  Tremendous value; entertaining handling
 Controls – brakes, steering, gearshift – all a bit soft
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$150K

Porsche 911 Turbo S
$456,200
Virtually flawless

Merc-AMG C63 S
$162,400
Tyre-baking fun

3RD

2ND

1ST

Nissan GT-R
$189,000
Brutally ignores physics

Porsche 911 Turbo S

1ST
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 3 XD
11133

Dec 14 $39,290 (6m)
$41,290 (6a)

I4/2.2TD 129/4500 420/2000 front 1398 92 7.7 – 5.0  Loaded with every feature under the sun; grunty engine
 No MPS replacement; it’s VW Golf GTI money but not a GTI

MX-5
11113

Jul 16 $33,340 (6m)
$35,340 (6a)

I4/1.5 96/7000 150/4800 rear 1009 95 7.90 15.76 6.1  Superb dynamics; lightness; keen engine 
 She’s no rocketship; looks odd from some angles

MX-5 GT
11113

Feb 16 $38,340 (6m)
$40,340 (6a)

I4/1.5 96/7000 150/4800 rear 1009 95 7.50 15.4 6.1  More technology and gear for Mazda’s thrilling mite
 Road noise; gets a bit floaty at higher speeds

MX-5 2.0L
11113

Apr 17 $34,850 (6m)
$36,850 (6a)

I4/2.0 118/6000 200/4600 rear 1033 114 6.54 14.68 6.9  More grunt never hurts; sharper handling; small price penalty
 Ride suffers with the new suspension

MX-5 2.0L GT
11113

Feb 16 $39,890 (6m)
$41,890(6a)

I4/2.0 118/6000 200/4600 rear 1033 114  –  – 6.9  Plenty of kit makes the GT a more liveable proposition
 Starting to get pricey, though still much cheaper than previous

MX-5 RF
11113

Mar 17 $38,550 (6m)
$40,550 (6a)

I4/2.0 118/6000 200/4600 rear 1080 109  –  – 7.0  Hardtop adds class and coupe looks...
 ...along with a bit more weight

MX-5 RF GT
11113

Apr 17 $43,890 (6m)
$45,890 (6a)

I4/2.0 118/6000 200/4600 rear 1080 109  –  – 7.0  GT hardtop stacks up as the most premium pick
 Nearing the NC-gen’s unreasonable price tag

McLaren www.cars.mclaren.com
540C

11112

Aug 16 $325,000 (7dc) V8/3.8TT 397/7500 540/3500 rear 1311 
(dry)

303 3.5  – 11.1  Supercar price leader; still hits 200km/h in 10.5sec
 570S likely to be worth the extra

570S
11112

Aug 16 $379,000 (7dc) V8/3.8TT 419/7500 600/5000 rear 1344 312 3.2  – 10.8  Insane performance; added practicality; involving dynamics
 Doesn’t ride as well as the 650S; hefty options pricing

570GT
11112

$406,800 (7dc) V8/3.8TT 419/7500 600/5000 rear 1381 303 3.4  – 10.7  Best looking Sport Series; extra luggage space
 Slightly softer responses than 570S

650S
11112

Jun 14 $464,000 (7dc) V8/3.8TT 478/7250 678/6000 rear 1428 335 3.0 10.5 11.7  Incredible performance – 0-200km/h in 8.4sec!
 We’ll let you know when we drive it...

650S Spider
11112

Jun 14 $511,000 (7dc) V8/3.8TT 478/7250 678/6000 rear 1468 326 3.0 10.5 11.7  Carbon cell means no less rigidity or performance
 Will it be able to knock off Maranello’s finest?

Mercedes-Benz www.mercedes-benz.com.au
A250 Sport
11123

$54,800 (7dc) I4/2.0T 160/5500 350/1200 all 1370 113  –  – 6.6  Great chassis; excellent steering; classy looks
 Can’t turn ESP off; gearbox could be more responsive

CLA 250 Sport 
11123

Sep 14 $67,600 (7dc) I4/2.0T 155/5500 350/1200 all 1465 106 6.6  – 6.6  All-wheel drive justifies $15K premium over A250 hatch
 Rivals at this price point are much faster

Hot Source
Fast guide to quick cars

BENTLEY BENTAYGA DIESEL
YOU CAN’T imagine Bentley ever wanting to sell a diesel. Its appetite for 
leather suggests saving the planet isn’t high on its priorities. However, 
fuel consumption figures reveal maybe it had no choice. The Bentayga 
Diesel, with a twin-charged oiler V8, is the only model in its range to sip 
less than 10 litres of fuel on a combined cycle. For $100K less than the 
6.0-litre W12 petrol variant, the embarrassment owners might feel buying 
a ‘cheap one’ is obvious in how similar it looks to its petrol sibling. Teeny 
‘V8 Diesel’ door badges, new tailpipes, and a black grille are the only 
clues. Again, some might grumble about how it’s also 127kW less potent, 
0.7sec slower to 100km/h, and has a 30km/h lower top speed. But while 
the Bentagya Diesel isn’t the horizon-reeling monster the petrol version 
is, how fast it moves 2.5 tonnes will leave you stunned. No surprise it 
matches the petrol donk on twist. And wafts along on air suspension with 
such comfort. Meanwhile active swaybars keenly neutralise body roll. 
The Bentayga Diesel might rely heavily on Audi for suspension and engine 
tech, but its interior exudes a unique craftsmanship. And to boot, the 
diesel donk’s claimed to stretch its 85-litre tank’s range to 1000km. It’s 
still not twice the car an Audi SQ7 is, like its price suggests, but the diesel 
engine more suits its personality than the petrol version. The Bentayga 
Diesel is a more considered choice, with plenty of power and plenty of 
character.  It even sounds better than the W12. Even though a Bentley 
diesel might not appeal to customers who value excess, it’d be remiss not 
to consider it in when buying a Bentayga. – LC
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SPECS 4.0-LITRE DIESEL V8, TURBO, 320kW, 900NM, 2499KG, 0-100KM/H 4.8SEC PRICE $335,000

FastBlast
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CLA 250 Sport S/brake
11123

$68,600 (7dc) I4/2.0T 155/5500 350/1200 all 1490 104 6.8  – 6.9  Looks, practicality and spritely performance rolled into one
 Not as agile as its hatch twin

A45 AMG 
11113

Dec 16 $78,315 (7dc) I4/2.0T 280/6000 475/2250 all 1480 180 4.15 12.41 12.8  Much improved ride comfort; even more mental performance
 It’s a bit serious; transmission not the best

CLA45 AMG 
11113

$92,215 (7dc) I4/2.0T 280/6000 475/2250 all 1510 176 4.2  – 7.4  Adding a boot just adds to the appeal; rides a little softer
 Responses dulled a little; styling odd from some angles

CLA45 AMG S/brake 
11113

$92,215 (7dc) I4/2.0T 280/6000 475/2250 all 1540 172 4.3  – 7.4  Hardcore performance wrapped in compact utility 
 It’s the heaviest MFA-based AMG yet

AMG C43
11123

Jun 17 $101,900 (9a) V6/3.0TT 270/6000 520/2000 all 1615 167 4.61 12.87 12.35  Quick, comfortable, entertaining
 More subdued than most modern AMGs

AMG C43 Estate
11123

$104,400 (9a) V6/3.0TT 270/6000 520/2000 all 1660 163 4.8  – 8.1  Engaging chassis wrapped in a wagon package
 Looks quite subtle, but then that could be a plus

AMG C63 S
11112

Aug 16 $155,615 (7a) V8/4.0TT 375/6250 700/1750 rear 1655 227 4.16 12.23 8.6  Amazing engine; brilliant chassis; new-found comfort
 Looks quite subtle; occasional transmission stumble

AMG C63 S Estate
11112

Jan 16 $158,115 (7a) V8/4.0TT 375/6250 700/1750 rear 1725 217 4.0  – 8.7  The family man’s performance solution
 Practicality comes at a cost – she’s getting heavy

C300 Coupe
11123

$83,400(7a) I4/2.0T 180/5500 370/1300 rear 1490 121 6.0  – 6.6  Fast, frugal engine; decent dynamics
 Not particularly exciting; rear styling an acquired taste

AMG C43 Coupe
11123

$105,615 (9a) V6/3.0TT 270/6000 520/2000 all 1660 163 4.7  – 8.0  Quick, comfortable, entertaining
 More subdued than most modern AMGs

AMG C43 Cabriolet
11123

$119,900 (9a) V6/3.0TT 270/6000 520/2000 all 1795 150 4.8  – 8.4  Solid mix of class, sophistication, and performance
 Twin-turbo six feels a little underdone for this package

AMG C63 S Coupe
11112

Feb 17 $162,400 (7a) V8/4.0TT 375/6250 700/1750 rear 1725 217 4.56 12.48 8.7  Germany’s premier muscle car; awesome engine and handling
 Weight increase over sedan; more expensive than rivals

AMG C63 S Cabriolet
11112

Apr 17 $179,900 (7a) V8/4.0TT 375/6250 700/1750 rear 1850 202 4.1  – 9.3  Front row seats to hear AMG’s thumping new eight
 Not the keenest handler of the C63 bunch

E400 Coupe
11133

$130,570 (7a) V6/3.0TT 245/6000 480/1400 rear 1650 148 5.2  – 7.5  Replaces E500; just as fast, much cheaper
 Much more a tourer than sportster, but ride isn’t great

E400 Cabriolet
11133

$144,510 (7a) V6/3.0TT 245/6000 480/1400 rear 1770 138 5.3  – 7.7  Perfect for a summer’s day cruise
 Keen drivers will definitely look elsewhere, like a Porsche Boxster S

AMG E43
11113

$159,900 (7a) V6/3.0TT 295/6100 520/2500 all 1765 167 4.6  – 10.3  Super comfy E-Class suspension; V6 tweaked to high output
 Soft looks; crying out a bit more character

AMG E63
11112

$209,900 (9a) V8/4.0TT 420/5750 750/2250 rear 1950 216 3.5 – 9.3  ‘Entry’ E63 returns with 4.0-litre engine for less
 Can’t ditch the front driveshaft like its sibling; December arrival

AMG E63 S
11112

$239,900 (9a) V8/4.0TT 450/5750 850/2500 rear 1955 230 3.4 – 9.3  Staggering turn of speed; all-paw traction with rear-drive fun
 Heavier than the old one; 4.0-litre very highly strung now

 CLS500
11113

$171,115 (9a) V8/4.7TT 300/5750 600/1600 rear 1815 165 4.9  – 8.9  Awesome engine; greater comfort than AMG version
 Not everyone loves the looks; E-Class more practical

 CLS500 S/brake
11113

Aug 15 $181,115 (9a) V8/4.7TT 300/5750 600/1600 rear 1880 160 4.9  – 8.9  Lovely blend of style, engine performance and comfort
 Cabin feels dated by much smarter fit-out in C-Class

AMG CLS63 S
11113

$251,115 (7a) V8/5.5TT 430/5500 800/1750 rear 1795 239 4.1  – 10.0  S designation adds 20kW; not that it needed it
 It’s better looking, but rivals still look better

S500
11112

Feb 14 $294,715 (7a) V8/4.7TT 335/5250 700/1800 rear 1920 174 4.8  – 9.2  The world’s best limousine; incredible tech and interior
 You’ll probably enjoy it more from the back seat

S500 Cabriolet
11112

$357,215 (9a) V8/4.7TT 335/5250 700/1800 rear 2107 159 4.6  – 9.2  Vitamin D exposure in opulent style
 Boatish weight figure

S500 L
11112

$319,715 (7a) V8/4.7TT 335/5250 700/1800 rear 1940 173 4.8  – 9.2  Even more rear seat room for ultimate passenger comfort
 Chauffeur doesn’t come as standard

AMG S63
11113

$392,715 (7a) V8/5.5TT 430/5500 900/2250 rear 1970 218 4.4  – 10.2  The best tool for crushing autobahns
 There are no autobahns in Australia

AMG S63 Cabriolet
11113

$444,715 (7a) V8/5.5TT 430/5500 900/2250 rear 2110 218 4.4  – 10.2  Hellish engine, gorgeous looks
 Don’t get too enthusiastic in the bends

S63 AMG L
11113

$404,715 (7a) V8/5.5TT 430/5500 900/2250 rear 2095 205 4.5  – 10.3  The best tool for crushing autobahns from the back seat
 Not very relaxing doing 250km/h in the back seat

S600 L
11112

Feb 15 $419,715 (7a) V12/6.0TT 390/5300 830/1900 rear 2110 185 4.6  – 11.3  Big daddy S-class is matched with silken V12
 There’s not much wrong with the S500 V8

S600 Maybach
11113

Jul 16 $448,610 (7a) V12/6.0TT 390/5500 830/1900 rear 2408 162 5.0  – 11.7  Exclusivity and luxury at a much lower price than previous
 Maybach difference isn’t what it once was

S65 AMG L
11113

$492,715 (7a) V12/6.0TT 463/5400 1000/2300 rear 2175 213 4.3  – 11.9  V12 Bi-Turbo badge means you’re king of the hill
 You could buy a Maybach for the money

S65 AMG Cabriolet
11113

$521,715 (7a) V12/6.0TT 463/5400 1000/2300 rear 2202 213 4.1  – 12.0  Would make a statement even at a Monaco casino
 You could buy a beach house for this much

S500 Coupe
11112

$318,610 (7a) V8/4.7TT 335/5500 700/1800 rear 1955 171 4.6  – 8.6  Limousine excellence in a svelte coupe bodyshell
 Full fat S63 AMG is a more potent package

S63 AMG Coupe
11112

Jul 15 $408,610 (7a) V8/5.5TT 430/5500 900/2250 rear 1995 216 4.2  – 10.2  Brutal acceleration; amazing comfort; superb interior
 Needs a better gearbox; munches tyres

S65 AMG Coupe
11113

$501,715 (7a) V12/6.0TT 463/5400 1000/2300 rear 2110 219 4.1  – 12.0  S Coupe gets a massive performance injection
 The 63 is the smarter choice 

MAZDA – MERCEDES-BENZAustralia’s Ultimate New Car Comparison Site  whichcar.com.au
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Ferrari 488 GTB 
$469,988
Simply sensational

Ferrari F12
$690,745
A GT masterpiece

Lambo LP580-2 
$378,900
Rear-drive bliss

3RD

2ND

1ST

Ferrari 488 GTB

1ST

Ferrari F12

2ND

Skoda slaps new 
face on Octavia RS
DON’T call it four-eyes, 
but Skoda has given its 
lovable Octavia RS an 
odd-looking facelift, 
welcome power jump 
and slight price rise. Gone 
is the 162TSI, replaced 
by the 169TSI with – you 
guessed it – 169kW 
and (an unchanged) 
350Nm from its 2.0-litre 
turbo. Prices rise by 
either $1800 (wagon) 
or $2000 (liftback), but 
a Black Pack exterior 
kit and new 9.2-inch 
touchscreen are both 
standard fare. 
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SLC 43
11133

Dec 16 $134,615 (9a) V6/3.0TT 270/6000 520/2000 rear 1520 178 4.7 – 7.8  Brilliant drivetrain; strong brakes
 Unforgiving ride; wooden steering

SL500 
11133

$278,715 (9a) V8/4.7TT 335/5250 700/1800 rear 1720 187 4.3  – 9.1  Uprated drivetrain adds a little weight but plenty of spede
 Ride quality isn’t exactly plush; there are better front ends

SL63 AMG 
11113

$368,715 (7a) V8/5.5TT 430/5500 900/2250 rear 1770 243 4.1  – 10.1  Perfect combination of performance and luxury
 Some creaks from the bodyshell; interior needs a refresh

AMG GT
11112

$259,000 (7dc) V8/4.0TT 340/6250 600/1600 rear 1545 211 4.0 – 9.3  Porsche 911 crushing grunt; rockstar looks and sound
 Light, darty steering; weird rear styling

AMG GT S
11112

Feb 16 $299,900 (7dc) V8/4.0TT 375/6250 650/1750 rear 1570 239 4.00 11.8 9.4  Excellent chassis mated to a brilliant engine
 Makes the comparable Jaguar F-Type R seem cheap

GLA45 AMG 
11113

$83,615 (7dc) I4/2.0T 280/6000 475/2250 all 1510 175 4.4  – 7.5  Roomier and more comfortable than the lumpy A45
 Not particularly attractive; gearbox isn’t the best

AMG GLC43
11123

$101,400 (9a) V6/3.0TT 270/6000 520/2000 all 1855 146 4.9 – 8.8  Loaded with kit and brisk by $100K performance-SUV standards
 Dynamics not a patch on a Macan; 200kg heavier than C43

AMG GLC43 Coupe
11123

$108,900 (9a) V6/3.0TT 270/6000 520/2000 all 1855 146 4.9 – 8.8  $7500 premium over GLC43 for the pursuit of questionable style
 As above, but slave to fashion; wouldn’t you rather a C43 Estate?

AMG GLE63 S
11123

Jan 16 $190,615 (7a) V8/5.5TT 430/5750 760/1750 all 2270 189 4.2  – 18.6  Insane performance; hilarious noise; huge character
 Bit of a wobbly handler; interior a little off the pace

AMG GLE63 S Coupe
11123

$200,615 (7a) V8/5.5TT 430/5500 760/1750 all 2275 189 4.2  – 11.9  Thunderous alternative to the X6M
 Flawed concept, if you ask us; polarising looks 

AMG GLS63
11133

$219,950 (7a) V8/5.5TT 430/5500 760/1750 all 2370 181 4.6  – 12.3  Need to move seven people at high speed? Here you go
 Needs to tow a fuel tanker around

AMG G63
11333

Jul 14 $233,615 (7a) V8/5.5TT 400/5500 760/2000 all 2475 161 5.4  – 13.8  There is no reason why this thing should exist
 But we’re very glad it does

MINI www.mini.com.au
Cooper S 

11123

Dec 14 $37,750 (6m) 
$40,100 (6a) 

I4/2.0T 141/6000 280(300) 
/1250

front 1160 121 6.70 14.70 5.5  Solves all the old model’s problems but creates a new one...
 ...it’s not as engaging; needs better tyres

Cooper S 5-door
11123

$38,850 (6m) 
$41,200 (6a) 

I4/2.0T 141/6000 280(300) 
/1250

front 1220 116 6.9  – 6.0  A slightly smaller alternative to a VW Golf GTI
 Extra 60kg means it’s not mini in any sense

Cooper S Convertible 
11123

$45,400 (6a) I4/2.0T 141/6000 280(300) 
/1250

front 1275 111 7.1 – 5.8  More practical and a better drive than the old Cabrio
 But that’s not saying an awful lot

Cooper S Clubman
11123

Feb 16 $42,900
(6m/8a) 

I4/2.0T 141/6000 280(300) 
/1250

front 1360 104 7.1  – 6.0  Smart interior and supple chassis. Bring on the JCW!
 New heft burdens the poor 2.0-litre; weird looks

Cooper S Countryman
11123

$46,500 (8a) I4/2.0T 141/6000 280(300) 
/1250

front 1505 94 7.4  – 6.5  Surprisingly cohesive looks; extra practicality
 Not very Mini; not very fast; weight problem

Cooper JCW
11123

Aug 16 $47,400 (6m)
$49,950 (6a) 

I4/2.0T 170/6000 320/1250 front 1205 141 6.56 14.46 6.0  More power than ever before; playful handling
 Iffy steering; hard ride; enormous price hike for manual version

Clubman JCW
11123

Jun 17 $53,900 (8a) I4/2.0T 170/6000 350/1250 all 1490 114 6.3 – 7.2  Clubman chassis scores the power it deserves...
 ...not sure if it’s enough; weighty beast

Morgan www.morgancars.com.au
 4/4

11133

$89,990 (5m) I4/1.6 82/6000 132/5800 rear 795 103 8.0  – 6.4  Ye olde charm; definitely a unique driving experience
 You’re essentially buying a brand new antique

3 Wheeler
11123

Apr 16 $92,300 (5m) V2/2.0 60/5250 140/3250 rear 550 220 6.0  – 9.3  An utterly unique driving experience
 You’re either going to love it or hate it

Plus 4
11133

$103,500 (5m) I4/2.0 115/6000 201/4500 rear 877 117 7.3  – 7.0  Ye olde charm; definitely a unique driving experience
 Again, you’re essentially buying a brand new antique

Roadster
11133

$139,775 (6m) V6/3.7 209/6000 370/4700 rear 950 220 5.5  – 9.8  Power-to-weight rivals a 911 Carrera S
 You’d really have to love it to live with it

 Plus 8
11123

$230,500 (8a) V8/4.8 270/6300 490/3400 rear 1100 246 4.2  – 10.8  Fabulous drivetrain package; fun on smooth surfaces
 Quality fails to match the pricetag

 Aero 8
11123

$270,000 (6a) V8/4.8 270/6300 490/3400 rear 1175 230 4.5  – 12.1  Morgan’s ultimate roadster looks good, sounds better with no roof
 Slightly cramped cabin hard to get comfortable in

Nissan www.nissan.com.au
370Z 

11133

Sep 10 $56,930 (6m) 
$59,930 (7a) 

V6/3.7 245/7000 363/5200 rear 1468 162 5.85 14.04 10.4  Now old but latest in a long line of Z-cars
 Agricultural engine; snappy handling; gets hot on track

370Z Roadster 
11133

$65,930 (6m) 
$68,930 (7a) 

V6/3.7 245/7000 363/5200 rear 1478 168 5.8  – 10.9*  Suffers little in the conversion to drop-top
 But it doesn’t add anything to the recipe, either

GT-R
11113

Feb 17 $189,000 (6dc) V6/3.8TT 419/6800 632/3300 all 1765 237 3.2 11.21 11.7  Improved ride; worthwhile interior upgrade
 Big price increase; beginning to feel its age

GT-R Track Edition
11113

$227,000 (6dc) V6/3.8TT 419/6800 632/3300 all 1760 238 2.7 – 11.7  In a track environment, simply awesome
 Question marks over road suitability; price premium

GT-R Nismo 
11113

Apr 17 $299,000 (6dc) V6/3.8TT 441/6800 652/3600 all 1739 253 – – 11.7  There’s the track edition, and then there’s this
 Questionable value over the ‘base’ car

Hot Source
Fast guide to quick cars
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WAGONs

Audi RS6 Perf.
$245,116
Supercar-like stonk

HSV Clubsport 
R8 LSA Tourer
$88,990
Coolest Aussie car?

3RD

2ND

1ST

p

HSV Clubsport

33333333333333333333333333RD

Merc-AMG C63 S
$158,115
Love it, love it, love it

WAGONs
1ST

Merc-AMG C63 S

2ND
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Peugeot www.peugeot.com.au
308 GTD

11133

Mar 16 $42,990 (6a) I4/2.0TD 133/3750 400/2000 front 1320 101 8.4  – 4.0  Decent engine; 'round-town performance
 Nowhere near a hot hatch; sweeter petrol-manual binned

308 GTi 270
11123

Jul 16 $49,990 (6m) I4/1.6T 200/6000 330/1900 front 1205 166 6.09 14.16 6.0  Unique seats, sport tyres and diff are worth the extra
 Tough rivals; could be more playful

 208 GTi
11123

Oct 16 $30,990 (6m) I4/1.6T 153/6000 300/3000 front 1160 127 6.8 15.0 5.4  Recently updated with more power
 Superb rivals highlight its flaws; odd driving position

Porsche www.porsche.com.au

 718 Cayman 
11112

Ann 16 $115,600 (6m) 
$117,172 (7dc) 

F4/2.0T 220/6500 380/1950 rear 1335 165 5.1 – 7.4  Porsche’s entry level sportscar sets the bar high; cheap PDK upgrade
 Hardly a cheap deal in anyone’s language

718 Cayman S
11112

May 17 $145,800 (6m) 
$150,790 (7dc)

F4/2.5T 257/6500 420/1900 rear 1355 190 4.6 – 8.1  Finely tuned chassis soaks up turbo new grunt
 You’re now going to have to spend a lot for an atmo Porsche

718 Boxster
11112

Jun 16 $118,400 (6m) 
$119,972 (7dc) 

F4/2.0T 220/6500 380/1950 rear 1335 165 4.7* – 6.9*  New turbo engine gives Boxster the grunt it deserves
 Boosted four lacks the character of the old atmo six

718 Boxster S
11112

Jun 16 $148,600 (6m) 
$153,390 (7dc) 

F4/2.5T 257/6500 420/1900 rear 1355 190 4.2* – 7.3*  Approaching supercar speed; beautiful chassis balance 
 Much more expensive than it was, particularly with options

911 Carrera
11112

Apr 16 $217,500  (7m)
$223,450 (7dc)

F6/3.0TT 272/6500 450/1700 rear 1430 190 4.2 12.3 8.3  Now matches old Carrera S pace for less money; PASM standard
 Slight loss of exhaust note aggression; that’s about it

911 Carrera S
11112

Apr 16 $256,300 (7m)
$262,250 (7dc)

F6/3.0TT 309/6500 500/5000 rear 1440 215 3.9* 12.0* 8.7  Supercar-scaring fast with PDK and Sport Chrono package
 Getting too fast for the road; expensive with options

911 Carrera GTS
11112

Apr 17 $282,700 (7m)
$284,950 (7dc)

F6/3.0TT 331/6500 550/2150 rear 1450 228 3.7* – 8.3  The ultimate two-wheel drive 911 until the new GT3 arrives
 Next to nothing really, though getting pricey

911 Carrera 4
11113

$237,300 (7m)
$243,250 (7dc)

F6/3.0TT 272/6500 450/1700 all 1480 184 4.1  – 8.7  All-wheel drive means you can drive your 911 to the snow
 Carreras are meant to be two-wheel driven

911 Carrera 4S
11112

Jan 17 $272,400 (7m)
$278,350 (7dc)

F6/3.0TT 309/6500 500/5000 all 1490 207 3.8*  – 8.9  Big grip fills in the holes of your skill set
 Only real reason you need it over the regular car

911 Carrera 4 GTS
11112

$298,800 (7m)
$301,050 (7dc)

F6/3.0TT 331/6500 550/2150 all 1495 221 3.6*  – 8.5  Extra grunt overcomes all-paw weight penalty
 All-wheel drive not really necessary

911 Carrera Cabriolet
11113

$242,700 (7m)
$248,650 (7dc)

F6/3.0TT 272/6500 450/1700 rear 1500 181 4.8  – 8.5  Almost as good to drive as the coupe
 Suffers from image problems

911 Carrera S Cabriolet
11113

Aug 16 $277,800 (7m)
$283,750(7dc)

F6/3.0TT 309/6500 500/5000 rear 1510 205 4.5  – 8.8  Better access to exhaust pops and crackles
 Jaguar provides a more theatrical experience

911 Carrera GTS Cabriolet
11113

$304,200 (7m)
$311,590(7dc)

F6/3.0TT 331/6500 550/2150 rear 1520 218 3.8  – 8.4  For when you have to have a rarer car than your neighbour
 Regular S offers a very similar drive experience

911 Carrera 4 Cabriolet
11123

$258,800 (7m)
$264,750 (7dc)

F6/3.0TT 272/6500 450/1700 all 1550 175 4.3  – 8.9  Turbo torque makes extra kg almost irrelevant
 Hard to see what it adds over regular Carrera Cabriolet

911 Carrera 4S Cabriolet
11113

$290,200 (7m)
$296,150 (7dc)

F6/3.0TT 309/6500 500/5000 all 1560 198 4.0  – 9.0  A great car in so many ways
 You could have a GT3 at this price!

911 Carrera 4 GTS Cabriolet
11113

$316,600 (7m)
$322,550 (7dc)

F6/3.0TT 331/6500 550/2150 all 1565 212 3.7  – 8.7  For those who have to have the best variant
 Cheaper and more satisfying 911s available

911 Targa 4
11113

$258,800 (7m) 
$264,750 (7dc)

F6/3.0TT 272/6500 450/1700 all 1570 173 4.3 – 8.9  Old-school charm, new-school stonk
 Self-folding targa top isn’t very retro

911 Targa 4S
11113

$290,200 (7m)
$296,150(7dc)

F6/3.0TT 309/6500 500/5000 all 1580 196 4.0 – 9.0  Looks fantastic; character; huge pace
 Firm ride; wind buffeting; possible sunburn

911 Targa 4 GTS
11113

$320,400 (7m)
$327,790 (7dc)

F6/3.0TT 331/6500 550/2150 all 1585 209 3.7 – 8.7  Blacked-out styling adds a different vibe
 Tough to spot the dynamic differences over regular Targa

911 Turbo
11112

$390,300 (7dc) F6/3.8TT 397/6400 710/2250 all 1595 249 3.0 11.0 9.1  Now updated with even more speed, just what it needed
 With Australia’s speed limits it’s almost a waste

911 Turbo S
11111

Feb 17 $461,900 (7dc) F6/3.8TT 427/6750 750/2250 all 1600 259 2.9  10.8 9.1  You’ll need a Chiron to beat it off the line; useability
 We’re talking diminishing returns here; supercar money

911 Turbo Cabriolet
11113

$406,100 (7dc) F6/3.8TT 397/6400 710/2250 all 1665 238 3.1 11.2 9.3  The ultimate hair dryer; still insanely fast
 There are far more characterful cabriolets at this price

911 Turbo S Cabriolet
11113

$477,700 (7dc) F6/3.8TT 427/6750 750/2250 all 1670 256 3.0  11.0 9.3  A good way to show off the size of your bank balance
 Struggling to see the point; frightening price tag

Panamera 4S
11113

Apr 17 $310,800 (8dc) V6/3.0TT 324/6600 550/1750 all 1795 185 4.4  – 8.2  Stuttgart’s fresh limo doesn’t stick around 
 All-wheel drive of questionable relevance in Australia

Panamera 4S Diesel
11113

$318,600 (8dc) V8/4.0TTD 310/5000 850/1000 all 1795 173 4.5  – 6.8  Slick new PDK handles big-grunt diesel beautifully
 A car you buy more for economy than outright performance

Panamera Turbo
11113

Apr 17 $384,800 (8dc) V8/4.8TT 382/6000 700/2250 all 1920 194 3.8  – 10.2  Crushing on-paper performance; cosseting luxury for four
 Lighter but still a big bertha; spoiled ride in comfort

Macan GTS
11113

Jan 17 $114,000 (7dc) V6/3.0TT 265/6000 500/1650 all 1895 140 5.0*  – 8.8  Looks quite cool as SUVs go; quite a bit cheaper than the Turbo
 Not overly fast; can it match the new F-Pace?

Macan Turbo
11113

Aug 14 $133,800 (7dc) V6/3.6TT 294/6000 550/1350 all 1925 153 4.8  – 9.2  Drives better than it has any right to
 Lacking engine note; bit of low-down lag

MERCEDES-BENZ – PORSCHEAustralia’s Ultimate New Car Comparison Site  whichcar.com.au
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$150K

Porsche Boxster 
$113,100
Better than ever

Mazda MX-5
$33,490
Massive fun for a tiny price

Lotus Exige S
$132,990
Plenty of character

3RD

2ND

1ST

L t E i S

3RD

Better than ever

Mazda MX-5

2ND

VW Oz revives 
three-door Golf GTI
THE Golf GTI three-door 
has returned for the 
first time since 2013, as 
a Performance Edition 1 
limited edition with front 
LSD and 180kW/370Nm 
for $47,990 – but it’s 
sadly auto-only. The DSG 
now gets seven gears in 
Edition 1 (and R) but the 
169kW/350Nm (up from 
162kW) base GTI sticks 
with either six-cog DSG 
or manual, sans LSD. 
Meanwhile the Golf R 
now gets 213kW/380Nm 
(up from 206kW) and 
a 4.8sec 0-100km/h 
claim. The R wagon also 
returns full-time, but not 
until January 2018.

U P D A T E D !

Porsche Boxster
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Cayenne S Diesel
11123

Feb 15 $150,600 (8a) V8/4.2TD 283/3750 850/2000 all 2215 128 5.7 – 8.3  Incredible diesel grunt; reasonably priced against rivals 
 We still have problems with the term ‘sports diesel SUV’

Cayenne GTS
11123

May 15 $158,000 (8a) V6/3.6TT 324/6000 600/1600 all 2110 154 5.2 – 10.0  Pace and incredible dynamics for an off-roader
 New blown V6 can’t match the acoustics of the old V8

Cayenne Turbo
11123

Feb 15 $237,800 (8a) V8/4.8TT 382/6000 750/2250 all 2185 175 4.5  – 11.5  Like driving a rocket-powered block of flats 
 Cayenne’s underpinnings are ageing  

Cayenne Turbo S
11113

Ann 16 $290,200 (8a) V8/4.8TT 419/6000 800/2500 all 2235 187 4.1  – 11.5  Outrageous performance; top-dog status
 It’s DOUBLE the price of the already impressive Cayenne S Diesel

Range Rover www.landrover.com.au
Evoque Dynamic Si4

11133

May 14 $81,125 (9a) I4/2.0T 177/5500 340/1750 all 1640 107 - - 13.6  Concept-car looks; classy interior; drives well
 Try seeing out of it; terrifying options lists

Sport HSE Dynamic
11113

Jan 14 $167,905 (8a) V8/5.0S 375/6500 625/2500 all 2310 162 5.3 – 13.8  Great handling; wonderful engine; looks much better
 Some will see it as the poor man’s Range Rover

Sport Autobio. Dynamic
11113

Jan 14 $196,800 (8a) V8/5.0S 375/6500 625/2500 all 2310 162 5.3   – 13.8  Drives like an enormous hot hatch; goes like a scalded cat
 Very little; thirsty, and off-road ability wasted on most

Sport SVR
11123

Oct 16 $233,500 (8a) V8/5.0S 405/6500 680/2500 all 2310 175 4.7   – 13.8  Ludicrous acceleration; anti-social exhaust noise
 Is this performance 4x4 thing getting a bit silly?

SDV8 Autobiography
11113

$244,400 (8a) V8/4.4TTD 250/3500 700/1750 all 2360 108 6.9  – 8.7  Diesel V8 perfect fit for the Rangie’s calming character
 Huge weight saving, but still incredibly big and heavy

5.0 SC Autobiography
11113

Jan 14 $257,300 (8a) V8/5.0S 375/6500 625/3500 all 2336 161 5.4  – 13.7  Like an off-road S-Class; incredible ride and feel-good factor
 Fuel tank seems to have a hole in it; poor people hate you

SV Autobiography
11113

$316,000 (8a) V8/5.0S 405/6500 680/3500 all 2457 165 5.4  – 13.7  Snarling F-type engine adds plenty of theatre...
 ...but no more speed; confused personality

Renault www.renault.com.au
Clio RS 200 Sport 

11113

Oct 16 $30,000 (6dc) I4/1.6T 147/6000 240/1750 front 1218 121 7.1 15.1 6.3  Cult classic returns at a bargain price; five-door practicality
 Lost its hero appeal; sadly no manual option

Clio RS 200 Cup 
11113

Apr 14 $33,000 (6dc) I4/1.6T 147/6000 240/1750 front 1218 121 6.75 14.91 6.3  Likes to wag its tail; zesty drivetrain
 Sounds like a vacuum on boost; shift paddles feel arcade-ish 

Clio RS 200 Sport Premium 
11113

$35,000 (6dc) I4/1.6T 147/6000 240/1750 front 1218 121 6.7 - 6.3  Extra kit (seats, 18s, RS drive) adds extra class
 Price gains a couple of waist sizes

Clio RS 200 Cup Premium 
11123

Jan 15 $38,000 (6dc) I4/1.6T 147/6000 240/1750 front 1218 121 7.14 15.21 9.6  You won’t be disappointed by the range-topper…
 …until you realise $37K is not far off an SS, GTI, Megane 

Clio RS 220 Trophy 
11113

Aug 16 $39,990 (6dc) I4/1.6T 163/6000 280/1750 front 1218 134 6.49 14.54 5.9  More power, quicker shifts, better chassis – it’s hardcore
 While harder and faster, it’s still not visceral as you’d like

Megane GT
11123

Ann 16 $38,490 (7dc) I4/1.6T 151/6000 280/2400 front 1392 108 7.1  – 6.0  Sharpened French hatch promises to be an RS-lite 
 Unkillable ESP means it fails to deliver on the promise

Rolls-Royce www.rolls-roycemotorcars.com
Ghost Series II

11112

Feb 15 $595,000 DA 
(8a)

V12/6.6TT 420/5250 780/1500 rear 2360 17 8 4.9  – 14.0  Quicker and sportier than a Phantom, but no less opulent 
 What’s the point of a sportier, faster Rolls Royce?

Ghost EWB Series II
11112

$675,000 DA 
(8a)

V12/6.6TT 420/5250 780/1500 rear 2450 171 5.0  – 14.1  Even more luxurious with added rear seat space
 For those who prefer someone else to do the driving

Phantom Series II
11112

$855,000 DA 
(8a)

V12/6.7    338/5350 720/3500 rear 2560 132 5.9  – 14.8  The benchmark luxury car for the last decade
 It’s simply enormous; Kyle Sandilands has one…

Wraith
11112

Dec 14 $645,000 DA 
(8a)

V12/6.6TT 465/5600 800/1500 rear 2360 197 4.6  – 14.0  Incredible comfort and luxury; traffic-stopping styling
 Definitely no drivers’ car; you’ll want the Phantom

Dawn
11112

Jun 16 $749,000 DA 
(8a)

V12/6.6TT 420/5250 780/1500 rear 2560 164 4.9  – 14.2  Jaw-dropping looks; you’ve-made-it driving experience
 Best suited to wafting; prepare for envy

Skoda www.skoda.com.au
Octavia 169TSI RS

11123

$38,890 (6m)
$41,390 (6dc)

I4/2.0T 169/4700 350/1500 front – – 6.7 – –  Affordable mix of space and handling, now with extra grunt 
 Questionable new front-end; misses Golf’s seven-speed DSG

Octavia 169TSI RS Wagon
11123

$40,390 (6m)
$42,890 (6dc)

I4/2.0T 169/4700 350/1500 front – – 6.8  – –  Even more space than liftback, with mirror-imaged dynamics  
 Shares in the same price rise as its liftback sibling

Superb 206TSI 4x4
11123

Jun 16 $52,690 (6dc) I4/2.0T 206/6500 350/1700 all 1537 134 5.8 – 7.3  Golf R speed in a more practical package
 Not as agile as its hatch cousin 

Superb 206TSI 4x4 wagon
11123

$53,690 (6dc) I4/2.0T 206/6500 350/1700 all 1600 129 5.8 – 7.3  Great combo of looks, speed, and smart packaging
 Like the above; lacks low-down urge

Hot Source
Fast guide to quick cars
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$150K

Merc-AMG SL63
$368,715
Roofless thunder

Jaguar F-Type V8 R 
$247,795
Snarling, intoxicating V8

3RD

2ND

1ST

2ND

Ferrari California T
$409,888
A fine Italian cruiser

1ST

Ferrari California T
$409 888

Jaguar F-Type V8 R
$247795

SUPERIOR AIRFLOW. SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE.®

THE CURE FOR OUR 
ITCHY TRIGGER FOOT.



Subaru www.subaru.com.au
WRX

11123

Nov 14 $39,240 (6m)
$41,240 (cvt)

F4/2.0T 197/5600 350/2400 all 1424 138 6.08 14.15 9.2  Has rediscovered its harder edge; entertaining handling
 Lumpy power curve; firm ride; offers little that’s new

WRX Premium
11123

May 14 $45,140 (6m)
$47,140 (cvt)

F4/2.0T 197/5600 350/2400 all 1424 138 6.24 14.27 9.2  Extra kit makes the WRX a more habitable place
 Not really what the WRX has traditionally been about

WRX STi
11123

May 15 $49,740 (6m) F4/2.5T 221/6000 407/4000 all 1515 146 5.40 13.49 12.1  Looks tough; handling prowess; bargain price
 Interior can’t match class benchmarks; iffy steering

WRX STi Premium
11123

Apr 16 $55,640 (6m) F4/2.5T 221/6000 407/4000 all 1515 146 5.49 13.62 10.4  Adds welcome niceties; you can delete the wing
 Not actually any faster than the last STi

Liberty 3.6R
11133

$42,490 (cvt) F6/3.6 191/5600 350/4400 all 1605 119 7.2  – 10.3  Far cheaper than the old one; segment-crushing power
 Feels quite big; has lost a lot of its sporting character

Levorg GT
11133

Aug 16 $42,990 (cvt) F4/2.0T 197/5600 350/2400 all 1538 128 6.6 – 8.7  Fast wagons are cool; good package
 Not really that fast; CVT-only; terrible suspension tune

Forester XT
11133

$41,240 (cvt) F4/2.0T 177/5600 350/2400 all 1589 111 7.5 8.5  Much improved handling and refinement
 Stripped of all its character; no manual option

 BRZ
11112

Apr 17 $32,990 (6m) 
$34,990 (6a)

F4/2.0 152/7000 212/6400 rear 1282 119 7.4  – 8.4  Looks better than the Toyota; exclusivity; handling balance
 Oversteer junkies will prefer the more wayward 86 

Suzuki www.suzuki.com.au
Swift Sport 
11133

Sep 12 $24,990 (6m) 
$26,990 (cvt)

I4/1.6 100/6900 160/4400 front 1060 94 8.50 16.16 6.1*  Excellent chassis; strong brakes; revvy engine
 Not as cheap as it used to be; un-killable ESP dulls fun

Tesla www.teslamotors.com
Model S P90D

11113

Ann 16 $203,283 DA (1a) Dual EM 568 967 all 2300 247 3.36 11.68 0.0  Dual electric motors provide head-smashing acceleration
 Needs the infrastructure to support it; a bit odd to drive

Toyota www.toyota.com.au
Corolla SX
11233

$23,490 (6m) 
$25,490 (cvt) 

I4/1.8 103/6400 173/4000 front 1255 82 9.24 16.87 7.1  Shock! A Corolla that’s half-decent to drive (in manual guise)
 Outclassed and out-gunned by cheaper rivals

86 GT
11113

$30,790 (6m) 
$33,090 (6a) 

F4/2.0 152/7000
147/7000

212/6400
205/6400

rear 1257 117 7.4 – 7.8  About as much fun as you can have in a car, regardless of price
 Interior is basic; road noise; ride can get irritating

86 GTS
11112

Oct 16 $36,490 (6m) 
$38,790 (6a) 

F4/2.0 152/7000
147/7000

212/6400
205/6400

rear 1275 116 7.4 – 7.8  Revised 86 scores more power and chassis tweaks
 We’ll find out next month

Volkswagen www.volkswagen.com.au
 Polo GTI

11113

Oct 16 $27,490 (6m) 
$29,990 (7dc) 

I4/1.8T 141/6200 320/1450 front 1234 144 6.8 14.9 6.1  An even better BFYB proposition in its new form; price
 New electric steering loses out to the old hydraulic system

Golf GTI
11112

$41,490 (6m) 
$43,990 (6dc) 

I4/2.0T 169/6200 350/1500 front – – – – –  Facelift brings flash infotainment and former Perf Pack grunt
 Traction issues without LSD; sneaking up in price

 Golf GTI Performance Edition 1
11112

$47,990 (7dc) I4/2.0T 180/6200 370/TBC front – – – – –  With Scirocco gone, slick three-door Golf returns as LSD special
 No manual a big downer; not quite 40 Years outputs

Golf R
11112

$52,990 (6m)
$55,490 (7dc) 

I4/2.0T 213/6200 380/1800 all – – – – –  Faster and easier than ever before; beefy engine note
 Lacks visual flair; we don’t get 228kW/400Nm overseas tune

Passat 206TSI 
11133

$57,990 (6dc) I4/2.0T 206/6500 380/1700 all 1589 130 5.5  – 7.3  Spiritual successor to R36 a sharp looker, decent steer
 By no means a performance star

Passat 206TSI wagon
11133

$59,990 (6dc) I4/2.0T 206/6500 380/1700 all 1639 127 5.7  – 7.4  Extended hatch lends practical appeal to Q-car package
 Light footed Golf R wagon’s far more tantalising

 CC V6 FSI 
11133

$67,990 (6dc) V6/3.6 220/6600 350/2400 all 1657 133 5.5  – 9.7  Six-pot CC pretty much like a Merc CLS for third of the price
 Lack of rear headroom and rear seat access

Volvo www.volvocars.com.au
 V40 T5 R-Design

11133

Jul 15 $50,990 (6a)  I4/2.0T 180/5400 360/1800 front 1468 127 6.91 15.02 8.1  Punchy four pot; pleasing dynamics; looks
 Heavy; firm ride; cramped rear room

S60 Polestar
11123

Jun 17 $89,990 (8a)  I4/2.0TS 270/6000 470/3100 all 1750 127 4.7 – 7.8  New twin-charged four; price cut
 Needs more involving handling; no more six-pot engine note

 V60 Polestar
11123

$92,990 (8a)  I4/2.0TS 270/6000 470/3100 all 1770 127 4.7 – 7.8  Looks good; fast Volvo wagon cool factor
 Quite pricey; struggles to match an S4 Avant

PORSCHE – VOLVOAustralia’s Ultimate New Car Comparison Site  whichcar.com.au
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KNFILTERS.COM.AU

GIVE YOUR RIGHT FOOT WHAT IT WANTS 
with  a K&N® performance air intake system. It delivers more 
horsepower — guaranteed — and installs  in about 90 minutes. 
So  you can  scratch that  itch.



NEXT ISSUE OF MOTOR IS ON SALE JULY 13.
Nismo GT-R vs M4 GTS; Bang For Your Bucks $0-$50K; 911 GT2 RS exclusive; CSV ’Stang driven.
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SPYKER C8

Spiky is the word for the yacht-like tiller of 
the C8, thanks to its four-bar crosshatch 
within a wooden steering wheel. Exposed 
alloy trim bits dominate the surroundings, 
contrasting with the caramel leather in this 
simple Audi V8-powered Dutch sports car.

MASERATI BOOMERANG
Surprisingly this 1971 Turin motor show 
concept that smattered gauges and 
headlight switches inside an enormous 
wheel rim didn’t make it to Maserati’s Bora 
production car. The jet-engine-style metal 
pod behind it wouldn’t have been safe.

SAAB NIGHT MODE
Doctors and architects loved Saab at 
its peak. What these occupations loved 
about fl ying we’re unsure, but the Night 
Panel switch on every dashboard that 
blanked out all instrumentation except the 
speedometer was a Swede gimmick.

FIAT MULTIPLA
With as much design nous as a sandpit full 
of Fisher Price toys, this Fiat puts the dash 
in the term ‘slap dash’. At least fi t-and-
fi nish would be high, being Italian, while 
the Multipla could seat three up front like a 
McLaren F1 supercar.

ROLLS-ROYCE WRAITH
Care to reach for the stars? Passengers 
seated in this 2014 suicide-door coupe 
won’t have to reach far thanks to 1340 
fi bre-optic lights woven into the leather 
roof-lining above the (real) wood Canadel 
panelling on doors and dashboard.

TOYOTA SUPRA
It might not have quite had jetfi ghter 
thrust, but the dashboard of 1996’s Supra 
certainly owned the terms ‘wrap around’ 
and ‘driver focused’. It was a cockpit in the 
truest sense, with front passenger only left 
to admire 1990s vinyl-wrap plastics.

MCLAREN F1
Iconic driving position mocks global 
market requirements for left- or right-
hand drive as the 1993 British supercar 
places its driver in the middle – ahead of 
engine and fuel tank, with a passenger 
fl anked behind, off set either side.

AU FALCON DESK
There mightn’t have been a sharp angle 
in sight of this dashboard, but a sharp 
salesman could be found in the driver’s 
seat of the Forte when equipped with a 
foldable desk ideal for portable organisers 
and 7-Eleven muggacinos.

PAGANI HUAYRA
A hypercar with an unsubtle cabin. Floating 
switchgear pods, exposed gear lever 
surround, alloy toggles everywhere and 
gloss-black textured trim that looks like 
Christmas pressie wrapping – all that’s left 
to add is syrupy caramel leather. 

Final Nine
Weird world of fast cars

b y  D A N I E L  D E G A S P E R I

 9 unforgettable cockpits – some oh-so-right, but many oh-so-wrong 

5

1

Memorable Interiors

146 ju ly 2017 motormag.com.au



Introducing Laufenn.
Designed for reliable performance.
No matter what the season, no matter what the road brings,

www.laufenn.com/au



 ONCE AN ICON. 
NOW A LEGEND.
The all-new Audi TT RS. 

To join the League of Performance visit your preferred Audi dealer 
or audi.com.au

One of Audi Sport’s most celebrated icons, the all-new Audi TT RS has arrived with jaw-dropping performance. 

The legendary 5-cylinder engine delivers breathtaking acceleration, with the Coupé sprinting from 0-100km/h 

in just 3.7 seconds, and the Roadster in 3.9 seconds. It’s Audi Sport in its purest form.   

Overseas model with optional equipment shown. 


